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PREFACE

Cerro Paranal, Chile 2009
In a first intention, these notes were created for my own use as ―field notes‖ not intended
to substitute a good textbook on operational or astronomical instrumentation. Therefore, I
apologize to the reader if they seem sometimes a little ―cryptic‖.
Just because of that they might be useful to those who seek practical details not found
elsewhere.
The reader will note that mention is frequently made of the Tacande observatory, La
Palma. This is because a large part of the manual was produced during the period of use of
this observatory. Now the observatory is located in Catalonia, continental Spain
These notes are the result of over 25 years of collecting my own data, except when
specifically quoted as the work of other persons or institutions. These notes are freely
available, but for the same ethical principle please cite this source for partial or total
reproduction.
The observatory is not designed for a specific specialization. The activities are very
diverse, such as the most advanced like spectroscopy, the occultations of stars by objects in
the Solar System or the registration of exoplanets, but I also actively work in astrometry of
asteroids and comets, variable stars, double stars, astrophotography of the Sun, planetary
and deep sky. I cannot forget the construction in my own workshop of telescopes and all
kinds of accessories.
I want to thank my colleague and friend Boris Fritz for his contribution of ―DEEP SKY
VISUAL OBSERVATION" to these notes.

Joan Genebriera, December 2021
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Astropriorat Observatory location characteristics, Catalonia, Spain

Data by Google Earth
Lon: 00º 51' 49".89
Lat.: 41º 07' 24".02
Height: 380 m.

Lon: 0º.8639 E
Lat: 41º.1233 N

Local Time Zone: GMT(U.T.)
Winter local time-1 = U.T.
Summer local time -2h. = U.T.
Sun mean time (winter) = U.T. – (1h+3.5m)
Astronomy Quality:
- Limit naked eye magnitude in moonless nights: 6.0
- Sky background (no Moon) arcsec ^2: 20
- Average FWHM night time in long exposures: 2.5”
- Average FWHM early morning daytime:1.5”
- The light pollution is visible up to +30º high

General notes:
- It is necessary to close the shutter dome when the indoor humidity exceeds 85% and
or if the wind speed exceeds 13m/sec. (47 Km/h) or in case of high atmospheric
dust levels.
-In the area of Astropriorat because of the topography, the sun (or other object) is not
visible up to two hours(about 22.5° heights)after their rise time.
-The higher hatch of the Sirius dome, causes obstruction to the RC 406 telescope at zenith
and at less than -26.5º DEC for the R120 ED at the meridian.
- The telescope RC 406 has a useful window of observation in Declination is from +90° to 30º
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I – VISUAL OBSERVATION OF DEEP SKY

Courtesy of Boris Fritz
Today, the visual observation of the deep sky is much less popular than astrophotography, but
its basic argument is its simplicity: there‟s no need for expensive equipment – no cameras, no
PCs etc.; it is even possible to use azimuthally mounted instruments, such as Dobson
telescopes. Binoculars and very small telescopes (75 to 100mm diameter) offer beautiful vistas
of many objects. What fascinates the visual observer is the feeling of being in direct contact
with the wonders of the Universe, although of course the objects are not seen in the same
manner as on color images. But one should not expect the best possible results right from the
beginning. A novice observer first has to train his or her eyes, because the human eye works in
a different manner at night, in the dark and behind the eyepiece.
Important requirements
The single most important factor – often underestimated – is having a dark sky. From the
cities it is impossible to enjoy the deep sky, even when using a big scope. It is easy to
understand that what makes a faint nebulosity visible is its contrast against the sky background.
If the background brightness is equal to or brighter than the nebula or galaxy, the latter will
remain invisible independent of the telescopic aperture! It is true that a larger telescope will
collect more light (that‟s why objects appear brighter and fainter stars can be seen), but in the
case of a sky plagued by light pollution, a brighter image is of no help, because a telescope
does not augment the contrast between the object and the sky.
The eyepieces, often underrated, are as important as the telescope itself. With poor eyepieces,
the best telescope optics can‟t give a good image. Also, as emphasized above, the key in deep
sky observing is contrast, and the latter is defined by the sky and the instrumentation used
(telescope + eyepiece). It is not necessary to have more than 4 or 5 good eyepieces. They
should cover the range of magnifications well, because for the wealth of different deep sky
objects, we will need both the lowest and the highest magnifications our telescope will allow.
Omega (exit pupil) = D / V (mm)
F: Eyepiece field (degrees, see below)

D: Diameter of the telescope (mm)
V: Magnification

Field of view (FOV) = F / V (degrees)
Ethos= 100º
Nagler = 82º
Erfle/Panoptic = 68º
Plossl = 50º
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The lowest useful magnification is one that gives an exit pupil of some 7mm (for a telescope of
280mm, for instance, the lowest power would be 40x). In the dark, the pupil of the human eye
attains a diameter of about 7mm (naturally there are variations from person to person; at
increasing age the pupil opens less). If we would use a still lower magnification, for example
one yielding an exit pupil of 9mm, we would present our pupil more light than it can take in,
and therefore nothing is gained in image brightness.
The maximum useful magnification is not fixed, and depends on the state of the atmosphere
(seeing), quality of the optics and the type of object and is to observe. The general rule says
that the maximum power is twice the telescope‟s aperture in millimeters (for a 280mm this
would be a power of 560x).
*Editor’s note: An important eyepiece characteristic is the eye relief. This is the
distance between eyepiece and observer’s eye for optimal vision and for eyeglasses
users have to be not less than 20 mm. or even better 25 mm.
Observing techniques
When starting an observing night the first step is to dark-adapt the eyes, by avoiding
exposition to any brilliant light. Our eyes adapt to night vision in two steps: the first is a
comparatively quick process, as the pupil widens to collect more light. Then follows a chemical
change, which takes more time (between 20 and 30 minutes) and results in a more important
sensitivity increase. This is why an adaptation time of at least 20 to 30 minutes is
recommended if one is to observe objects at the limit of vision. *note
It is best to observe in a comfortable position (ideally seated) and being well rested. The eyebrain system, responsible for what we perceive, needs a supply of oxygen for working at its
best. For this it is very beneficial taking brief breaks away from the eyepiece, walking around or
exercising. Especially when observing objects at the limit of detection it is better to take several
short looks than staring intensely into the eyepiece for minutes.
The most important technique in visual deep sky observing is without question the averted
vision, which consists in looking slightly to the side of the object, and not directly at it. This is
not done during the day, but the most sensitive light receptors are not at the centre of our eye
but distributed around it. It cannot be generalized in which direction one has to look, if to the
right, left, above or below the objects – every observer must find his or her own most sensitive
spot in the eye by trying.
Unfortunately, as we move away from the optical axis, the ability to resolve details quickly
decreases. Furthermore, the light-sensitive receptors at the eye‟s periphery are unable to detect
color.
*Editor’s note: Some observers think that dark adaptation is a much longer process and that
it is recommendable to not expose the eyes to sunlight during the hours previous to a night of
extreme observing.
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Limiting magnitude

The limiting magnitude designates the faintest star visible, whether with the unaided eye,
binoculars or a telescope. This has always been a delicate and controversial astronomical topic,
in part because the limiting magnitude depends on many (and variable) factors. Of greatest
importance is the eye proper and the experience of the observer cannot be quantified by any
formula. An investigation with 20 observers in Germany carried out in 2004 came up with a
scatter of 1.7 magnitudes: the observers participating rated the limiting magnitude of the site
anywhere from 5.0 to 6.7, although everybody was observing at the same time and from the
same site! With regard to the telescopic limiting magnitude, apart from the sky conditions
(transparency and seeing) one has to consider the observer‟s eye, the diameter of the telescope,
the magnification, the light transmission and quality of all optical surfaces (including of course
the eyepiece) and, depending of the telescope type, the central obstruction.
Generally a limiting magnitude of 6.5 – 7.0 is indicated for a dark rural sky (note: all
magnitudes mentioned are always visual magnitudes V). But there are several well-documented
cases where observers have gone to magnitude 7.9 – 8.4 under the best conditions! Here it
should be noted that the limiting magnitude (abbreviated “fst”, for faintest star) is partially a
question of definition: some say that the star in question should be hold in view constantly for
some seconds, while others define fst simply as the faintest star detectable (a brief glimpse is
sufficient). In good nights on La Palma, I can detect stars of magnitude 7.8 – 8.0 without
optical aid, but I cannot hold them in view constantly. If I were to apply the more conservative
criteria, my personal fst should be ranked about a half magnitude brighter (7.3 – 7.5).
The detection of stars that faint is not a simple “to look and to see”. I have noticed that for my
eyes it is very beneficial that the position of the star can be pinpointed well: a neighboring
constellation of brighter stars may be helpful, as long as the other stars are not as close as to
cause a possibility of confusion (remember, with averted vision the power of resolution
decreases dramatically). Stars at the limit of vision only „flare up‟ in those brief moments when
our eyes are optimally aligned, i.e. when the precious few protons fall onto the retina‟s most
sensitive region. To avoid eye strain, I use to stare between half a minute and a minute,
alternating with brief breaks. The star will not be captured by my averted vision every time,
and for stars at the limit (7.8 – 8.0), half an hour may pass before I have glimpsed the star
often enough to be convinced of its visibility.
The expert Bradley E. Schaefer explains in the Publications of the Astronomical Society of the Pacific
102, 212 (1990): “Since the photon arrival and detection is randomly distributed in time, some
time intervals will have sufficient photons for detection while other time intervals will not”.
There is also the concept of a „detection probability‟, saying that if you are able to detect a star
of given magnitude with a 100% certainty, then you should be able to see a little fainter still
(with less than 100% detection certainty). Schaefer has estimated the difference from a 100%detection to a 50%-detection to be 0.5 magnitude. Similarly, Blackwell (1946) has shown than
the gain from a 6 second-observation to a 60 second-observation may amount to half a
magnitude. I think from all this you will understand why the limiting magnitude figures are
consistent only for the observer himself or herself, and it‟s not possible to compare the figures
of several observers with confidence. Purely theoretical calculations suggest that the human
eye could receive enough photons to see a tad fainter than 8.5, but this has not been verified in
practice, and evidently, somewhere there‟s a limit to everything.
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I have also dedicated many hours to limiting magnitude studies with my telescope (a 130mm
refractor of Astro~Physics, f/6), and the results have been surprising and exciting.
Conservative publications state a limiting magnitude of about 13.0 for a 5-inch (125mm)
telescope, but I know experienced observers reaching at least one magnitude fainter with this
aperture. This is in agreement with my own experience, as under a good rural sky in Germany
(fst for me 6.5), the limit of the 5-inch falls between 14.0 and 14.5. However, on the best
nights on La Palma, I have gone much fainter: to an almost incredible 15.8 – 16.0! Believe me,
I have checked my results several times, because I didn‟t believe it, but it is possible to reach
almost magnitude 16 with a high-quality 130mm telescope from the darkest sites on Earth!
Stars in the magnitude 14.5 – 15.0 range become visible in the eyepiece after a short time (say
15 to 20 seconds, after having fixed their position with averted vision), and that‟s a clear sign
that the true limit is not yet reached. In the globular cluster M 3 I have glimpsed three different
stars of magnitude 15.7 with 100% certainty, and once I thought I had detected a magnitude
16.2 star, although with this I am not certain.
The relation of the naked eye limiting magnitude and telescopic limiting magnitude is not as
straightforward as you may think: supposing that the pupil measures 7mm in diameter, a
telescope of 130mm aperture (without central obstruction) will collect 345x as much light,
because the light-gathering area is 345 times greater (38,5 vs. 13.270mm²). A factor of 345x
corresponds to a gain of 6.4 magnitudes, so in my case the 130mm refractor should reach to:
8.0 (naked eye limit) + 6.4 = 14.4.
Right or wrong? Let‟s analyze it now:
1) When we observe with the naked eye, we are using both eyes, so the light-collecting power
is superior to a single 7mm aperture! (When you look at the sky with your eyes, then cup a
hand over one eye, you will be surprised by the difference). Pirenne (1943) has estimated that
with monocular vision 0.4 magnitude are lost as compared to binocular vision (= a factor of
1.45). Therefore, the effective diameter of two young eyes can be taken as 7mm x 1,45 =
10mm.
2) But the clue is this: when we increase the magnification on the telescope, the brightness of
the image as well as of the background sky diminishes. The brightness of a perfectly dark night
sky without any light pollution (artificial or natural = zodiacal light, Gegenschein, the Milky
Way, airglow caused by solar activity) is V = 21.9 - 22.0/arcsec² or V = 13.0 – 13.1/arcmin².
This means that the night sky shines as “bright” as one star of magnitude 22 in every square
arcsecond. The night sky is not truly dark at all, as can be seen by non-illuminated clouds seen
in projection.
In the eyepiece, the surface brightness of the sky will be the same as in the naked eye view
when the exit pupil produced by the eyepiece in use (omega) is that of the iris. In my case, the
40mm eyepiece (giving me a low power of 20x) on the 130mm refractor gives an exit pupil of
6.7mm. So in this eyepiece, the sky brightness will appear about the same as with my naked
eye. But at 20x, I cannot go fainter than magnitude 13.5!
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Every observer knows that at high powers, the sky seems much darker in the eyepiece, and it is
this “enhanced darkness” which allows the eye to see stars much fainter than in the low-power
eyepiece (2.5 magnitudes in my case). [By the way, the numbers collected in practice are
corroborated perfectly by the following calculation: my limit without optical aid (two eyes,
effective aperture 10mm, is 8.0. The 130mm refractor collects 170x as much light (area 10mm
dia. = 78,5mm²/ area 130mm dia. = 13.270mm²), and a factor of 170x corresponds to 5.5
magnitudes. Then we have 8.0 + 5.5 = 13.5.
With every increase in magnification, the image brightness (and the background sky) is
diminished. When using a magnification equal to the telescope‟s diameter in millimeters, the
exit pupil is 1mm. With this the sky will be almost 50 times darker than in the low power view
(exit pupil 7mm), because 1/7th the diameter = 1/49th the area. When the seeing (atmospheric
stability) is good, the power yielding a 1mm exit pupil corresponds to the optimum
magnification for reaching your limiting magnitude. More power will yield a “darker” view still,
but we would gain nothing. Normally we treat stars as point sources of light, without size.
Stars are not affected by the laws of surface brightness as are diffuse, extended objects. But
with bad seeing or excessive magnification, the stars become tiny disks; when spreading out
the disk‟s light, its visibility will deteriorate!
As many may know, a telescope portrays a star as a very small disk (the Airy disk), surrounded
by several diffraction rings. The diameter of the Airy disk is directly proportional to the
diameter of the telescope in use, and can be calculated by the simple formula 138/D (D is the
telescope‟s diameter in millimeters). The Airy disk of a star in my 130mm telescope will then
be 1.06”. It can now be realized that even for a comparatively small instrument as mine, the
atmospheric conditions have to be very good to reach the theoretic limits of the telescope.
In summary for a 130mm refractor we can say:
1) If the seeing is worse than 1.1”, the size of the Airy disk is increased by the air turbulence,
and hence its brightness (visibility) reduced.
2) When the seeing is better than 1.1”, the magnification can be increased until the telescope
begins to resolve the Airy disk. Assuming a perfect seeing, this is the case with powers that
give an exit pupil below 0.8 – 1.0mm.
For reaching the real limit of a telescope, the seeing thus is of at least equal, if not greater
importance than the transparency (humidity, dust or other pollution) and darkness of the sky.

The secrets of power
Choosing the right power in function of the object one is to observe is fundamental. Low
power yields the greatest image brightness, because it uses all available light (maximum exit
pupil). Also the field of view will be large. This is the preferred combination for extended
objects, for reasons of visibility and aesthetics. It is always more beautiful to see a star cluster
in its entirety and with some surrounding field, especially if situated in the Milky Way.
For the diffuse nebulae, which typically cover a great area but are very faint (low surface
brightness), it is essential not to waste any light, because by doubling the power, the object will
cover 4 times as much area, and consequently its surface brightness also drops by that amount.
Astropriorat Observatory
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At higher powers, the background sky becomes ever darker (because we are reducing the
surface brightness of the night sky), and the image brightness (the objects) diminishes.
Although a priori it seems strange, a lot of deep sky objects benefit from this, because the
majority are of small apparent dimensions. The problem with the eye is that to detect a faintly
luminous surface, the latter has to be of some extent (assuming two patches of the same
surface brightness, the larger one will be easier to see). Thus it is usually better to magnify the
size of the (small) object a bit and accept the reduced image brightness, because in the end the
object is better seen.
Furthermore, some objects like planetary nebulae and the central regions of galaxies are so
bright that they can be studied with high magnifications. When the seeing allows, and the
object can handle it, observing with a power equal to the telescopic aperture in mm (= exit
pupil 1mm) usually turns out to be a good compromise between image brightness, comfortable
viewing and resolution of detail.
For stars, which can be considered as point sources (but see above), the laws of surface
brightness do not apply. Faint stars are better seen at high powers because the background
becomes darker, allowing them to stand out better. Again, the magnification that gives an exit
pupil of approximately 1mm is considered ideal for seeing the faintest stars.
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Drawing of the Pleiades cluster, M45, by Boris Fritz. 130 mm Starfire refractor.

Taking notes and making drawings
The only way for the visual observer to record his or her observations is to take notes and/or
making drawings. Making good and realistic drawings requires some practice and is very time
consuming, but the results are of greatest value, because we can keep the magnificent vistas
obtained under the stars forever.
There are many methods of drawing, and every observer will work according to his personal
preferences. The drawing can be white on black ground or vice versa; the handling of the
materials is easier in the second option. Therefore I make my drawings with pencil on high
quality white paper, but then scan and invert the image, because it will look much more
realistic on black ground.
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The circle defines the field of view, for which I select an eyepiece that shows me the whole
object plus some surroundings. For detailed objects it is essential to have enough room to
depict everything. My circles measure 13cm in diameter. It is not necessary to draw all visible
stars in the whole field of view, nor to show all stars in an open or globular cluster (that
sometimes would indeed be too much work). The only important thing is that the impression
comes as close as possible to the vista in your eyepiece.
The final drawing is made by day, on the desk, because the artwork cannot be accurately done
in the field at night. Therefore, the drawing made at the telescope does not have to look
beautiful, but exact in the positioning of the stars and all details of the object. A dim red light
should be used in the field to keep dark adaptation; the light must just be bright enough to let
you see what you put to paper. The constant change from eyepiece to drawing and back drains
the eye, so take plenty of time and do not hurry.
Another goal of making drawings is that the observer is forced to study the object more
intensely than a casual observer, because he or she has to transcribe information from the
eyepiece to the paper, and carefully has to capture intensities, orientations, dimensions etc. My
drawings are composites, because they combine the views obtained at different magnifications.
The objects will reveal different details at different magnifications: for instance a galaxy may
display a faint halo that, due to its low surface brightness, is visible only at low power. On the
other hand, tiny condensations of light in its spiral arms or in the central region might be
resolved only at higher powers. I then plot both the halo and the condensations in my drawing,
because my intention is to portray all the details I have been able to make out.
Nebula filters
The appearance of nebula filters on the market in the 1980s has revolutionized the visual deep
sky observing, although it must be pointed out that these filters are useful only on planetary
nebular and emission nebular. The filters are designed to transmit only the light at a few
specific wavelengths, while the rest of the range is blocked. The filters improve the contrast of
objects whose emission lines do fall into that „window‟, and other wavelengths or the light of
the background sky will not pass. It must be taken into account that stars emit light of all
wavelengths (they have a continuous spectrum): this is why nebula filters always diminish the
brightness of the stars.
Three Basic types of nebula filters are available:
1) Broadband filters
They display the broadest bandpass (typically 70 – 100 nanometers), so the contrast
enhancement is lower than with the other filters. They are denominated “deep sky filters” also,
because they are employed on all types of objects, also on star clusters and galaxies. These
objects do not have an emission spectrum, but observers under light-polluted skies are often
using these filters. The contrast is not enhanced that much, but the background sky will appear
slightly darker (and little is lost in limiting magnitude).
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2) Narrowband filters
The popular UHC filter (Ultra High Contrast) can be considered the multi-purpose filter, as it
is useful on both planetary nebulae and emission nebulae. It allows the most important
emission lines of these objects to pass (bandpass = 15 – 20 nanometres), and little else. It
should not be used on star clusters or galaxies, as 1 to 2 magnitudes are lost.
3) Emission line filters
The Hß and OIII filters, as the names imply, are designed to let pass only a determined
emission line: the Hß filter the line of ionized hydrogen, the OIII filter the two lines of doubly
ionized oxygen. The OIII lines are by far the most dominant lines in the spectra of planetary
nebulae, which is why the OIII filter is the perfect choice for this class of objects. The Hß line
dominates the spectra of some diffuse nebular, but not to the degree of the OIII lines in the
planetary nebulae, and the contrast improvement compared to the UHC filter is not that great.
To finalize, an important note: many observers think the nebula filters are useful only for
combating light pollution, but the filters described above, when used on objects whose spectra
are dominated by the emission lines of Hß and OIII also give a significant contrast
enhancement under perfect skies!

Drawing of the spiral galaxy M51, by Boris Fritz. 130 mm Starfire refractor
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II – WIDE SKY PHOTOGRAPHY
Photographic lens CANON EF 200 mm f/2.8L II USM
D: 72 mm.
F: 200 mm.
f/2.8
With this lens we can capture deep sky images of high quality. For longer exposures put the
aperture stop at f/3.5 You need the help of an equatorial mount with this lens.
With the Canon 6D adjust the WB to 3300K or alternatively to fluorescent light mode
Recommended exposures: 6 exposures x 5 minutes at ISO 800. For flat images set the
camera to “Manual, AWB, ISO 800, 1/128 sec, f/3.2”
An excellent monochrome images of the Milky Way area with presence of hydrogen HII
areas can be captured with the SBIG ST-8300M camera and a H-alpha filter of 6 nm. It is
advisable to work with an aperture lens of not less than f/3.5 A good option could be insert
the Canon 1.4x extender to got an f/4.0 ratio. Recommended exposures: 4 exposures x 10
m, no binning
Caution for Narrow Band Filters! A diverging or converging beam incident on a filter
results in a broadening of apparent band pass and a shift to shorter (blue) wavelengths.
Astronomik filters will run fine down till f/4.0 and Astrodon filters till f/3.5

30 m. exposure image using Canon 6D camera at ISO 800 with the EF 200 at f/3.5
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Photographic lens SIGMA 15 mm F2.8 EX DG
D: 58 mm.
F: 15 mm.
f/2.8
With this lens we can capture beautiful landscape and deep sky images with minimal
distortion. It’s fast focal ratio of f/2.8 makes it very suitable for recording meteors.
For longer exposures put the stop at 3.5 and for Canon 6D camera we shall adjust WB
to automatic(AWB) or alternately Sun light, ISO 1600. For polluted sky use Tungsten WB
and ISO 800.
For Canon 350D and filter OWB CCD Astronomik type 2, adjust ISO to 1600 and color
balance to WB=(B3-M4). With the Astronomik L (IR-UV) use a WB= (B9 – G9) and
Tungsten light. Gelatin filters (Kodak Wratten) 23.5 x 25.5 x 0.1 mm can be inserted
behind the last lens.
Canon 6D: 15 sec. 6400 ISO, 100º x 77º mag = 9.5
Canon 350D: 15 sec. 1600 ISO, 86º x 58º mag = 9.0
You shall use a tripod without equatorial tracking for a maximum single exposure of 15
seconds to avoid stars with strokes. Set focus at lens white point.

15 sec. exposure image at ISO 1600 using Canon 350D camera and 2.8/15 lens
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Photographic lens SIGMA 8 mm F3.5 EX DG
D: 60 mm.
F: 8 mm.
f/3.5
With this lens and an APS-C camera we can capture a very wide field images. Gelatin
filters (Kodak Wratten) of 23.5 x 25.5 x 0.1 mm shall be inserted behind the last lens.
For a Canon 350D modified with Astronomik filter L (IR-UV) clip block, adjust to
WB=(B9-G9) for filter type OWB CCD type 2 “Astronomik” filters. Adjust WB to
(B3 - M4)
Canon 350D: With 25 sec. at 1600 ISO, we can reach mag = 8.5 field of 158º x 105º
Canon 350D focus: with OWB filter= infinitum mark, with (IR-UV) filter= full turn objective
Canon 6D focus: lens white point (not recommended because produce a circle image)

25 sec. exposure image at ISO 1600 using a Canon 350D camera and a 3.5/8 lens
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TIME LAPSE AND ASTRONOMY NATURE
We can get excellent astronomical videos using the technique of grouping multiple
individual images or "Time Lapse". For doing a time lapse, we need a simple, but solid,
tripod (don’t need and equatorial mount) and an intervalometer. For intervalometer, please
see….http://www.hahnel.ie/index.cfm?page=dslrremotecontrols&pId=80

IMAGE ACQUISITION
1. - As more time exposure, you get more stars and nebulosity (Milky Way) appears but
remember that stars have to be pin point (enlarge images to check). As a rule of thumb the
exposure for a non-tracking camera it just depend from the focal length (F) of your optical
system and can be determined by: MaxExp (sec) = 250/ F
2. - Put your lens f/stop totally open, we need to collect as photons as possible! But check
your images for free geometric aberrations at the field edge. If a distortion appears, close
just one click the f/stop and try again.
3. – With a low noise cameras use the faster ISO sensibility but prevent the sky background
brightness. For exposures of less than 30 sec. try with ISO 1600 or 3200 or 6400.
4. - Stars are at infinitum but don’t believe the sign grabbed in your lens. Probably is not
the correct position. Check yourself the focus and try to obtain pin point and sharp stars!
5. - Try with different White Balance (WB) modes. Your goal is obtain a black neutral sky
background. The WB is a little bit tricky because it depends of light pollution, Moon on the
sky, dust or humidity on air… Anyhow you always shall try to compensate it during image
processing software.
6. - Set you image format capture to jpeg and raw mode.
7. - If you are interested in a Time Lapse work you shall need and intervalometer. There
many models at market and sometimes the operation instructions are not so much clear.
For a meteor session follows the suggested settings using a SIGMA 3.5/8 lens:
DE: 00 00 02 starting delay
BU: 00 00 28 exposure time
INT: 00 00 30 interval between images
N: 999 amount of images
INT have to be equal or more than BU+DE

INT>= BU+DE

With the above setting you will take an image of 28 sec. every 30 sec. along 8.3 hours
KEEP THE CAMERA BATTERY FULL CHARGED!
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For a meteor session you shall adjust (Canon 350D) WB to 3000K or alternatively Tungsten
lamp (it‟s depending of your sky brightness). Set a minimum of 3 sec. to allow download
images on memory card. If we use the above example take care of camera autonomy and
use an auxiliary lead battery of 12 VDC/3.2A/h. Attention: When the external battery
reaches a value of 9.5V DC the camera will be automatically switch off.

Waterproof case designed by the author for use as autonomous meteor station
If we make a time lapse during the day, it is recommended to program the camera to take 9
images per minute in automatic mode (disable flash on Canon 350D) Adjust the white
balance (WB) setting to automatic.

IMAGE PROCCESING SOFTWARE
For general purposes
http://www.adobe.com/products/photoshop.html
For meteors
http://www.startrails.de/html/software.html

license required

freeware

Software for time lapse work:
https://lrtimelapse.com/
license required
https://lightroom.adobe.com/ license required
http://virtualdub.org/ freeware
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Observation with the previous equipment combining multiple exposures of 25 sec. with
"Startrails" software. Total exposure of 2 hours.
We can combine all*.jpg images to create a video of acceptable quality using the software
Virtual Dub Mod, as indicated below, or use more specialized editing programs such as
Adobe Photoshop or Adobe Lightroom for images in format *.raw:

Nice and powerful editing software is the LRTimelapse4 that provides the most
comprehensive solution for time lapse editing, key framing, grading and rendering
It allows key framing and grading of time lapse sequences in an all-RAW-file-based
workflow, utilizing the Adobe Camera RAW develop engine implemented in Lightroom
(Versions 3, 4, 5, 6 and CC) and Adobe Camera Raw. See… http://lrtimelapse.com/
The free program Virtual Dub is the cheaper option. Though we'll have to complete it with
some "accessories". The key is to use a good video compressor that reduces the final size
without reducing image quality. The most used codec is h264 but for Virtual Dub we will
need the specific one x264 codec. Do not use other than h264 because Virtual Dub does not
recognize it. You must use the one called x264.
In addition to the compression codec, we need a plugging called FadeFX. In this link you
can download FadeFx where you will also find instructions to use it. Then you have to copy
it into your plugging folder located inside the Virtual Dub.
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Star tracker iOptron (portable mount for cameras)

Steps in editing with Virtual Dub
Listed below are all the steps to edit the final video. It will be a little bit of a pain to read
but it will be worth the effort. If you have several sequences in time-lapse you must
follow this procedure with all of them separately.

1.OpenVirtual Dub.
2. Going to File>Open video file and look for the folder that contains the images of the
first sequence. We enter into it and on the first image click on right button.
Now we have all the images in the sequence open.
3.Going now to Video> Frame rate and selected Change frame rate to (fps). Write 25
there, that is the number of frames per second (fps) of the final video.
4. Continue in Video, but we choose Video> Filters. We click Add ... and choose the filter
resize. We need to resize our images. If you want your video as HD, standards are 1280 ×
960 (BMP images from IS cameras) or 1920 × 1080 (full HD). We first problem arises
here, since it is customary that our images do not keep this ratio. The solutions are either
deformed images or try to use any of the standard widths if they keep the proportions of our
images. In our case we chose the option of 1920 x 1080.
5.Check in Video>that you have selected Full processing mode, i.e. without compression
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6. Finally, we created the video sequence File> Save as AVI. It will take a few minutes
depending on the amount of images and the speed of your computer.

Titles and final compression
Start and end titles must be created as a sequence of images. What we do is create an image
using an image editor and copy it125 times (for a 5 seconds titles).Remember that we
operate at 25 fps (frames/second).IMPORTANT: the 125 images have to have consecutive
numbering and the same dimensions as the other sequences.
Then proceed to the compression of sequences and apply transitions with FadeFX filter.The
following steps have to follow as a separately sequences.
1.We open the sequence with File> Open video. If you do not want to include titles for
now skip to step# 4
2.Let to Video>Filters and we click on Add and then Load.Come to the appropriate folder
and we load the filter FadeFX.
3. Back to Video>Filters and we click on Add,s elect FadeFX. We have to do it twice, one
for Fade in from black and another for Fade out to black. If we want 1 sec. transitions
we apply it to the first 25 and last 25 images.
4. Load the codec for compression. The one we recommend is the h264 that is called here
x264.We do it in Video>compression. (or try Lagarith codec)
5. Configure the Codec using Configure set the Rate Controlling Single-pass bit ratepassed and Average bit rate to 10000. (See next pictures)
6.Finally, we created the video of each sequence File> Save as AVI.

Now we can only arm the whole video. This is the procedure:
1. Open the first sequence, press the Intro with File> Open video.
2. We're adding all sequences with File> Append AVI segment.
3. We can include music from Audio> Audio from other file
4. Proceed to create the final video File> Save as AVI, selecting Video> Direct stream
copy to avoid recompression
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Detail of the compression codec x264

(Credit Manu Arregui Biziola)
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Another interesting software's for video files processing are:
http://www.nchsoftware.com/prism/es/index.html (license required)
https://handbrake.fr/ freeware

If you want to produce big panoramic compositions, keep in mind that key for a success is
determining the amount of overlap desired. The default values is 30% that worked well in
most cases, but to be on the safe side with very wide distortion-prone lenses is best to apply
an overlap range of about 40-50%

For nature video imaging combining pine ridge mountains and full Moon
raising use the following:
R120 ED x1.4X + Canon 6D
Video data: AWB, Manual, ISO125, TV 1/250 sec
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III- Telescopes

RITCHEY- CRETIEN 406 TELESCOPE (by GSO)

D:406 mm.
F: 3257 mm.
f/8.0
* Secondary Obstruction: Dsec/Dprim= 190/406= 0.46
* Diffraction disk radius: 1.22 * f * lambda= 1.22 * 8.0 * 0.555= 5.4 micron
* Visual magnitude: 2 + 5 * log D= 2 + 5 * log 406= 15.0 at 100% probability
of detection and mag= 16.0 at 50% probability.
* Resolving power (seeing limited):
Point objects (Rayleigh)= 138/D= 138/406= 0.34”
Extended objects= 206265 * lambda/D= 206265 * 5.55^-4/406= 0.286”
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S
:
:........ W
Orientation

Ideal magnification
------------------------------------------------------Maximum (planets)……. 500x:
Optimal ...................….. 400x:
Resolving. ...........……... 200x:
Minimum (star fields)…
50x:
--------------------------------------------------------

Real magnification
F
Power
Omega Field of View(FOV)
(mm)
(P)
(mm)
(arcmin)
-----------------------------------------------------------------41P
80
5.7
51
31N
105
3.8
47
16N
203
2.0
24
9N
362
1.1
13
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------12.5M
260 1.8
1 scale division= 6.42"
12.5M+Barlow 1.8x 470
1 scale division = 3.56"
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Omega = pupil output diameter
Eyepieces
(P): Panoptic type
(N): Nagler type
(M): Micrometric type
Visual filter wheel
No filter: General usage.
OIII: Oxygen III filter for dimmest nebulas.
W25: Red filter for planetary and lunar observing.
UHC: Pollution filter used for emission nebulas or if the bright moon is present.
W80A: Blue filter for planetary observing.
ND 1.8/3.0: Neutral filters for Moon observing

BEST TELESCOPE/EYEPIECE COMBINATION
Telescope
RC406 RC406
Diameter (mm)
406
406
Focal length (mm)
3257
3257
f#
8.0
8.0
Eyepiece (type, mm) 31 N
9N
Power
105
362
Output pupil
3.8
1.1
FOV
47'
13'

R120 T300
120
305
840
1500
7.0
4.9
41 P 31 N
20
48
6.0
6.3
3.4º
1.7º
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Since there is no universal telescope, any worthy observatory must have at least two
telescopes. The larger diameter (reflector) is suitable for deep sky observation and a smaller
diameter (refractor) for day time observations of the Sun and wide field DSLR camera.
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TELESCOPE RC406 + Moravian G4-16000 CCD CAMERA

Telescope RC406
D: 406mm. True area is: 1012 cm2.
F: 3257mm. f/8.0
Optical configuration: Ritchey-Cretien
Airy disk diameter: 10.8 micron at 555 nm
Field of coverage: 39‟ x 39‟
Scale (G4-16000)/ pixel: 0.57”/pixel (binning 1x1), 1.14”/pixel (binning 2x2).
Distance from fixed focuser base to focal plane: 298 mm.
The RC406 f/8 telescope can illuminate a maximum field diameter of approximately
70mm with a corrector, without corrector a 35mm is possible.

Main optical parameters of a Ritchey Cretien telescope
The Ritchey-Cretien telescope is a reflecting telescope consisting of a concave - hyperbolic
primary and a convex - hyperbolic secondary. Employed to date in large professional facilities,
it is being introduced to the amateur market. The inclusion of a field corrector close to the
focal plane, considerably increases the useful field. Good response on spot diagram, MTF and
image sharpness diagrams.
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Main application: General purpose, visual / photo CCD instrument.
Decolilmation sensitivity: Very high, the most critical.
The best: Image quality across all the field.
The worst: Hard to build. High price

Optical Transmission of RC- TS Optics Telescope without field corrector
If we do not use a field corrector, we will have a pure mirror optical system. Under these
conditions we can record the complete visible spectrum without absorptions, between 400
nm to 700 nm at 100% with a suitable CCD camera.

Moravian G4-16000 KAF-16803 CCD camera
----------------------------------------------------------------------------Sensor information:
CCD size: 36.9 x 36.9 mm. diagonal-diameter = 52 mm.
Pixel dimensions: 9 x 9 microns.
Chip geometry: 4096 x 4096 pixels
Reading noise: 11 e- low noise
Thermal noise: 0.75 e- / pixel/s at 0º C
Standard cooling: -42 ºC below ambient temperature
Capacity (FWC): 100 KeMinimum exposure: 0.2sec.
Filters: Clear, R, G, B, IR-UVcut, H-alpha (7 nm), V-JC
Download time: 14 sec. Binning 2x2. 30 sec. Binning 1x1.
Gain: 1.6 e- / ADU (1x1 binning)
Weight: CCD+filter wheel+field corrector = 3.5 Kg
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Moravian G4-16000 camera + filter wheel for 7 filters of 50x50mm, attached to the
telescope RC406. SBIG ST8300M attached to 120 ED SkyWatcher
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Linear response of the camera MI G4-16000
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Auxiliary telescopes
Refractor SktWatcher Sprit ED
D: 120 mm
F: 860 mm
f/7.1
Good quality optics with an almost perfect flat field when field corrector is used.
Recommended for solar observations and visual observation with the following eyepiece

Panoptic

41mm

Omega

(D/A):

4.6mm.

FOV:

3.4º

Eye

Relief:27mm

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------* Field of view using a digital camera Canon 6D: 2.45º x 1.63º
Recommended exposure at ISO 1600= 10 x 4 minutes + 7 darks
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------* Field of view using a CCD camera ST-8300M: 74' x 55'
Image scale: 1.505”/pixel no binning. 3.1”/pixel binning 2x2
For correct orientation (N_up, E_left) process de image with "Flip" and "Mirror"
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------*Recommended exposure times of Deep Sky images with H-alpha (6 nm) filter:
6 x 10minutes exposure, no binning
Full Moon videos using 1.4X extender: Manual, ISO=125, Tv= 1/320 sec.

BEST COMBINATION OF CAMERAS AND TELESCOPES
RC406
406mm.
R120 ED 120mm.

f/8.0: Moravian G4-16000
f/7.0: Canon 6D

scale: 1.14”/pixel 39’ x 39’
scale: 1.61”/pixel 2.43º x 1.63º
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FINDER SCOPE
D: 80 mm
F: 328 mm
f/4.1
Plossl eyepiece 25 mm.

13x

Field: 3. 8º

* Maximum visual magnitude: 2 + 5 * log D= 2 + 5 * log 80= 11.5 at 100% probability and
mag= 12.0 at 50% probability
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SBIG ST-8300M and sensor KAF-8300M
--------------------------------------------------Sensor information:
Sensor size: 18 x 13.5 mm. diagonal-diameter =22.5 mm.
Pixel size: 5.4 x 5.4 micron.
Sensor geometry: 3326 x 2504 pixels
Read noise: 9.3 e- rms
Thermal noise: 0.6 e-/pixel/minute at - 20º C
Standard cooling: -35ºC below ambient
Pixel capacity (FWC): 25.5 Ke- Gain= 0.37 e- / ADU
Minimum exposure: 0.1 sec.
Back focus: 17.5 mm

SBIG ST-8300M
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CCD BASICS
In a CCD the electronic charge accumulated by a pixel should increase linearly with
time of exposure. This is the most fundamental characteristic of CCD. However in very
high or very low account values (ADU's) is usually not linear. The CCD Kodak KAF
sensors are linear till 85% of their maximum capacity.
* Load charge equations
e = f * QE / 100
F: photons

e: photo-electrons

ADU = e / g QE: quantum efficiency (%)
g: 1.5 e- / ADU (1x1 binning) G4-16000
g:2.68e- /ADUST8XE
* The electronic charge collected by a typical CCD at sea level, without pollution, of a star
of mag.=0 with a 1mm2 telescope aperture is e-/sec3300. approx.
* The following equation establishes load charge (e- electrons)as a telescope diameter (D)
function vs. magnitude…..
L= (star luminosity)
RF (Response Factor)= 100
e- = 3.3 * RF * D^2 * t/L D (Diameter)= mm.
L= antilog(+m/2.5) t(time)= sec.
m= magnitude
if the reference magnitude is cero then we have…..
m1-m2= -2.5 * log (L1/L2)
m= -2.5 * log (L)
Example: Determine the electronic charge distribution on a CCD pixel matrix. Assume a
uniform, non-Gaussian, distribution…..
diameter= 385 mm.
L= antilog * (11/2.5) = 25.119
exposure time= 600 sec.

magnitude= 11

e- = 3.3 * 100 * 385 ^2* 600/ 25119 = 1.168.380e-pixel size= 9 um
RF= 100
seeing/FWHM= 3.0”
FWC(ST8XE)= 100.000 -e
number of pixels=seeing area/pixel scale= Pi (3.0/2) ^2/0.71= 9.96 pixels de FWHM
We let to assume that the entire star image fills a 6x6 pixel matrix…….
1.168.380/36= 32.455 e-/pixel
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* The CCD NOISE has some sources:
1) Sky background (pollution + sky glow).
2) Temperature (thermal fact).
3) Read noise from amplifier (electronic fact).
4) Quantum facts (non-continuous values between Analog/Digital levels).
Keep in mind that noise and their fluctuations follow a statistic rules and can’t be
absolutely eliminated. The approximate noise value is equal to the square root of the total
signal value.
NOISE= √(signal+background sky+thermal noise+read noise)

Some facts about noise:
You cannot actually remove true noise with processing. "Noise" is a synonym for
"uncertainty" and "Poisson noise" is the inherent uncertainty of a photon/electron count
due to the nature of quantum physics (there would be no noise if light was a purely wave
phenomenon).
So even a perfect, noiseless CCD would produce noise, which would be the Poisson noise
of the total signal (sky + object). The Poisson noise is usually defined as the square-root (1
std) of the quanta count (number of electrons), which means that there is a 68% probability
that the "true value" lies somewhere within the measured value +- noise (sqrt(e)). There is
also a 16% probability that the true value is lower than [measured_value – noise] and a
16% probability that the true value is higher than [measured_value + noise].
For example, you can approximately remove the pixel's accumulation of dark current by
subtracting a dark-frame, but you cannot remove the noise/uncertainty due to the dark
current (in fact the dark subtraction increases the image pixel's noise due to the noise of the
dark-frame). The only reason for dark subtraction is NOT to "remove noise", but to
normalize the dark current accumulation of the individual pixels (they each accumulate
dark current at a different rate).
Readout noise is an uncertainty that cannot be removed. For example, if a pixel has a value
of 100e- then the inherent uncertainty of that pixel is 10e- (i.e. there is a 68% probability
that the true value lies somewhere between 90e-110e). But real cameras also have readout
noise, which increases the uncertainty. Noise adds quadratically, so if the camera's
readout noise = 15e- (a common value) then the total noise for that pixel =
sqrt(10^2+15^2) = 18 (i.e. now there is a 68% probability that the true value lies
somewhere between 82e-118e).
Although readout noise cannot be removed, it can effectively be "buried" by sky noise due
to the quadratic nature of noise accumulation. When 2 or more terms are added
quadratically, the result is strongly determined by the largest term. So if the sky's Poisson
noise is significantly larger than the readout noise then the result is that the readout noise
makes a negligible contribution to the total noise (i.e. the readout noise does not increase
the total noise by a significant amount).
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The more important criteria, it seems to me, would be the actual desirable (object) signal
be strong compared to the readout noise? That's correct. If an object's signal is strong
then its own Poisson noise overpowers the readout noise and renders it insignificant. But if
you are interested in dim objects near "limiting magnitude" then the objects' Poisson noise
is not large and subsequently the sky and readout noises become important.
For narrow-band imaging, it's possible to get a really good S/N exposure without a high
sky background value, as long as the actual object signal well exceeds the noise level ?
Absolutely. Low sky noise is VERY desirable. But low sky noise presents an opportunity
that can be squandered if you inject unnecessary readout noise
(credit Stan Moore)

ST-8300M dark noise
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* A reduction of 6.3° C shall decrease the thermal noise at half. But we must not exceed the
capacity control of the TEC (about 85%), otherwise thermostatic fluctuations could occur.
TEC = Thermoelectric Control System.
* In an exposure of 10 minutes at -12ºC the thermal noise is reduced at 45 e- electrons
(G4-16000).
* To achieve a temperature of -20°C the ambient temperature should be less than +20° C
*If the temperature is reduced below -20°C in the chip type KAF-9000 or KAF-16803 may
appear RBI's or ghost images if the stellar field contains bright stars that nearly saturate the
sensor.
If pictures of bright stars or objects are taken we must wait some minutes before getting
dark calibration images or pictures of other objects of low luminosity. The experience
shows that when a single field of view is imaged and the observing program is adopted
(particularly dark frames are captured after some time during which the camera is kept
in dark), RBI does not affect observations at all.

*From the point of view of readout noise is better to make a single integration of 1000s.
instead of ten 100 sec. because the latter will have 9x more read noise

* The stray light from the stellar background (noise) at sea level in an exceptionally dark
site through a telescope at F/7 is 45e-/mm2/ pixel/ sec. This is roughly equal to a mosaic
of 21 magnitude stars per square arc second.
* Quantification noise
Q= quantification noise(e-)
Q= N / 3.46 * C
N= pixel capacity (e-)
C= counting levels (2 ^n)
For the ST8XE Q= 10^5 / 3.46 * 16= 1806 e* The limiting magnitude reached by a CCD is conditioned only by the magnitude of
background sky (light pollution) and the electronics’ read noise.

* Without light pollution, the maximum exposure time depends mainly on the telescope,
object and camera.
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To determine the maximum time we can do a test shot of 100 sec. and measure the average
ADU's in the image area that you want to highlight, calculating the maximum exposure for
this area by the following equation (we recommend no more than 30 m in a single
exposure.)
* ADU's = Analog Digital Units or number of counts
Max_exp = [ saturation_ADU / (test_ADU) – pedestal ] * test_expo
saturation_ADU=55.000 (ST8XE)
pedestal=usually 100ADU
Example test_ADU= 4000
test_expo example= 60sec.
Max_exp = [ 55000 / (4000 – 100) ] 60= 846 seconds (14.1 min)
* To determine the read noise, have a bias image, find the StDev (Maxim DL) divide by the
square root of 2 (1.41) and multiplied the result by the gain of the camera.
* In long-exposure images, the profile of a star tends to be Moffat function.
More
details
on:
http://het.as.utexas.edu/HET/TechReports/moffat/moffat.html
* The CCD chips with micro lenses can produce two vertical spokes of light around very
bright objects using short focal telescopes. This effect has nothing to do with the diffraction
caused by the secondary mirror support. The SBIG camera ST10M has cylindrical lenses.
The ST2000M has spherical lenses and is less noticeable
*The CCD's with antiblooming (AB) are especially suitable for pictorial images but are not
recommended for photometry and astrometry because 30% approx. of the useful area of
the pixel is lost due to the drain electrodes (with significant loss of linearity). The existence
of these structures also affects the QE of the pixel and the spatial resolution (due to the
drainage doors required space). A CCD with AB needs approx. twice exposure than a one
without AB to obtain the same electron charge.
* Spatial resolution attained by a telescope/CCD system:
Resolution = Pixel size * 206.265/f * D
Resolution: arcsec
Pixel size: um
f: focal ratio
D: Telescope diameter in mm
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Residual Bulk Image (RBI)
*RBI. Front-Illuminated Full-Frame CCD detectors suffer from kind of ―visual memory
effect‖ Bright parts of the previously acquired image are visible as weak and blurred
image on the following exposures, even if they are dark frames, taken with a shutter closed.
This effect is called Residual Bulk Image (RBI) and it can harm long exposures, create
false images of nebulae or traces of bright stars. It is possible to deal with RBI if we
understand mechanisms behind this effect—we can adopt the observing program or it is
possible to eliminate RBI by leveling the conditions within CCD using the near infra-red
light flood before every exposure (IR preflash).
Because the speed of RBI fading increases with temperature, it is possible to raise the
detector temperature to e.g. 0°C during wait and then to cool it to working temperature
again. Because the dependency is exponential, RBI fades much faster at higher
temperatures.
How prominent is RBI effect? Even if the image is stretched so the RBI is well visible,
especially in case of KAF-16803 or KAF-9000 the mean value in the brightest ―ghost‖ star
images is only 14 ADU above the background level on 180 sec long dark frame. This is
approx. 1.5 times the detector read noise RMS. We can say without hesitation that the RBI
is more an aesthetic problem than a real issue for photometry or astrometry in this case.
Even more prominent is the RBI after the flat fields were acquired. The whole CCD is often
saturated many times when acquiring flat fields (especially when we wait for proper sky
brightness at twilight—number of images are saturated before the flat field brightness is
around 1/2 of the CCD dynamic range).
(credit Richard Crisp)

CCD architecture.

“Full Frame” CCD schematic diagram
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It is possible to perform Pre-flash even with camera, which does not support this
functionality in hardware, e.g. by illuminating of the CCD with flashlight and subsequent
repeated read of bias frames (reading bias clears the CCD). However, this procedure is not
only quite inconvenient for the observer, it is also not very reliable, because it is
practically impossible to achieve the same lighting conditions (same intensity and same
time for all exposures), so the RBI intensity may vary and its elimination is not perfect.
This is why the NIR Preflash electronics was gradually added to all Moravian Gx camera
models utilizing Full-Frame CCD detectors. G4-9000 CCD cameras, which detector
suffers intensive RBI effect, were supplied with NIR Preflash electronics from the
beginning.
The fact the NIR Preflash electronics is present in the camera does not mean it must be
used. This function is programmatically controlled and it is enough to define 0 s Preflash
time and camera hardware will not perform light flooding (and subsequent clear
operations).
NIR Preflash control is available in the Exposure tab of the SIPS CCD Camera tool
window.

Preflash control in CCD Camera tool of the SIPS software package
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Remark:
If the particular camera does not support NIR Preflash, definition of these parameters is
not possible (both controls are disabled).
Optimal values of both parameters depend on specific model, CCD temperature etc. NIR
LED within the Gx cameras used for light flooding are powerful enough to saturate the
entire detector after a fraction of second. So Preflash time 2 to 3 s is enough with wide
margin. Number of clears should be at last 2×, but specific number is again necessary to
adjust, 3 to 4 clears still changes the intensity of dark frames acquired after Preflash.

NIR Pre-flash support in configuration dialog boxes of general ASCOM driver (left) and
Maxim DL specific driver (right)
Using of NIR Preflash brings also other disadvantages in addition to increased delays
among exposures. The charge accumulated in the chip substrate slowly dissipates and
partially moves into image pixels as added noise. This added signal behaves very
similarly to dark current, so we can say that the dark current increases after IR Preflash,
when the substrate is saturated with electrons, compared to dark current of the detector
with “empty” substrate. Even after the dark frame is subtracted, higher dark current
always means higher background noise. CCD signal RMS corresponds to square root of
the signal level, so higher background signal also means higher deviations, which are not
removed by calibration. The solution is the same like in the case of natural dark current. If
NIR Preflash is used, CCD must be cooled to limit dark current as much as possible. This
is why not using of NIR Preflash when it is possible and e.g. to adopt the observing
program is a better option.
Credit: Moravian Instruments https://www.gxccd.com/art?id=418&lang=409
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SIGNAL TO NOISE RATIO (SNR)
The signal to noise ratio (SNR),is the most important telescope/camera parameter and
determines all the possible applications and/or use of our equipment. The SNR
is measured as the standard deviation of the pixel average value..

*The SN (signal/noise) ratio increases linearly with the diameter of the telescope.
*By increasing the integration (exposure) time, the SN (SNR) is increased by the factor:
S/N'=√(S/N)*(T1/T2)
* If n images are added with the same S/N, the new S/N' is equal to:
S/N'= √ S/N) * n
*Areas with a high S/N can be processed with a high-pass filter (sharpening) and areas with
S/N with low low-passfilter (Gaussian).
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SNR

RC 406 + G4- 16000 camera, for point sources

Telescope:
Overall QE:
Read noise
Sky mag:
Airmass:
Ext_coeff:
FWHM:
Aper_rad:

40.6 (cm)
0.50
11 (electrons)
20 (mag/sq.arcsec)
1.41 (45º)
0.2
2.5 (arcsec)
2.5 (arcsec)

Scale: pixel size 1.14”/pixel (binning 2x2).
Filter: (Clear) Exposure:180sec= 3m
mag
mag
mag
mag
mag
mag
mag
mag
mag
mag
mag

13.00:
14.00:
15.00:
16.00:
17.00:
18.00:
19.00:
20.00:
21.00:
22.00:
23.00:

star 2449407 sky
star 975127 sky
star 388205 sky
star 154547 sky
star
61526 sky
star
24494 sky
star
9751 sky
star
3882 sky
star
1545 sky
star
615 sky
star
245 sky

157383
157383
157383
157383
157383
157383
157383
157383
157383
157383
157383

read
read
read
read
read
read
read
read
read
read
read

7312
7312
7312
7312
7312
7312
7312
7312
7312
7312
7312

->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->

S/N
S/N
S/N
S/N
S/N
S/N
S/N
S/N
S/N
S/N
S/N

1514.95
913.36
522.08
273.53
129.36
56.31
23.35
9.45
3.79
1.51
0.60

Filter: (Clear) Exposure:600sec= 10m
mag
mag
mag
mag
mag
mag
mag
mag
mag
mag
mag

13.00:
14.00:
15.00:
16.00:
17.00:
18.00:
19.00:
20.00:
21.00:
22.00:
23.00:

star
star
star
star
star
star
star
star
star
star
star

8164690
3250422
1294016
515157
205088
81647
32504
12940
5152
2051
816

sky
sky
sky
sky
sky
sky
sky
sky
sky
sky
sky

524609
524609
524609
524609
524609
524609
524609
524609
524609
524609
524609

read
read
read
read
read
read
read
read
read
read
read

7312
7312
7312
7312
7312
7312
7312
7312
7312
7312
7312

->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->

S/N
S/N
S/N
S/N
S/N
S/N
S/N
S/N
S/N
S/N
S/N

2768.63
1671.32
957.63
503.44
238.89
104.23
43.26
17.53
7.03
2.81
1.12

Filter: V (Johnson) Exposure:600sec= 10m
mag
mag
mag
mag
mag
mag
mag
mag
mag
mag
mag

13.00:
14.00:
15.00:
16.00:
17.00:
18.00:
19.00:
20.00:
21.00:
22.00:
23.00:

star
star
star
star
star
star
star
star
star
star
star

1636718
651589
259402
103270
41112
16367
6516
2594
1033
411
164

sky
sky
sky
sky
sky
sky
sky
sky
sky
sky
sky

105165
105165
105165
105165
105165
105165
105165
105165
105165
105165
105165

read
read
read
read
read
read
read
read
read
read
read

7312
7312
7312
7312
7312
7312
7312
7312
7312
7312
7312

->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->

S/N
S/N
S/N
S/N
S/N
S/N
S/N
S/N
S/N
S/N
S/N

1237.53
745.43
425.38
222.33
104.90
45.60
18.89
7.65
3.07
1.22
0.49
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Filter: (Clear) Exposure:1800sec= 30m
mag
mag
mag
mag
mag
mag
mag
mag
mag
mag
mag

13.00:
14.00:
15.00:
16.00:
17.00:
18.00:
19.00:
20.00:
21.00:
22.00:
23.00:

star 24494070 sky
star 9751265 sky
star 3882049 sky
star 1545471 sky
star
615263 sky
star
244941 sky
star
97513 sky
star
38820 sky
star
15455 sky
star
6153 sky
star
2449 sky

1573828
1573828
1573828
1573828
1573828
1573828
1573828
1573828
1573828
1573828
1573828

read
read
read
read
read
read
read
read
read
read
read

7312
7312
7312
7312
7312
7312
7312
7312
7312
7312
7312

->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->

S/N
S/N
S/N
S/N
S/N
S/N
S/N
S/N
S/N
S/N
S/N

4796.75
2896.68
1660.88
874.03
415.15
181.26
75.26
30.50
12.23
4.88
1.95

Filter:V (Johnson) Exposure:1800sec= 30m
mag
mag
mag
mag
mag
mag
mag
mag
mag
mag
mag

13.00:
14.00:
15.00:
16.00:
17.00:
18.00:
19.00:
20.00:
21.00:
22.00:
23.00:

star
star
star
star
star
star
star
star
star
star
star

4910154
1954767
778207
309810
123337
49102
19548
7782
3098
1233
491

Internet SNR calculator:

sky
sky
sky
sky
sky
sky
sky
sky
sky
sky
sky

315494
315494
315494
315494
315494
315494
315494
315494
315494
315494
315494

read
read
read
read
read
read
read
read
read
read
read

7312
7312
7312
7312
7312
7312
7312
7312
7312
7312
7312

->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->

S/N
S/N
S/N
S/N
S/N
S/N
S/N
S/N
S/N
S/N
S/N

2146.45
1295.27
741.65
389.52
184.65
80.52
33.41
13.53
5.43
2.17
0.86

http://spiff.rit.edu/richmond/signal.shtml

To obtain the above values of the SNR table the star must have to be a spectrum
similar to Vega (type A0)
* The practical SNR limit of detection in the observatory is about 2.8 approx.
* To ensure reliable photometry, the charge accumulated by pixels should have a value
between 30-70% of the saturation (about 27,000 ADU's for ST8XE)
ADU's = Analog Digital Units (number of counts)
* If the SNR is> = 100, you can perform precision photometry (0.01 mag. roughly)
*If we wish to detect exoplanets in transit, we need to reach an accuracy of
0.002mag. So the SNR should have a minimum value of 500 but we suggest
to increase by a factor of 2x for safety reasons. i.e. SNR>=1000
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WHAT'S THE LIMIT MAGNITUDE?
Values of SNR vs FWHM against a 17.5 star mag. at Astropriorat observatory, using a
RC 406 telescope+G4-16000 camera. Unbinned 9um x 9um, 10 minutes exposure, UVIR filter.
Mode
SNR
FWHM arcsec
Raw
128
3.1
Astropriorat
Raw + LR
181
2.0
Astropriorat
Stack average 3 raw images
235
3.1
Astropriorat
Stack average 3 raw images + LR
392
2.1
Astropriorat

Note: Maxim DL parameters are: aperture radius= 5 pixels, gap= 3 pixels, ring= 4 pixels
LR=processed using Lucy-Richardson algorithm

Values of SNR vs FWHM obtained experimentally against some stars at Tacande
observatory. T400 telescope + ST8XE camera, UV-IR filter.
Magnitude 1x10 minutes
1x10 minutes +LR 3x10 minutes
3x10 minutes + LR
SNR/FWHM SNR/FWHM
SNR/FWHM
SNR/FWHM
15.8
355 / 2.5
417 / 2.6
557 / 1.5
20.0
4.3 / 1.7
7.2 / 2.5
8.5 / 2.0
SNR values from “Astrometrica” software results:
T400+ST8XE +Clear filter + 100 sec. exposure= limit magnitude of 17.9 with SNR= 2.8
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NYQUIST CRITERIA
A telescope provides an image of a star in its focal plane, with a profile of intensities that
can be represented by a Gaussian curve. This is quantified by the FWHM value or seeing,
which is the width of the curve at a height corresponding to half the intensity. The value
(FWHM) is indicative of the size of the stars in our image and the resolution we are getting.
The Nyquist criterion states that if a continuous signal (image) is decomposed (sampling) in
small portions (pixels) you can rebuild the image without losing information if the provided
portions are half of the smallest discernible detail in the signal.
FWHM (seeing) = 2x pixels (sampling)
*The smallest discernible detail showing by a telescope depends more on seeing that
on the telescope aperture.
*Sampling represents the area of sky that a pixel of our camera "see" in arcsec.
*It is generally said that image is "undersampled" when the FWHM (see next note)
occupies less than 2x2 pixels and "oversampled" if it is not, although it is possible that this
value has a strong dependence of the image SNR.

In a certain way, the FWHM is the quantification of the final image in the CCD, which
includes: image of the object, defects of the optical system (aberrations, defocusing),
mechanical errors of telescope tracking and atmospheric/instrumental turbulence.
*The application of the Nyquist criterion to images (originally was applied to electrical
signals) has the disadvantage that the profile of the optical signal is Gaussian, other than a
sinusoidal electrical signal, which has to be applied to CCD images some cautions as
follows:
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FWHM fits: 1.6x1.6 pixel ----- The better fit if the SNR is high with a regular seeing.
FWHM fits: 2.0x2.0 pixel----- “Pure” sine wave Nyquist criterion .
FWHM fits: 2.4x2.4 pixel ---- Gaussian Nyquist criterion.
FWHM fits: 3.3x3,3 pixel ---- Diagonal pixel Gaussian Nyquist criterion.

“Undersampled” image 0.5 pixel/arcsec.

“Oversampled” image 4.0 pixels/arcsec.

Photometric profiles in a star field. Note that all stars that have the same exposure
and same FWHM value and only differ on a scale factor.
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Notes:
*The typical seeing below 1,500 m. is between 2" to 6" and 0.3" to 2" at professional
observatories located on higher altitude.
*The average seeing FWHM in exposures of 10 minutes of an object at 45º zenith distance
(Z) at my observatory of Astropriorat is about 3.0" - 2.5". The subsequent application of the
Lucy-Richardson algorithm will reduce the FWHM 1 arcsec to 2.0" - 1.5"
* Image size= F * FWHM/206265

for RC406 telescope we have.........

Image size = 3257 * 2.5 /206265= 47.4 um
Image size = 3257 * 3.0 /206265= 39.5 um

47.4/9= 5.2 pixels
39.5/9= 4.3 pixels

that is near to the "Diagonal pixel Gaussian Nyquist criterion"
*In case of strong wind >= 10m/ sec. the seeing can be degraded to 15-20” and be virtually
impossible any observation.
*If some images of a series have to be combined between them or if in general you want to
improve the PSF of the image, it is advisable to increase the size of the images by a factor
2x (resample) before registering and stacking them.
* Airmass is the size of atmosphere than light of an astronomical object must traverse to
reach the telescope. This air mass causes a reduction in its light or "extinction" and a
differential color scattering that carries an increased size of the star or object.
X(air mass) = 1/cos z = sec z)

z: zenith distance (degrees)

*In general it is not advisable to observe objects at less than 15° above the horizon and
if is no choice, is recommended the use of an ADC or a dispersion corrector.

Chromatic dispersion effect
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GENERAL OBSERVATORY SETTING PARAMETERS

DOME Sirius 3,5 m
Control by MaxDome II
Mount center vs. dome center: 8 mm East, 130 mm North
Dome diameter: 3505 mm
Step size: 1.0
Position tool: 2.0
Park position: 280º (dominant HS wind direction)
Home position: 180º
Find home, Park, Sync azimuth, Slew azimuth.
Azimuth sensor. Time interval: 30 (hole-nohole transitions)

MaxDome II settings
Astropriorat Observatory
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10 MICRON GM3000 HPS mount
https://www.10micron.com/en/homepage/
This Go-To mount provides top notch quality all around.
The 10Micron GM3000 HPS German equatorial mount weighs 65kg / 143lbs (mount head
only) so is intended for use in a permanent observatory. It can carry a total equipment
payload of up to 100kg /220lbs making it an choice for use with large instruments such as,
for example, Ritchey Cretien 406 mm reflector along with their accessories (i.e. 120 mm
ED refractor telescope, imaging cameras, filter wheels, spectrographs etc.)
Traditional worm and wheel gears pairs with a professional direct-drive mounts.
The GM mounts utilize two high-precision proprietary (1/10th arcsec resolution) absolute
encoders mounted directly on each axes. These encoders provide high precision GoTo
pointing (typically to within 20 arc secs) and tracking accuracy (<1 arcsec).
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The movements of the mount are driven by two servo-brushless motors, with timing belt
reduction for zero backlash.

Tracking error profile measured with an encoder coupled to the R.A. axis.Jupiter and
Ganymede are shown as they appear from Earth, at the same scale.

- HLOAD: heavy load like a CCD G4 + filter wheeel + field corrector + CCD guide.
Polar Align Error= 03' 21"
Scope Ortho error= -03' 45"
Exp. RMS= 21.9"
- MLOAD: median load like a DADOS spectrograph + CCD guide.
Polar Align Error= 03' 05"
Scope Ortho error= -04' 00"
Exp. RMS= 7.8"

- LLOAD: low load for visual observation + Canon 6D camera.
Polar Align Error= 01' 32"
Scope Ortho error= 02' 52"
Exp. RMS= 13.3"
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Current observatory configuration parameters
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you can use any file in MPC 1-line format, for example:
https://www.minorplanetcenter.net/iau/MPCORB/CometEls.txt (comets)
https://minorplanetcenter.net/iau/ECS/MPCAT/unusual.txt (asteroids)
https://minorplanetcenter.net/iau/ECS/MPCAT/mpn.txt (asteroids)
Asteroid databases are very large so the updater may truncate them to the max number of
50000.
You may even use a text editor to pick just the asteroids / comets you need - this can be very
useful to avoid navigating the large database with the keypad.
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MGBox
It is recommended to use the device MGBox together with the 10 Micron mount.
The Software that is provided with MGBox collects the data from the box and displays
it in a small graphical user interface that can be split up into two main sections.
https://www.astromi.ch/product/mgbox-v2/

MGBox V2 settings
The following data is displayed: temperature, pressure, humidity, dew point values,
GPS-location, altitude and UTC-time
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ModelCreator
ModelCreator is a small utility that allows you to create models for your mount. Existing
Models can be analyzed, visualized and optimized to some extent. While it is primarily
intended for 10Micron mounts, it should work with other mounts that support modelling
as well.
It creates models by slewing the telescope to predefined points, taking an exposure, plate
solving and synching the solved position to the mount by either creating a new alignment
point, or by aligning an existing model.
The idea behind ModelCreator is to have a utility that can be used with your favorite
imaging software. It also supports a number of freeware utilities.
https://www.astromi.ch/downloads/

Under construction.....
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ModelCreator
Driver Setup for Official 10Micron configuration driver:
Ensure that “Enable unrestricted raw commands” is deselected.

On the “Sync settings” tab, please also ensure that “Enable Sync” is checked
Note 1: “Use Sync as Refine” needs to be checked if a new model is to be built. If an
existing model is to be aligned, uncheck this option.
Note 2: Changing any of these settings will ONLY affect new connections to the mount.
An existing connection is using whatever settings were defined at the time the connection
was established. When making changes to these options, ensure that you are reconnecting
to your mount.

Under construction.....
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Interesting notes (source Filippo Riccio, software 10micron software developer)
Polar alignment and residual field rotation
Post by filipporiccio » Thu Sep 03, 2020 8:01 pm
The 10micron mounts use a computer-assisted procedure in order to align the right
ascension axis with the celestial pole. This allows for accurate alignments, and you can also
perform the alignment when you do not see the celestial pole - useful if you are at low
latitudes.
The procedure can be summarized in this way.
1. Perform a multiple-star alignment so that the mount can build a pointing model, which
includes knowing where the mount right ascension axis is relative to the celestial pole.
2. Select the "Polar Align" function and a suitable star among the ones proposed by the
controller. The mount will point at the star, missing it.
3. Correct the position of the right ascension axis by operating on the azimuth/altitude
knobs/screws until the star is centered.
Each points merit some additional considerations.
Initial alignment
The initial multiple-star alignment accuracy can be not enough to ensure a very accurate
estimate of the initial polar alignment error. Obviously an inaccuracy here will affect the
final result. When performing a multiple-star alignment, you have the option of starting
with a 2-star alignment or with a 3-star alignment. The 2-star alignment is enough to
estimate the polar alignment error, but only neglecting the cone error (i.e. the nonorthogonality between the optical axis of the telescope and the declination axis). This
usually is significant, i.e. of the order of a few arcminutes at least, but it could be even
larger. So you want to use at least a 3-star alignment. Our advice is to use at least 5 widely
separated stars, or better 10. Pay attention also that the stars are not near to the same
maximum circle (i.e. not all near the same right ascension, or all near the same azimuth,
and so on).
When using few stars, how the stars are chosen is critical. The 2-star alignment procedure
is very "picky" about the stars you can choose, to ensure that a significant solution can be
found. The 3-star alignment allows you to choose much more freely, but this allows you
also to choose sets of stars which cannot provide an accurate estimate of where the right
ascension axis is pointing to. This freedom is granted because you want to be able to create
a model even when the view of the sky is very limited. In this case, you will obtain a model
that is quite accurate in the area where the stars are located, but inaccurate otherwise. So
you may try to use the 2-stars alignment followed by a "Refine stars" instead of a 3stars alignment directly to make a better choice. In any case, try to choose the stars as
widely separated as possible.
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As you add stars, more and more model terms will be added. This means that the mount is
estimating things like the telescope flexures, which can easily amount to a few arcminutes and change depending on the position in the sky. At this point, think about how you define
the direction where the right ascension axis is pointing to. If you put the telescope at - for
example - 60° N declination, and you move the right ascension axis, the optical axis will
trace a circle in the sky, which will be ideally centered around the direction of the right
ascension axis. If you now put the telescope at 30° N, and do the same, the optical axis will
trace another circle, that ideally should be concentrical with the first circle. However, due
to the flexures this will not happen precisely. This means that aiming for a polar alignment
error less than maybe one arcminute - depending on your exact setup - will be possible, but
pointless.
How "Polar Align" works
The polar align function works in a really easy way. It removes the polar axis error from the
model before pointing at the star, so when you center the star with the azimuth/altitude
movements the right ascension axis will be automatically aligned with the celestial pole.
The choice of the star is made so you avoid the zones where the manual movements have
no effect: the star will be far from the zenith, where the azimuth movement has no effect,
and far from the East-West axis, where the altitude movement has no effect.
Should I deactivate the dual axis tracking?
At this point, there is a remaining source of error. If you have the dual axis tracking active,
the mount will track using the model built in the initial phase. However, this isn't the
correct tracking rate to use for when the mount will be aligned. So if you wait too much
before centering the star and giving confirmation to the mount controller, or if the initial
error is very large, there will be a drift, which will result in an error in the polar alignment.
You will be able to correct for this by making another iteration, but it is better to disable
the dual axis tracking before doing the "Polar Align". We at 10micron plan to disable
it automatically during this phase in newer firmware revisions.

Pointing models, synchronization, refinement
1. A pointing model is the function that maps the actual coordinates of a point in the
sky to coordinates read from the mount's encoders and back. The model is built by
the mount controller by using some reference points where the encoder coordinates
(already known to the controller) are matched with coordinates in the sky (provided
by the user, by accurately centering a reference star or by feeding them from a platesolved photograph).
2. A refinement adds a point in the sky to improve an existing model. The first two or
three alignment stars work exactly as refinements, just starting with a blank model.
A sync, instead, shifts the existing model in order to match a single point in the sky.
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3. There is no standard ASCOM function to perform a refinement, while there is one
to perform a sync. So both 10micron and Per Frejvall ASCOM drivers allow you to
configure the sync function so that it actually performs a refinement, allowing to
build models with standard ASCOM functions. The configuration of this function is
available in the drivers' setup page. The 10micron ASCOM driver can also disable
completely the sync function, to make sure software cannot mess up an existing
model. Configuring the ASCOM driver for usage with a model building application
should be done accordingly to the application's documentation.
4. In the keypad, also, it is possible to configure the standard sync function (which is
available with a long press of the ENTER key) so that it actually performs a
refinement. This configuration is available in Alignment → Sync refines.
5. The settings in the keypad and in the ASCOM driver are completely independent.
The Alignment → Sync refines setting doesn't change the behaviour of the ASCOM
driver and the setting in the ASCOM drivers don't change the behaviour of the
keypad.
6. Both synchronization and refinement can fail if the distance between the
coordinates measured on the mount and the coordinates set for the operation is too
large. Usually this means that you are synchronizing/refining on the wrong star, or
you have a wrong plate-solve solution, or your observing site coordinates are
extremely wrong, or your mount's clock is way off.
7. There are many possible causes for your mount not to point accurately at objects,
even if a model is loaded. If the model made some time ago seems "degraded", it
may be that the clock is wrong (check it – one second off means 15 arcseconds of
pointing error), or something changed – from moving an accessory, to a tripod's leg
sinking in the ground, to your house settling! A sync on a single point will shift the
model so it matches that point, but it isn't guaranteed to improve the situation on the
whole sky, and it may fail to improve tracking even near the point itself. If the
degradation of the model can't be accepted, you'll have to build a new one.

How modeling works:
10micron mounts are able to track accurately objects in the sky by building a numerical
model of the pointing of the mount. The numerical model is build by comparing the actual
pointing direction of the mount with respect to the angle measured on the encoders, on a
certain number of points in the sky. This can be accomplished in two ways: by centering
accurately a star of well-known coordinates in the optical instrument, or by measuring the
coordinates of the centre of the optical instrument by plate-solving. The first method is used
typically when the model is built with the keypad, while the second method needs
additional software tools (but can be automated more easily). However, from the point of
view of the mount controller the two methods are equivalent: for each direction (or star),
the controller receives a "true" position (i.e. the apparent topocentric equatorial coordinates
and sidereal time) and associates it with the angle measured on the encoders.
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Settings
Keypad and virtual keypad settings
Sync Refines OFF → A 2s ENTER press with object data displayed will SYNC the model
on the object coordinates.
Sync Refines ON → A 2s ENTER press with object data displayed will ADD A POINT to
the current model, with the object coordinates matched against the encoder readouts.
10micron official ASCOM driver settings
Enable Sync OFF → All synchronization commands through the driver are disabled, so the
model cannot be altered.
Enable Sync ON, Use Sync as Refine OFF → The ASCOM synchronization command will
SYNC the model on the given target coordinates.
Enable Sync ON, Use Sync as Refine ON → The ASCOM synchronization command will
ADD A POINT to the current model, with the given target coordinates matched against the
encoder readouts.

Which settings should I use?
When building a model with the keypad, you will use the 2-Stars or 3-Stars alignment and
Refine Stars functions. These works the same whatever the settings are, so don't worry
about them.
When building a model with a model building software such as Model Creator, Model
Maker, Mount Wizzard, please refer to the software user's manual. Normally you'll set
"Enable Sync ON" and "Use Sync as Refine ON" on the 10micron ASCOM driver, or
"Syncs append to refine model" on Per Frejvall's ASCOM driver.
In normal operation, usually you shouldn't resynchronize the model. If you connect to the
mount with the 10micron ASCOM driver, you can prevent any synchronization through the
driver by unchecking "Enable Sync" in the driver setting (note: this won't disable
synchronization with the keypad, or with other software that connects to the mount with
another driver).
If you have really to synchronize the model on a single star/object (please read above
before deciding to do it), you can do it with the keypad (point at the object, centre it with
the keypad, then, leaving the object data displayed, press ENTER for at least 2 seconds). In
this case you must have "Sync Refines OFF" in the keypad.
If you want to synchronize the model on a single star/object (again - please read above
before deciding to do it) with an external software via ASCOM, check "Enable Sync" and
uncheck "Use Sync as Refine" in the 10micron driver, or set "Syncs align model" in Per
Frejvall's driver.
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Why syncronization fails?
Usually, the mount won't accept a synchronization or a refinement point if the coordinates
that you are trying to synchronize are too far away from the coordinates the mount is
believing it is pointing at. The exception is for QCI mounts before the alignment, which
accept almost any synchronization except for positions near the meridian, where there is
ambiguity on whether the telescope is west or east of the tripod - these positions can be
pointed at with two different mechanical configurations. If you encounter such a situation,
probably there is something wrong with your model - check that the right ascension axis is
pointing at the celestial pole, that the clock is at correct (including timezone and daylight
saving), that the site coordinates are correct, that the telescope is mounted in the correct
position on the declination flange.
(credit Filippo Riccio, software 10micron software developer)
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10Micron FORUM

https://www.10micron.com/forum/

InFINNity Deck
Re: Trouble Polar Aligning GM 3000
 Sun Aug 30, 2020 2:10 pm
Hi Neil,
I usually go a little bit further when physically aligning my GM3000HPS. So after the 3
star alignment I do at least a 10 star refinement. Once that is done I do the physical
adjustment of the mount on a star that is close to the meridian/equator crossing using the
built-in polar alignment routine. The virtual keypad (or MW4 if you use that) shows you
how many turns are required to align the mount (MENU - Alignment - Align info, scroll
down to see the amount of turns required).
Yes, turning the screws is clearly shown, that is, when using your camera or cross-hair
eyepiece on a star (I recommend using a camera in the whole process and to zoom in to
150-200% level). If the mount does not slew to the requested star, you may have an error in
your time-zone or location set-up.
Once the polar alignment is acknowledged the model is deleted and you will need to do
another 3 star alignment and refinement to see how much you progressed.

Re: Trouble Polar Aligning GM 3000
 Unread post by InFINNity Deck » Sun Aug 30, 2020 2:30 pm
to further on my previous post, I would recommend to do the final steps separately. So the
initial coarse polar alignment can be done for both axis at the same time, but once you get
the PAE well within one arc-minute it is better to align one axis at the time. Also, the closer
you get to an accurate polar alignment, the more refinement stars are required to get a
reliable result from align info. For the last few arc-seconds you will need to train yourself
to know how much the mount will move when fastening the bolts. It helps to first slew to the
polar alignment star before loosening them. You will then see how much the mount moves
as a result of it and may want to test a few times how far it moves back when fastening them
again. Once that is known the axis can be aligned with the alt/azi bolts to the location
where the final adjustment is done by fastening the base bolts again (I hope this is a bit
clear ).
Using these methods I managed to get a polar alignment error of only 4.3 arc-seconds
(based on a 57 point model).
Nicolàs
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10micron recommends to turn on dual axis tracking for modelling (and turn it off before
calling the polar aligment routine). But it actually does not make much of a difference, as
modelling typically does only track a couple of seconds after each slew and the resulting
drift is minimal (assuming the polar alignment error is not too large).
Cheers
Carl

Initial Setup: 2-star vs 3-star alignment
 Post by carlGer » Fri Nov 19, 2021 8:40 pm
Model creation and star-alignment routines do the same. So you may skip the manual work
on the mount and standing in the cold. The recommendation is:
- clear alignment data
- create a small model (4-8 stars)
- execute the polar alignment routine
- clear alignment data
- create a model (11 or more stars)
The last point being optional in case you just wanted to polar align your mount.
If you want to stick with the alignment routines offered by the mount, you may also do a 2star alignment and add 2 more stars with the refinement menu. If I recall right when I got
my mount I also struggled with some messages of the alignment routines.

Re: Initial Setup: 2-star vs 3-star alignment
 Post by Ruediger » Wed Nov 24, 2021 8:56 am
galactic_surfer wrote: ↑
Wed Nov 24, 2021 6:55 am
Carl is spot on - you'll find that other members here with non-permanent/semi-permanent
setups will run a smallish model (greater than 3 pts but not more than 15 or so), then PA,
then re-run a larger model.
Hi Barry,
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That is exactly what I do and was also advised to to from 10M support when I had mail
contact. To get a better PA just run a small symmetric model with MC or MW (e.g. 7 to 10
points each hemisphere) and then adjust your ALT/AZ. Stay away from the well known nogo-areas. You can repeat it, and you will get very quickly a low PAE.
Also for initial setup:
1. Just clear model
2. Slew to any good visible target
3. Adjust the offset via ALT/AZ
Then continue with refinement as described above.
But please don't obsess about very low PAE. Everything below a few arcmin is fine.

10 micron recommends to turn on dual axis tracking for modelling (and turn it off before
calling the polar aligment routine). But it actually does not make much of a difference, as
modelling typically does only track a couple of seconds after each slew and the resulting
drift is minimal (assuming the polar alignment error is not too large).
Keep in mind the Dual Axis Tracking (DAT) option has 2 functions: applying the model
and refraction correction to RA and DEC. So even if you have the model cleared DAT will
change the RA tracking rate constantly according to the pointing altitude - assuming
Refraction Correction (RC) is also enabled.
Once you have created a model no normal syncs to the mount should be performed.
Once you have turned off the syncing then yes, reload your saved original model if you
saved it, and you should have that model correctly back as it was before the syncing messed
it up. That is assuming you saved the model straight after you created it, before the syncing
messed it up.
So my recommendation too would be to let the model how it is until a new model is needed.
In case SGP has an option to center the mount without doing a sync, than this should be the
way too go when the old model is no accurate anymore and you don't want to create a new
model.
Everything below a few arcmin is fine. In practical terms with the typical model go to
accuracy of 5-10" RMS I think no centering is needed for DSO images scales.
------------------------------------Is important to having the ASCOM driver over one of the two standard mount ports 3490
or 3492, while the virtual hand pad is running over its dedicated port 3491.
-----------------------------------------
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Atmospheric Refraction
Check "Enable refraction data update" to send automatically to the mount the refraction
parameters found in the file AppData\Local\Temp\10micronRefraction.txt. This file is
written automatically by some weather station applications such as MGBox and
StickStation.
When the file is updated, and the selected condition is matched, the atmospheric pressure
and temperature are uploaded to the mount.
Available conditions are:
- continuously upload data as soon as they are available.
- only when the mount is slewing.
- send the data only when the mount is slewing to a target, so tracking isn't affected.
- send the data only when the mount is slewing to a target, or a pulse-guide command is
being sent, so tracking is affected only if you are currently guiding.
The file should contain a single line of text in the following format:
date;pressure;temperature
The date is in the format "yyyy-MM-dd HH:mm:ss".
The pressure and temperature are expressed in hPa and °C, respectively.
------------------------------------------

by BeisserJ
Fri Nov 26, 2021 2:03 pm
Forum: GM1000/GM2000/GM3000/GM4000 Mounts
Carl,
You wrote that maybe smaller flexures could be exaggerated in the model calculation. It's
just a gut feeling, but I think it could also happen with modelling the refraction. Once I had
forgotten to switch on the refraction correction prior to imaging. I then switched it on
during an exposure, which caused the image center to jump in declination about 6 or 8 arc
minutes! This seems to be way too much.
For example, according to refraction calculation tables (source: Paul Ahnert,
Beobachtungsobjekte für Liebhaberastronomen, 2. Auflage, 1968), at a zenith distance
of 50° (object elevation 40°), the uncorrected refraction is given as 1' 12", a typical
barometric pressure and temperature correction would change this by another 8" to 10",
but not more.
Jürgen
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RC 406 TELESCOPE FOCUSING SYSTEM
The telescope has a rack and pinion focuser of the following characteristics:
* Travel: 48 mm. useful 44 mm.
* Clear aperture: 70 mm
* The focus tolerance of the RC406 (f/8.0) is the 0.1 mm. aprox.
* 44 mm/10,400 motor steps = 0,0042 = 4,2 um
* Maxim DL autofocus parameters: Focuser step size: 6,00 (theory 4.20)
Target ½ Flux diameter: 8.00
ATTENTION: To adjust the focus with Maxim autofocus, use a star field with
weak stars and alone star of mag 6 in the center.

Although the RC 406 telescope has carbon fiber tubes to minimize temperature contractions
and expansions, it is inevitable that with a 406 mm telescope at f/8 there will be changes in
focus. It is for this reason that the following focus data are included for different
instruments and/or configurations.
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Focuser values vs temperatura (HFD 6)
Filtro
- 2ºC
2ºC
5ºC v
Red
4630
4610
Green
4630
4610
Blue
4630
4610
H-alfa
4580
4560
Luminance
4630
4610
Clear
4630
4610
V- JC
4600
4580

15º C
4600
4600
4600
4550
4600
4600
4570

* Telescope micrometric focus:
Moravian G4 16000 + filter wheel + field corrector
Visual focus for a 31 mm.Nagler eyepiece
Canon 6D + field corrector
DADOS spectrograph
Visual focus for a 41mm Panoptic eyepiece
WATEC 910
Powermate 2x f/18
ASI385MC UV-IR
Powermate 2x f/18
ASI174MM ProPlanet 642 BP
Powermate 2x f/18
ASI174MM ProPlanet 642 BP
Powemate 2x f/16
ST-8300M
Distance from the telescope base to focal surface (mm)

20º C
4560
4560
4560
4510
4560
4560
4530

21.0 mm
16.5
21.0
22.0
18.0

298

24º C v
4500
4500
4500
4450
4500
4500
4470

4660
4960
4325
4650
8320
5010
3806
3751

15ºC
10ºC
6,5ºC
15ºC
24.5ºC
9.5ºC
9.5ºC
9.5ºC

5400
n/a

5ºC

* The telescope focus variation vs. temperature is about 120/14= 8.5 counts/Cº
* The focal length increases with the temperature. If temperature drops (+focal = more
numerical value of the micrometer)

TELESCOPE…….

|
|

|
IN FOCUS

|
|
|
FOCAL PLANE

|
| ……..CAMERA
OUT FOCUS

To get the X-Y axes of the CCD to be parallel to the AR-DEC coordinate axes of the
telescope turn the telescope motor off and take 100 sec images. Ensuring that the strokes
of the stars are absolutely horizontal, for this, we must act according to the results on the
following axes:

---

---

Tilt like this? ---

----rotate

camera CCW

Or tilt like this?

---

---

---

rotate camera CW
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ASTRONOMICAL SKY QUALITY
The quality of an astronomical sky is basically determined by three factors:
light pollution, transparency and turbulence.
1. -Light pollution is the magnitude induced by the sky background artificial agents: lamps
or luminaries and with transparency mark the observable limit magnitude on moonless
nights using visuals and/or CCD cameras. It mainly affects the deep sky observations and
little to the solar system. There is also a natural pollution created by solar activity in the air
or "airglow" emission that occurs in the wavelengths of Oxygen(OI): 5577, 6302 and 6364
Angstrom.
It is important to realize that although pollution and transparency are two different things,
both are closely related: Light pollution itself (by simple Rayleigh diffusion in air)would
have little significance if there were in a very clear atmosphere without: airborne dust,
water vapor, aerosols and other gases that limit transparency and function as contaminant
light diffusers.
Light pollution can be estimated by comparison between sites by visually observing in a
well-defined area of the sky that contains faint stars, for example, the square of Pegasus.In
this, we can draw the stars we observe given that the brightest (Pegasus 68) shine at 4.42
magnitude.
We can also take a CCD image of a star field and using an appropriate software (IRIS,
Maxim DL, etc) measuring the magnitude of the background in a stars free zone. If the
magnitude we get is for example equal to 19, it means that any object of greater magnitude
will be difficult to observe. The background magnitude is an indicative measure en
compassing pollution and other factors. In the market is also available the Sky Quality
Meter or SQM that provide you the sky background magnitude.
It is measured in magnitudes per square arc second. For example: a sky suburb
in a city has 17mag /s^ 2 while an isolated mountain dark area can be 21 mag/s^ 2
2.–Transparency, the presence of clouds or dust, induced absorption (extinction) of the
light received from the stars. For example: an accumulation of210ug/m3 powder produces
a loss (extinction) of 1.90 mag. at ZD=45 °(ZD: Zenithal Distance)
3. -The atmospheric turbulence, also called "seeing" is the alteration of the light wave
front by layers of air at different density and velocity (temperature, wind) it could affects
observations of the solar system: planets, moon and binary systems, etc. and little if we are
observing deep sky objects with shorter focal length of 1 meter or less
A priori, we can say that if looking at star near the zenith we observe a perceptible blinking,
it means a large turbulence or bad seeing. Taking a CCD image of a star field and analyze
the same with an appropriate software we can quantify the turbulence or seeing (FWHM).
The seeing is measured in arc seconds (see meaning of FWHM in page. # 193).
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Light pollution by Airglow in Tacande, La Palma 21/07/2009

Airglow: OI 5577A
Light pollution by Sodium lamps in Tacande, La Palma 21/07/2009

Na Ib, Ia: 5889.9/ 5895.9

The above data were obtained from spectrograms of 15 m. exposure, pointing the telescope
at 45° zenith distance (eastwards). The intensity of the Na line far exceeds (see the graphic
scale) the OI 5577 Angstroms (OI = 16800 ADU's, Na / D = 24600 ADU's).
In La Palma is not detected the natural airglow contamination at OI 6302 and 6364A?

Other causes that affect image quality are…
Atmospheric haze or dust in suspension (loss of transparency)
When trade winds (NE wind) are dominating and there is not the presence of high pressures
over the Mediterranean or on North Africa, the atmosphere is kept clean from dust in
suspension. The average dust could be about 15 ug/m3 in La Palma, but under conditions
of strong dust contents like 280 ug/m3 could be possible with an absorption/extinction of
1.90 mag. at ZD 45 degrees (ZD: zenith distance)
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with “dust”

without “dust”

Telescope of 0.40 m. f/6.5 ST8XE camera, 100 sec. exposure
For online detectors of atmospheric dust (La Palma):
http://www.tng.iac.es/weather/graphs/dust.html
Wind (increased atmospheric turbulence)
If there is a strong wind(=>10 m/ sec.), the seeing can degrade down to 15
or 20" and be impossible to focus and observe.

with wind

without wind

0.40 m. f/6.5 telescope with camera ST8XE, 150 sec. (R filter)
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HOW TO DETERMINE THE LIGHT POLLUTION?
Next we must determine the number of counts for a patch of sky 1 arcsec square, so that
our sky brightness can be expressed in units of ―magnitudes per square arcsec‖, the
standard way optical astronomers express sky brightness. The sky signal per pixel, the
average signal level in the dark subtracted image away from the star image, is measured to
be 170.
Since each pixel has an area of 0.9 × 0.9 or 0.81 square arcsec, the counts per 1 × 1
arcsec sky patch would be 170 / 0.81 = 210. Now, we have a star with a known magnitude
and a measured number of counts, and a sky patch of a known angular area with a
measured number of counts but an unknown magnitude.
To calculate the magnitude of the sky patch, we use the fundamental equation relating
magnitude differences to the brightness ratio of two sources, here the sky patch and star:
mstar − msky = −2.5log10(Bstar/Bsky)
Here the m’s are the magnitudes of the star and of the one arcsec square patch of sky, and
the B’s are the brightnesses (or fluxes) of the star and sky patch. For the brightnesses, we
simply use the counts. (The counts are not the true brightnesses, which are given in units of
energy per unit time 65 per unit area, but the counts are related by a constant
multiplicative factor to the brightnesses. The constant is the same for star and sky, as the
sky and star were observed with the same telescope, detector and exposure time, so it
cancels in the brightness ratio.)
Now we solve for msky, the magnitude of the sky patch, as follows, using mstar = 12.75:
msky = 12.75 − 2.5log10(210/26400) giving msky = 18.0.
(credit M. Shirmer)

Main emission lines found at La Palma sky
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IV- Deep Sky Image Processing
GENERAL ADVICE ON THE EQUIPMENT USED IN "DEEP SKY"
PICTURES

a) Well collimated telescope.
b) Equatorial movement perfectly uniform.
c) Perfect focus.
d) Seeing equal to or less than 4 arcsec.
e) Adaptation between telescope focal length and the pixel size (Nyquist)
f) Enough exposure times to obtain a good SNR.
g) Use high quantum efficiency CCD cameras.
h) Stable and vibration free equatorial mount.
i) Observation site without significant light pollution.
Notes:
* The LRGB process is excellent for revealing details of very faint objects, but the natural
color of the stars is little bit loose and become "whitish".
* To make a natural look of the stars in LRGB we must have the same distribution, size and
star number in LRGB four layers. Only varies in intensity.
* To achieve a natural appearance in the LRGB process is generally used the L filter
(Luminance) which only allows the passage of the visible spectrum (400-700 nm), without
UV or IR, to achieve a good color balance. The use of L filter can be especially important
when we use refractive elements (lenses) in order to avoid UV / IR uncorrected
aberrations. Keep in mind that IR sky is brighter than the visual sky.
* For objects with very weak signal light, it is preferable to take a picture without any filter
or use a clear glass type (C).
* If after taking L pictures, we get "ghost" images (due to residual charges) in the RGB
images. The problem is due to the presence of bright stars, we must wait 15 minutes before
getting again dark calibration images or other images in low light.
This can be eliminated by making several exposures with the telescope exposed to a bright
flashlight (these exposures are discarded).
* We can create a synthetic channel (color) combining the other two G = (R + B) / 2
* The main advantage of “unsharp masking" filtering is to reduce the amplitude of the low
frequency components of the image. The filter effect is to compress the dynamic range
without losing the smallest details.
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* Apply nonlinear processes (stretch, ME type filtering algorithms, DDP, L / R) with care
to color images. With color images, all you can do is background color and atmospheric
absorption corrections.
* We can combine H-alpha image with the image L in a LRGB process, but do not use the
H-alpha alone. In nebulae emitting objects you can also combine images H-alpha with R
images to obtain a (H-alpha + R), R, G, B set.
* The very narrow band filters, type H-alpha, OIII, SII, etc. can produce "halos" around
bright stars. Attention to the process of "histogram normalization” which can further
enhance this effect.
* If after DDP process (Maxim DL) stars have edge, or a halo, increase the value of the
cutoff%. If the stars are very diffuse, reduce the cutoff%.
* We can also use the PS software to reduce the "halos" by applying a Gaussian blur on the
needed color channel(blue?).
* The problem of halos can be caused if the image has too low SNR.
* Do not apply Maximum Entropy deconvolution to images with low SNR. Is required a
minimum of = or more than 25 because ME deconvolution is very sensitive to noise.
* The ME process highlights the tenuous image detail. The LR process increases the SNR
of the image and the stars are more punctual.
* With an image slightly "oversampled" ME deconvolution produces better results.
* The ME process, uses a lot of computer RAM. If the process takes too much time, we
must CROP the image in dimensions that have to be powers of two, i.e. 512x512,
1024x1024, etc
* Do not perform processing operations on jpeg format images. Use this format only to
send the final images (web publishing).
* To send images over the Internet, reduce the size of the images to get files from 500 KB
to 2MB.
* The process of combining multiple images always aims to increase the S / N without
increasing noise.
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Suggested software for Deep Sky imaging
At the market you shall found some excellent packages, like the followings:
Maxim DL/CCD (needs license)
http://www.cyanogen.com/maxim_main.php
PixInsight (needs license)
https://pixinsight.com/
Adobe Photoshop (needs license)
http://www.adobe.com/es/products/photoshop.html

For the long exposure self-guide tracking we suggest the following software:
PHD Guidind 2 (freeware)
Highly recommended
https://openphdguiding.org/
Maxim DL/CCD (needs license)
The classic excellence
http://www.cyanogen.com/maxim_main.php
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THE ASTRONOMICAL IMAGE PREPROCESING (calibration)
The purpose of the calibration process is to minimize noise in images but sometimes if we
are not careful, the opposite can occur, we could add noise to an image. For this reason it is
desirable to carry out noise measurements (Std Dev in Maxim) before and after the
calibration process.

- Properly take into account the dependence of bias level on ambient temperature while
constructing master dark frame, e.g. by shifting all the dark frames to common mean value
before applying median filtering.
- Correct the residual bias shift between master dark and scientific frame using the overscan
regions of CCD chip, which is disabled for these cameras by default and inaccessible
through normal camera SDK, but may be enabled by asking the manufacturer to do so
(Cagas, 2018).
The image obtained after calibrating or combine several images must be characterized by
having a "Poisson noise" or standard deviation smaller than a single image.
The mathematics of image calibration is:
Calibrated image = Raw image –Dark image /Flat image - Bias flat image

"Direct" image of the M76 nebula, without thermal imaging calibration (dark) not
image flat field correction
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"Bias" images (not really useful except if required by the software)
Take 25 images with the minimum possible integration time (0.1sec) and use the average to
combine them. You have to apply bias correction only to the flat field images.

Flat field image

“Flat” images
Collect and save 25 flat images in auto dark mode.
If available use Dome flats (inside the dome)
Time needed to obtain flat field images inside the dome(Dome Flats) to worth
approximately 25,000 ADU's using a 150W halogen lamp in indirect light
though a filter to 3200K to5700K conversion.
Filter
R
G
B

Exposure G4-16000
camera
sec.
sec.
sec.

Clear
Luminance
V JC

sec.
sec.
sec.

Exposure ST-8300M
camera
sec.
-
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Notes on flat field images
*Use the twilight pointing the telescope toward the zenith or opposite the sun in exposures
of L= 1 sec. B,V, G = 1.5sec. and R= 2sec. We can get good flat field images but with
large variations between them because of the short duration of twilight. So it is best to
combine them using average.
If we get flat field pictures inside the dome or "dome flat "utilizing a lamp, combine them
with the median or Sigma Clip option.
*Since the linear range of a G4-16000 camera extends from5K to 60K(ADU's) is advisable
to obtain a value of mean count equal to 50% of the maximum (full well) accounts about 25
to 35 K ADU's for cameras without anti-blooming and 25K for cameras with antiblooming.
*We must discard all images containing stars, very low or very high ADU values and avoid
arithmetic clipping saturation because ADU values over 64K are trimmed.
"Dark" images
Combine your dark frames using either sigma clip mode (if you have more than ~ 15 of
them) or SD Mask (if you have fewer). If you don't have at least 10 dark frames... take at
least 10 dark frames. This method strongly rejects outlier pixels, resulting in a better master
dark.
You have to scale dark images only in the case of very long exposures therefore always try
to do "darks" with the same duration of "images"

“Dark” image
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General information on calibration images:

1. Use dithering when taking exposures that will be stacked. Dithering slightly moves
the image frame between each exposure, so that the hot pixels don't always end up
in the exact same spot. If you dither +/- 3 pixels in X and Y you'll be moving the hot
pixel over dozens of pixels.
2. Combine your dark frames using either sigma clip mode (if you have more than ~
15 of them) or SD Mask (if you have fewer). If you don't have at least 10 dark
frames... please take at least 10 dark frames. This method strongly rejects outlier
pixels, resulting in a better master dark.
3. Calibrate your images.
4. When stacking, again use sigma clip or SD Mask (depending on how many frames),
with image alignment so the stars all line up. The outlier rejection will be
particularly effective because of the dithering - the hot pixel tends to be compared to
a whole bunch of normal pixels, and gets rejected.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1) We must work at the same temperature in all images of a series.
2) Do not save libraries of dark images of more than 2 months old.
3) If the image and the dark have the same duration, it is not necessary to employ bias
correction.
4) We must ensure that Auto Scaling dark option is activated if the dark exposure time is
different from the picture. We can activate the option "Apply to Flats" in the Maxim
DL if the flats are not "autodark"
5) If we have a strong presence of hot pixels or cosmic rays is preferable to use the
option "median combine" and increase the number of darks from.
6) The working temperature depends on the camera we use. Cameras with "noisy" chip
require cooler temperatures. The correct temperature for G4-16000 camera is about
-18°C and for the ST-8300M is enough -12ºC.
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Full calibrated M76 image

IMAGE PROCESSING USING SCIENTIFIC CAMERAS
1) Take your pics using the Dithering mode. In astrophotography, to dither means to shift
the pointing direction of your telescope (via the telescope mount) in random directions
between each exposure. This technique is a useful way to create images with a better
signal-to-noise ratio by “canceling out” hot pixels, fixed pattern noise, and more.
Is possible to use MaximDL for imaging and dithering. There you are able to define the
dithering in detail (# of pixels, x,y or x and y, via guider or via mount) in the Autosequence
setup dialog. This is quite simple.
Use dithering when taking your exposures. This slightly moves the image frame
between each exposure, so that the hot pixels don't always end up in the exact same
spot. If you dither +/- 3 pixels in X and Y you'll be moving the hot pixel over
dozens of pixels.
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2) Take and preserve as far as possible the S / N of the low light areas, saving pictures in
"floating point" (IEE float) FITS format.
3) Perform standard calibration: darks, flats and bias (Maxim DL).
4) If necessary clean "hot" and "cold" pixels using a 3x3 kernel with a threshold of 0.5%
for cold and 95% for hot pixels (Maxim DL).
5) Always keep background noise at a value near or below of 100 ADU's (pedestal)
utilizing the "Pixel Math" (Maxim DL) option.
6) If necessary, remove saturated pixels using "Debloom"option (Maxim DL).
7) Process image with 5 interactions of Lucy-Richardson algorithm (Maxim DL or CCD
Sharp). Warning: CCD Sharp only accepts 16-bit FITS images (IEE not float). Attention to
the background value in the option of "Poisson Noise".
8) Align images (auto star matching) and combine them using any of the following:
- “Add” if images are not noisy and we try to detect a very faint object or we do
photometric measurements.
- When stacking, again use sigma clip or SD Mask (depending on how many frames). The
outlier rejection will be particularly effective because of the dithering - the hot pixel tends
to be compared to a whole bunch of normal pixels, and gets rejected.
9) Check if DDP function is useful for each of the three RGB images or only for L. Set
manually the background to a value slightly lower (-150 approx) of the image (don’t
clipping). Adjust the mid-point level manually on an area of interest medium-high
brightness (Maxim DL).
10) Align the three RGB images or four if LRGB (Maxim DL).
11) Merge images to obtain a color image. Each channel must be multiplied by CCD RGB
response camera. For the ST8XE: 1.0 / 1.0 / 1.6 approximately (Maxim DL).
12) If the object is more than 60° zenith distance, please see the tables of extinction and
multiplying each channel by the atmospheric extinction coefficient (Maxim DL).
13) Retouch curves and use a calibration curve of “S" shape so that the visual aspect is
nice ensuring that bright areas show no saturation. If we want to increase the weak details
employ a logarithmic curve and / or combinations of other curves in the entire image or in
partial image areas.
14) If necessary, crop the image using the "Crop" (Maxim DL) option.
15) Retouch image alignment, color balance and hue (Maxim DL) is required.
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16) Reduce the previously enlarged image at half using the "Half Size" (Maxim DL)
option.
17) If we want to include pointers or scales, use the "Annotate" (Maxim DL) function.
18) Save the image and make a copy in TIF format 16 bits, with "Auto Stretch" (Maxim
DL) option.
19) Retouch TIF image by adjusting levels (adjust white 200), color balance, contrast,
brightness, clean noise (Photoshop).
20) Try to utilize a DDP like function on the RGB or LRGB color images using the
"Shadow / Highlights" (Photoshop) function.
21) If necessary, use the filter "unsharp mask" on areas of interest in the image using a
radius of 50-100 pixels, followed by another pass with a radius of 10 pixels with low
percentages, 20-40 (Photoshop).
22) Check that the brightest areas (cores of galaxies or bright nebulas, etc.) are not
trimmed, otherwise, reduce white levels (Photoshop).
23) If you wish add text to the image (Photoshop).
24) Save the final image in TIF format in our files and in JPG format for broadcast on the
network.

FILTERS
¡ATENTION, filters rapidly deteriorate if left exposed to moisture in the observatory!
Photometric and narrow band filters
Band
V - Johnson
H-alpha (Baader)
H-alpha(Astronomik)
Lambda
550 nm
656.3nm
656.3
Bandwidth
150 nm
7.0 nm
6.0 nm
Transmission
80 %
95%
88%
Note. -It‟s recommended to install the interference filters with the mirror side toward the
telescope and the color side to the camera.
Wratten filter characteristics
Band
Violet
Blue
Filter
W47
W80A
Lambda
440 nm
440 nm

Green
W58
530 nm

Yellow
W21
560 nm

Red
W25
600 nm

IR
RG850
850 nm
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LRGB (Baader) filter characteristics
RGB filter thickness of: 2mm.
Banda
Lambda
Bandwidth
Transmission
 .

R
635 nm
585 - 685(100 nm)
98%

G
540 nm
500 - 580(80 nm)
98%

B
452 nm
390 - 515 (125 nm)
98%

| L
550 nm
405 - 695 (290nm)
98%
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Light Pollution Filter

In addition to blocking selected light pollution emission bands, IDAS filters block the range 7001000nm to insure that silicon sensors are adequately blocked from unwanted IR.
Light pollution suppression (LPS) filters are designed to suppress the common mission
lines generated by artificial lighting, yet allow the important nebula emission lines to pass,
thus enhancing the contrast of astronomical objects, particularly emission nebulae (see filter
plots to see the effect on light pollution emission bands). The most recently introduced
version (D2) has a bandpass designed to cope with the increasing trend of society's switch
to LED lighting.
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RECOMMENDED TIME EXPOSURE
Avoid exposures exceeding 10 minutes because of higher incidence of cosmic rays,
thermal noise and possibility of any unforeseen problem that could ruin our image.
B/W
Nebulas through H-alpha filter: 16x10 m. Total: 160 m.
Star clusters unfiltered: 5x10 m. Total: 50 m.
RGB
Attention: Only us this procedure (without Luminance) on bright objects.
Ratio RGB*
Total
-------------------------------------------------------------------------Clusters 10
10 2x10 1.0/1.0/2.0
40 m.
Nebulas 2x10 2x10 3x101.0/1.0/1.5
70 m.
Galaxies 2x10 2x10 4x10 1.0/1.0/2.0
80 m.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------LRGB, RRGB, (RH+R)RGB
L
R G
B
Ratio RGB*
Total
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Nebulas(1)
5x10
10 10 2x10 1.0/1.0/2.0 90 m.
Nebulas(2)
5Rx10
10
10 2x10 1.0/1.0/2.0
90 m.
Nebulas(3)
7RH+3Rx10
10
10 2x10 1.0?/1.0/2.0 140 m.
Galaxies
10x10
2x10 2x10 4x10 1.0/1.0/2.0
180 m.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------LRGB, L with narrow band filters
L
R
Nebulas
5x10
6x10 (H-alpha)
“
5x10
4x10 (SII)

G
5x10 (OIII)
6x10 (H-alpha)

B
4x10 (SII)
5x10 (OIII)

Notes:
* For the camera ST8XE set ratio value to RGB = 1.0 / 1.0 / 1.6
* The value (G) can be affected by pollution.
* If possible, take "flats" of RGBL filters.
* With globular clusters a synthetic L image can be created, L = R + G + B
* If we have an unpolluted sky, just take "flats" of the L filter.
* The L channel can be formed by combining H-alpha and R at ratio 80/20 % or 50/50 %.
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DETERMINING THE "WEIGHT" OF EACH RGB COLOR
If monochrome images (through RGB filters) are used to create a color image (using
Maxim DL, PS, etc.), it is necessary to know the coefficients that must be applied to each
color and which depend on the spectral response of camera, telescope and filter
characteristics.
The following procedure can be used as a first approach to the values of each RGB color.
For this, we have to find in the following table, a star with the same spectrum as the Sun
(G2V) or use the software TheSkyX with option G2V stars (Explore, SDB's)
In a stellar field that contains a star of type G2V, take three images through RGB filters of
60 sec. exposure. Using the Maxim DL software record the maximum number of ADU's of
a G2V star has (intensity parameter) in each RGB images. For example: r: 3000 g:2500
b:2000
Divide the“g” value by the “r” and “b” values
R= g/r = 2500/3000= 0.83
G= g/g= 2500/2500= 1.00

B= g/b= 2500/2000 = 1.25

The weights are: R 0.83/ G 1.00 / B 1.25

SOLAR ANALOG STARS (for adjust color)
RA....…. DEC .......Mag.. Tipo.….NOMBRE
001840 –080304 6.467 G3
SAO 128690
002252 -121234 6.39 G2.5 9 Cet (SAO 147237)
014147 +423648 4.961 G1.5 SAO 37434
015318 +002225 9.734 G5
93-101 (SAO 110202)
031902 -025036 7.052 G1.5 SAO 130415
042640 +164449 8.10 G2
vB64(Hyad)(SAO 93936)
062444 –284648 6.374 G2
SAO 171711
085418 -052604 6.008 G2
SAO 136389
100101 +315525 5.374 G3
20 LMi(SAO 61808)
111811 +313145 4.85 G2
Xi UMa B(SAO 62484)
133842 -011414 9.975 G5 105-56 (SAO 139464)
153718 -000950 8.433 G3 107-684 (SAO 121093)
154402 +023054 5.868 G2.5 23 psi Ser (SAO 121152)
155312 +131148 6.084 G1 39 Ser (SAO 101792)
160704 -140416 6.314 G2 SAO 159706
161537 -082210 5.494 G2 18 Sco (SAO 141066)
194149 +503131 5.976 G1.5 16 Cyg A (SAO 31898)
194152 +503103 6.237 G3 16 Cyg B (SAO 31899)
204312 +002615 9.977 G2 112-1333 (SAO 126133)
214227 +002620 9.074 G5 113-276 (SAO 127005)
231239 +024110 7.708 G1 HD219018 (SAO 128034)
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Luminance filter (L) o Clear filter (C)?
If you wish to register a very faint object at the telescope limit or get a picture with the
maximum SNR, it is best to don’t use any filter or just use a parfocal filter completely
transparent of type "Clear". But be careful; be aware, this type of images (with IR
information) has little sharpness.
If our purpose is to obtain images with bright and well contrasted colors it is recommended
to use a "Luminance" filter type, to block the passage of UV and IR portion of the
spectrum.
The L filter is almost essential in many refractor telescopes
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DDP
Non-linear processes in film photography play an important role in making photographs look
natural to the eye like the “Non-linear sensitivity” or S-shape gamma curve.
The above is also applicable to CCD data because has an extremely large dynamic range. The
range is too large to be reproduced on print or in a video display. In the highlight region of an
image, photographic film saturates gradually while a CCD image saturates suddenly, at a
maximum point. The low level, the contrast of film is low at nature. This comes from the Sshape Gamma curve.
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Non-linear mapping schemes are a powerful way of compressing the dynamic range of an
image so that the extremes of brightness levels can be visualized.
A gamma curve very quickly brightens the dim part of an image and continues to brighten
mid-tones well above what the linear curve does. Note that eventually the gamma curve
comes back to meet the linear curve at the top right of the graph. So, a gamma curve
brightens across the board, always brighter than linear, but is more strongly effective in the
mid-tones.
A logarithmic display aggressively brightens the dim part of the brightness spectrum while
not affecting the upper end as much. In general logarithmic displays show the noise in an
image since these brightness levels are given significant value and weight.
Keeping this behaviour in mind, we consider the "gamma value" which is the gradient of
the linear region on the gamma curve. A larger gamma results in a higher contrast image.
When we require the same gamma value for the major part of image, the effective dynamic
range of the processed (and printed) CCD image will be "much narrower" than film.
The down side of this non-linear expansion of the effective dynamic range is low contrast
in highlight region, which results in a "flat" appearance. In the chemical process of films,
an edge emphasis is usually used to compensate for this defect. (credit K.Okano)

DDP in Maxim DL
•
•

Set Background Parameter to 100
counts below calculated number to
prevent black clipping.
Select Mid-level for appropriate
equalization value.
–
–

•

The cutoff % controls the unsharp
mask effect.
–

–

•

As a rule this is 3,000-12,000 counts
above the suggested value (which is
the absolute lower limit)
Can be determined from image or
image preview window based on
histogram or mouse click. Choose an
isophote that characterizes the
equalization value of interest.

Generally this is a Custom value and
depends on the plate scale. The
smaller the number the more
aggressive the effect.
The relationship between the Midlevel
value and Cutoff % is one for which
making one more aggressive means
making the other more passive in order
to minimize deleterious artifacts.

You can turn off the Low-Pass kernel
filter by selecting the “User Filter”however, I have found the best results
are obtained by correctly choosing the
Cutoff %.
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In order to prevent clipping, choose a value for background that is 100-200 counts below
the value recommended by Maxim. The suggested Maxim Mid-level value is always the
most aggressive value that can be used. It is generally not very much above the
background.
The key to using DDP in Maxim DL is to choose the Midlevel you want to work with- and
then modifying the cut-off percentage to accommodate this desire and minimize artifacts.
The easiest way to pick a Midlevel is to display the image in such a way that the dim parts
of the image are visible. Then choose the FAINTEST “saturated” isophote as your Midlevel
value.
As you can imagine, this means that all values above the background become essentially
the same brightness if you use this setting. We determined that a mid-level value of 5000
will compress the dynamic range enough for the brightest pixels of the galaxy to show us
the stellar nucleus and still give us the outer arms. (credit Adam Block )
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DSLR CAMERA CANON 6D

CAMERA CANON 6D

?

Gain @ ISO 1600
RMS noise @ ISO 1600

? e- 23ºC

Mean offset level

? counts

Dynamic

14 bit (16.384 counts)

Detector

CMOS
Image size: 5472 x 3648 pixels
Pixel size: 6.55 µm

CMOS chip size: 35.8 x 23.9 mm Full Format. It require a 42mm image circle to cover it.
Pixels amount: 20.2 M
Internal IR filter: ? mm
The detector is located at the following distance from the focuser
44.0 camera + 11.0 adapter T2 + 4.8 adapter 2” = 59.8 mm

Recommended operation values for a non modified Canon 6D
raw format:
WB= Set the initial white balance to 4000K or daylight mode and then deal with
neutralizing white balance in post production.
jpeg format:
WB= If you are shooting jpg’s (not recommended for long exposure photography) use the
Tungsten 3200K preset or get your white balance as correct as possible (this will need to be
set manually). For astrophotography, this can vary between 3200K to 4800K depending on
the lighting conditions.

Color balance R/G/B: 1.00 / 0.95/ 1.23 (relative to WB)
Sensibility: ISO 800 for long exposure or 1600 ISO for shorter exposures
1x240 sec or 10x180 sec
Stacking: Deep Sky Stacker software. If you want to process the final image with PS please
save the DSS final image in FITT 32bit/ch-rational mode.
Image Processing: dark current, flat field, adjust levels and curves and apply unsharp mask
filter (PS).
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DSLR CAMERA CANON 350D
CAMERA CANON
350D

2.56 e-/count

23ºC

Gain @ ISO 400
RMS noise @ ISO 400

3,65 + 2,28base= 5,93 e- 23ºC

Mean offset level

256 counts

Dynamic

12 bit (4095 counts)

Detector

CMOS
Image size: 3474 x 2314 pixels
Pixel size: 6.42 µm

CMOS chip size: 22.3 x 14.8 mm
Pixels amount: 8 M
Internal IR filter:2.5 mm
The detector is located (modified camera) at the following distance from the focuser
44.0 camera+ 11.0 adapter T2 + 4.8 adapter2” = 59.8 mm

Recommended values for a modified Canon 350D (no IR filter) on longer exposures
WB= (B9 – G9)
Filter: Astronomik UV/IR block
Sensibility: ISO 800
Image format: Canon RAW.CR2
Stacking: Deep Sky Stacker software. If you want to process the final image with PS please
save the DSS final image in TIFF 32bit/ch-rational mode.
Color balance R/G/B: 1.00 / 0.95/ 1.23 (relative to WB)
Image Processing: dark current, flat field, adjust levels and curves and apply unsharp mask
filter (Photoshop).
Hot pixels elimination using the Maxim DL
When we have very large packages of images (typically in meteor log):
Take 11 or more dark images of the same duration and ISO sensitivity.
- Combine the darks with the "set calibration" function and parameters, Dark Scaling =
NONE, Combine type = MEDIAN
- Calibrate a single image of the package and apply the manual Screen Stretch setting. The
normal adjustment is usually 90 (minimum) –to maximum range.
- "Batch save and convert" function and select the previous image in "Select images". Now
select the image package with "Select files". Enter the parameters: JPEG, MANUAL, 100%,
and PERFORM CALIBRATION.
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Operation principles of a DSLR camera

Typical Bayer matrix
The Bayer matrix allows the camera to create a color image directly in exchange for
sacrificing resolution. To obtain compensation for the color image in a single exposure the
camera loses spatial resolution. Compared with an equivalent monochrome camera in size
and number of pixels, you get only 25% of the resolution in Red and Blue and 50% in
Green. Plus a 4x sensitivity loss because of the density of the filter Bayer matrix.
However we do not assume that a DSLR camera cannot obtain satisfactory images, simply
say that those obtained with a scientific monochrome camera and three filters (R, G, B) will
be much quality.

The raw data coming from the chip looks like a black and white picture with a speckle
pattern. The pattern is due to the different color filters; each pixel is seeing only a particular
color. To convert this to a color image, each pixel must have a red, green, and blue value.
This means that software must interpolate the missing color values. This process, called
"debayer" or "color conversion" takes place inside the camera when it is set to make JPEG
images, and must be performed by software when RAW images are collected.
This conversion is performed by looking at adjacent pixels, and estimating what the two
missing colors should be. Many different algorithms have been proposed for doing this, but
all are compromises.
When the debayer function is done inside the camera, the camera also converts the image
from a typical 12 bits per pixel to only 8 bits per pixel (required by JPEG). Neither the bit
depth nor the assumptions and formulas used natively in the camera to convert the images
are suitable for astronomy. Also dark subtraction is best performed prior to conversion. For
these reasons, astronomical images should always be captured in the RAW file format, dark
subtracted, and then color converted using the Convert RGB command.
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Prior to DSLRs, "raw" format usually meant an array of numbers with no header. DSLR
cameras actually produce a "raw" image that is in a proprietary image format; these formats
often vary from model to model, not just brand to brand.

Spectral transmission Canon 350D

Original IR filter

Without IR filter

(credit Christian Buil)

(credit Christian Buil)
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Typical IR cutoff filter
Astronomik, IR-UV cutoff filter







Transmission of more than 97% in the visual range
Extreme steep cutoff at 675nm
full H-alpha (656nm) transmission
IR- blocking up to 1200nm
completely resistant against high humidity and scratches
highest optical quality on the market

IMAGE PROCESSING IN DSLR CAMERAS
* Take your pics using the Dithering mode
* In dark skies consider a minimum exposure time of 1/2 h. (for an f/6 telescope)
* Depending of the camera used, adjust the camera ISO gain between 800-1600
* Disable automatic noise reduction and expose several dark images (6) interspersed
throughout the night.
* Process images with the following software:
Deep Sky Stacker.
Capture all images in RAW (CR2 *) format and processing with the DSS tacker, save the
results in *.TIFF image
Photoshop.
Process steps with PS against the above TIFF image: eliminate "hot pixels" (red and blue
dots) with the PS clicking on any hot pixel with the tool "Magic Wand" and with the right
mouse button select "Similar" click on "Filters" and select "Dust and Scratches". Retouch
levels, curves and apply the unsharp mask filter. Transform * .jpg format for eventual
export to the net.
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HISTOGRAMS
Planetary, Moon or
Sun picture
properly exposed

Planetary, Moon or
Sun picture over
exposed

Planetary, Moon or
Sun picture under
exposed

Deep Sky
image
properly
exposed
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Notes (Photoshop Image Processing)

Hat is the best method for saving the final image in Maxim prior to
importing into Photoshop? Note, I use Photoshop CS, so I want to
remain in 16 bit format for maximum bit depth.
1. Turn on the Information window and set to Area mode. See what the
min and max pixel values are. If everything is in the range of 0-65535,
then you're okay to save. But if the range is very small or very large,
then you might want to make adjustments.
2. You can use the Process menu Stretch command to shift the data to a
16-bit range. I'd suggest using the Screen Stretch input mode, Linear
Only, 16-bit output mode, and adjust the screen stretch using the
histogram so the two cursors are at the either end of the histogram data.
3. Once you've got the data in the range you want, you might want to do
a quick cross-check before you save. Set the Screen Streth to Min = 0,
Max = 65535 to see what it will look like when you load it into
Photoshop initially.
4. When you save using the File menu Save As command, use 16-bit TIFF
format, with Auto Stretch turned OFF.
5. Don't close the image in MaxIm until you've got it open in
Photoshop; that way you can easily go back and make changes.

* Perform a white balance. To achieve white balance, do images of a G2V (solar type) star and adjust the green
and blue channels until the star appears white. For an initial setting try a palette of 133 for the Photoshop (PS)
green slider and 126 for blue channel.
Performs the RGB gamma adjustment. Using the PS levels palette, move the center slider until it is just to the
right of the “toe” of the histogram download slope. Left the output levels to 0-255
Adjust the sky background. Establishing a neutral sky background is an important step in all image
processing. Set the color selection tool to 5x5 average and place it on a region in the background where no faint
stars, nebulosity, or galaxy detail is apparent. Image adjustment can be monitored in the Windows>Info dropdown menu. Using the Levels palette black (left) slider, adjust the black point until the red, green, and blue
channels are equalized.
Approaching the Curve. Using the Curves palette, stretch the image, though careful monitoring of the white and
black points is still required to avoid clipping the ends of the histogram. Often more than one application of the
curves function is necessary to achieve satisfactory results.
Apply sharpening to all image or use the Lasso tool to select an area to sharpen and then apply the Unsharp
Mask filter with a radius of 1 to 2 pixels.
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V– Solar System Image Processing
GENERAL HINTS ON THE SOLAR SYSTEM IMAGE PROCESSING
Obtaining high-resolution images require the following:
a.-Telescope perfectly collimated.
b.- Seeing that sometimes could reach 1 arcsec or less.
c.- Adaptation between focal length telescope and pixel size (Nyquist criteria)
d.- Obtain pixels with half its ADU’s load in your exposure
e.- Correct focus.
f.- Equatorial telescope movement perfectly uniform.
g.- Minimum possible obstruction(= <0.3) of the secondary mirror.
h.- Stable equatorial mount free from vibration.
i.- Larger focal ratio between f /10 to f /40
j.- Correct atmospheric dispersion effect if necessary.
The theoretical resolution of a telescope is usually unattainable because of the
deterioration in the image passing through the atmosphere.

Notes:
* The best times (northern hemisphere) to photograph the different moon phases are:
Quarter: February, March, April.
Full Moon: May, June, July.
Quarter: August, September, October.
* We can exploit the fact that short exposure images can reach the theoretical limit of the
telescope. The so-called "Lucky exposures" usually are between 10 ms (100fps) and 50ms
(20fps), duration that correspond to the atmosphere coherence time.
*The ability to "catch" images without atmospheric disturbances occurs when the distortion
caused by the atmosphere is less than1 radian on the diameter of the telescope.
We have the probability (P) to get a phase change for a D diameter, less than1 radian when
a seeing space defined by a spatial scale of "or" (D.L. Fried) that is equals:
P~= 5.6^(-0.1557(D /ro) ^ 2)
The above equation translated into practical values tells us that if we assume a seeing
(FWHM) equal to 2 arcsec with a telescope of 400 mm. diameter, we have a possibility of
1/367 for obtaining an image of 0.37 arcsec operating at 600 nm wavelength or a chance
of 1/50 to get a picture of 0.44 "at 700 nm.
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* From the foregoing it follows that it is advisable to take several images and use filters to
collect long wavelengths, to obtain the so called "lucky exposures", whereby an irregular
seeing is minimized and any optical aberrations of the instrument is reduced . So we can
use one of the following filters: Astronomik ProPlanet 742 or Red 2C.
* For the "instant seeing" , observe a small Moon crater. We can say that there is a good
quality image when the image motion is not greater than its dimensions.
* Do not try to focus directly on the Moon or planets, first try to focus upon a star (or a
planetary satellite).
more details in Appendix B "Astronomical seeing"
*To meet the Nyquist criterion we must check that the scale of the pixel (sampling) is half
the instantaneous seeing. This is achieved by employing Barlow lens, eyepieces or other
optical systems.
*If the camera is monochrome but we want a color image we can use filters and LRGB
technique with short exposures and a large number of images in each LRGB channel.
Example: 500xL, 300xR, 300xG, 300xB.
* To avoid the rotation effect of the planet we have two options: Use the free software
Winjupos. Seehttp://www.grischa-hahn.homepage.t-online.de/ or using short exposure
times according to the following instructions.
The total duration of package images cannot exceed a certain time that is a function of
planet, telescope focal length, pixel size and desired quality
Planet
Mars
Jupiter
Saturn

Apparent diameter "Ad"
arcsec (opposition)
25
50
20 (disc)

Sidereal rotation "Sr"
(hours)
24.6
9.8 (equator)
10.2 (disc)

The transverse speed (St) of the above planets in arcsec by minute is…
St = Ad / 60 * 0.5 * Sr
Now we can make the following table...
Planet
Mars
Jupiter
Saturn

St=Speed in arcsec/m
0.034
0.170
0.065
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The factor scale of our telescope/camera system is …
Scale = pixel size * 206265/telescope focal length
ASI174MM camera = 0.0058 * 206265/6514= 0.18”/pixel
ASI385MC camera = 0.00375 * 206265/6514 = 0.118"/pixel

If we accept as a quality factor a maximum displacement of one pixel due to transverse
speed velocity, we need that the maximum exposure time in minutes should be equal to:
t = 1 * scale / St
For the RC406 telescope with 2x Barlow we get the following time table..
ASI174MM
Planet Maximum time(minutes)
5.44 (326 sec)
Mars
1.08
(65 sec)
Jupiter
2.84 (170 sec)
Saturn

ASI385MC
Maximum time(minutes)
3.47 (208 sec)
0.69
(41 sec)
1.81 (109 sec)

* We can obtain a synthetic channel (color) combining the other two channels…
G=(R +B) /2
*If we recognize the best images possible in a series, we can sum them (after align with
each other) in order to obtain a final high-resolution image. For this task we can use
"AviStack2" or "Registax" software to record and combine multiple images.
*For maximum image quality is advantageous to increase the image size 2x "DoubleSize"
(Maxim DL) before processing "stacking".
* For the treatment of planetary images one of the best process filters is "unsharp mask"
abbreviated UM, examples: Maxim DL FFT low pass, hard, mask weight = 75%. CCDSoft
mask 8, 3, 2 the value 8 is the value of sigma (define the degree of blur mask). Larger
values result in greater clarity. The values 3, 2 are the coefficients of application. Larger
values result in stronger masks.
* If we get a blur with high SNR that contains with large and small details that need to be
defined, we can use different types of filters and radius. To start with we may employ a
smooth Gaussian deconvolution with a radius equal to FWHM and further applying of UM
process with a large radius for large details smoothing / noise / or small radius median filter
to eliminate high frequency noise. Finally apply UM with a small radius to define the high
frequency detail.
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* Good results were also obtained in planetary images with Maximum Entropy algorithm
(aka ME) of the MaximDL. We must make a prior crop of 256x256 pixels and apply the
following settings: PSF = 2.0 exponential, poisson 2.3 ADU's, 10 iterations. For Moon
images use the following parameters: PSF = 2.1 gaussian, poisson 2.3 ADU's, 8 iterations.
* When you want to obtain images of Jovian planets and its satellites it is advantageous to
employ a filter with a wavelength of maximum absorption of solar radiation that produces
Methane over 880 nm. (50 nm band pass). In this way the glare of the planet is attenuate
and joint observation of the planet and its satellites is possible (or may be a nearby star).
Another absorption wavelength of Methane is 727 nm. (between 723-731 nm).
Gerd Neumann’s Methane filter characteristics:
http://www.gerdneumann.net/v2/deutsch/methan_filter.html







Size 1.25" optical diameter21.4mm
Central wavelength: 880nm (+/- 10nm)
Bandwidth: 50nm
Maximum transmittance: 55%
Blocking <0.1% (UV to less than 1.2µm)
Thickness: 5.1mm

Astronomik Red 2C characteristics:
Size: 31 mm.
Central wavelength: 652 nm (+/- 10nm)
Bandwidth: 90nm
Maximum transmittance: 95%
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Astronomik ProPlanet 742 characteristics:
Size: 31 mm.
Central wavelength: 921 nm (de 742 a 1100 nm)
Bandwidth: 358 nm
Maximum transmittance: 95%

Astronomik ProPlanet 642 BP characteristics:
Size: 31 mm.
Central wavelength: 750 nm (de 642 a 842 nm)
Bandwidth: 200 nm
Maximum transmittance: 98%
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SUGGESTED CAMERAS FOR SOLAR SYSTEM IMAGING
Color cameras:
Pro: Simple to Setup and Fast Processing.
Cons: Less sensitive CCD due to Bayer Layers. At less than 20º of horizon needs an ADC
to compensate for atmospheric dispersion.

ZWO ASI385MC
Sony IMX385 COLOR. Resolution: 1936×1216, pixel size: 3.75 µm, sensor size: 7.3 x
4.1 mm. 12 bit, Read noise 0.7e. This camera has been designed for USB3 technology but it
also works at USB2 at less transfer speed. Is recommended to use an IR cut filter and an
ADC to compensate for atmospheric dispersion.

Powermate 2x ASI385MC = 0,00375 * 206265/7530 = 0,10"/pixel
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Monochrome cameras:
Pro: Very sensitive detectors, better image quality, no problem with chromatic atmospheric
dispersion.
Cons: More complex setup. Need a set of RGB filters.

ZWO ASI174MM
Resolution: 1936×1216 at 128FPS, 640x480 at 309FPS, pixel size: 5.86µm, 12 bit, sensor
size: 11.3 x 7.1 mm. BFL: 19.1 mm
This camera
has been designed for USB3.0 technology but it also works at USB2 at less
transfer speed. Is recommended to use an ADC to compensate for atmospheric dispersion.

http://astronomy-imaging-camera.com/product-category/usb-3-0/

Powermate 2x ASI174MM = 0,00586 * 206265/7530 = 0,16"/pixel

Spectral response of the Sony chip IMX174 (ASI174MM)
This camera can get fast images on the order of 2 msec. working on USB3 and FireCapture
software, which allows us to compensate for poor viewing and perfect images in a 1000 2000 image package.
Combined the ASI174MM with a Barlow 2X lens we get a scale factor of 0.18"/ pixel
using the RC 406 telescope. It is a highly recommended camera for planetary images, lunar
and solar imaging. Taking advantage of their fast capture speed, it is also possible to obtain
good images of double stars. Attention to do not saturate the components of binary systems.
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DMK 41AU02.AS (USB) Sony ICX205AL
http://www.astronomycameras.com/en/products/
Camera for Moon, Sun and planets.1280x960 pixels of 4.6 um. = 6.4mm x 4.8 mm.
Images of 8 bits at maximum speed of 15 f/sec.
CAUTION: This camera brand has a good quality/price ratio but have the drawback
of producing "hot pixels" even with short exposure times and hence is difficult to
eliminate these anomalous pixels in AVI video recording!

Camera: ASI174MM
vs
Jupiter ----> 1000 images (2 sec)
Gain: 100%
Exp: 0.002 sec.
Filters: Astronomik ProPlanet 642 BP.
Methane 880 nm
Telescope RC406+ Powermate 2x
f/18
Shift: <--->

Camera: DMK41 AU02
Jupiter ----> 300 images
Gain: 100%
Exp: 1sec.
Filters: Astronomik ProPlanet 642 BP.
Methane 880 nm
Telescope RC406 + Powermate 2x
f/18
Shift: <--->

N 0º
E 90º

+

270º W

S 180º
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Chromatic dispersion effect

ADC

ADC
*In general it is not advisable to observe objects at less than 15° above the horizon but
if is no choice, is recommended the use of a dispersion corrector, please see:
-http://www.astro-electronic.de/wedge.htm or
- http://astronomy-imaging-camera.com/products/accessories/zwo-adc/
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SUGGESTED SOFTWARE FOR SOLAR SYSTEM VIDEO IMAGING
Many thanks to the creators of the following free software!

SharpCap
Simple and effective image capture viewer
https://www.sharpcap.co.uk/

FireCapture
Complete image capture and visualization system
http://www.firecapture.de/

WinJUPOS
For avoid image rotation effect of the planets
http://www.grischa-hahn.homepage.t-online.de/

PIPP Windows application designed for pre-processing planetary images before stacking
https://sites.google.com/site/astropipp/

Autostakkert 2
http://www.autostakkert.com/
AviStack2 Excellent hight quality Solar System image processor . Include wavelets
http://www.avistack.de/
RegiStax6
http://www.astronomie.be/registax/index.html
Denoise AI Intelligent noise reduction (need license)
https://www.topazlabs.com/denoise-ai

Recommended image processing sequence:
SharpCap or FireCapture + PIPP +AviStack2 + Photoshop
or........
SharpCap or FireCapture + PIPP + Autostakkert 2 + RegiStax6 + Photoshop
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Notes:
- Use the fastest frame rate possible.
- Don’t be afraid to push gain to 100%.
- Turn off Gamma function.
- Makes resampling to increase image size:
using AutoStakkert =1.5X Drizzle
using Registax1.5X = Mitchell
- Each AviStack2 "wavelet" has two parameters that determine its properties: spatial scale
and extent. Both can be adjusted by sliding buttons. The upper slider determines the spatial
scale varying the width of Gaussian fit, the numbering of the slider means the value of
Gaussian sigma in pixels.
The amount of detail captured by each layer can be increased or reduced by adjusting the
amplitude slider (lower slider of each layer). Positive values enhance the sharpness and
contrast of the image and negative values soften the image (with value equal to (-1)the
details are completely eliminated).

Sun imaging AviStack2 parameters (attention, may be different with other
instrumental configurations)
Frame Select:

Quality cut-off = 90.0
Brightness cut-off = 80.0
----------------------------------------------------------Frame Align:
Area= 24
Radius= 16
------------------------------------------------------Set reference points:
Distance= 20
Structure= 70
Low cut= 0.00
High cut= 1.00
----------------------------------------------------------Quality analysis: Noise= 1
Size= 80
-------------------------------------------------------Reference point aligns:
Area= 20
Automatic search
Wavelets
Wavelets
Layer 1
Layer 2
Layer 3
Layer 4

Photosphere
0.18/20
0.50/25
0.72/5
1.00/15

Chromosphere
0.18/25
0.39/3
0.60/1
0.73/-4
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SEEING vs. METEOROLOGY
Before attempting to obtain high resolution images of solar system objects else where we
must check the meteorological conditions visiting the Meteorological State Agency (in
Spain AEMET) http://www.aemet.es as check the coincidence of the following two
points:

1.- We have on an anticyclone system and therefore the absence of strong winds.

July 2021 optimal barometric conditions (credit AEMET)

August 2021. Optimal barometric conditions (credit AEMET)
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2.- A good high atmospheric stability. Check the forecast winds in your area equivalent to
300 mb pressure (9,000m)high in winter and 200 mb pressure in summer (9,900m).See...
https://www.weatheronline.co.uk/cgibin/expertcharts?LANG=en&MENU=0000000000&CONT=euro&MODELL=gfs&MODE
LLTYP=1&BASE=-&VAR=w300&HH=3&ARCHIV=0&ZOOM=0&PERIOD=&WMO=
.

The well separated green or blue lines indicate calm zones with little or no turbulence,
which ensures stability at high altitudes and good seeing.

please see: Appendix C, Astronomical seeing and Lucky exposures
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SUN OBSERVATIONS USING THE REFRACTOR R120 ED
Telescope characteristics
D: 120 mm
F: 840 mm
f/7
Resolution at 555 nm (solar continuum) = 206265 * 5.55 ^-4/120= 0.95”
Resolution at 656 nm (H-alpha) = 206265 * 6.56 ^-4/90= 1.5”
Assuming we reach a day time seeing of 2.0" and we employed in accordance
to Nyquist criterion. i.e. sampling of 1.0"/ pixel. Thus the focal (F) ideally is:
F-optimal= 206265 * pixel size/sampling = 206265 * 0.005(average)/1.0 = 1031 mm
Camera DMK 41AF02 with 1280x960 pixels of 4.65um / sensor size 6.4 x 4.8 mm
For obtain a complete sun disc use the reducer 0.56x (F= 470 mm):
Sun diameter: 840 * 0.56 * 0.5 /57.3 = 4.10 mm.

Camera ASI174MM 1936 ×1216 pixels of 5.86µm, sensor size: 11,3 x 7,1 mm.
For obtain a complete sun disc don't use any accessory (F=840 mm)
Sun diameter: 840 * 0.5/57.3 = 7.32 mm.

Camera ST-8300M with 3326x2504 pixels of 10.8um / sensor size 18 x 13.5 mm
For obtain a complete sun disc use the Barlow 1.67x (F= 1402 mm):
Sun diameter: 1402 * 0.5/57.3 = 12.2 mm.

With the R120 ED refractor and accessories like a 0.56x reducer or Barlow lens we should
get a wide image scale options.

Notes:
The best time for Sun observations is in the morning when the Sun has reached
a height about 30 degrees above the horizon (airmass = 2.0).
* Take about 300 images and process with AviStack2 leveraging the best (95%)
If we have an acceptable image quality, it is not necessary to increase the number of
images to detriment of the processing time. 300 images mean a total of 360MB space
and this process takes 10 minutes to AviStack2 with a dual CPU core.
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Photosphere visual observations
Mechanical/optical configurations for the full solar disk:
Filter 5D+ R120 ED + Barlow 1.6x + continuum solar filter + eyepiece8-24 mm
D = log10 (1/T)
Zeiss filter = D= 5.0 T = 0.00001 = 0.001%D: filter density
T : filter transmittance
T = 10-D
We can see a daily picture of the photosphere at the excellent website "Observacion Solar"
by Gema Araujo,...see. http://www.astrosurf.com/obsolar/sol.html

R120S telescope equipped with a Zeiss filter for Photospheric observations
Chromosphere visual observations
Optical/mechanical configuration:
Filter H-alpha SM90 mm/0.7A+ R120 ED + Barlow 1.6x + reject filter+ diagonal
mirror + eyepiece 28 mm
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R120S telescope equipped with an H-alpha filter and a small motor engine for adjusting
Chromosphere wavelength

Photosphere imaging (only active areas)
Optical/mechanical configuration for active areas:
Filter 5D + R120 ED +Barlow 1.67x + Sun continuum filter + DMK 41AF02
Software: SharpCap or Fire Capture
Gain: 282 S
Exposure: 1/2000 E  W
Take 900 images in AVI format at 60 FPS N
Focus= F_DM1

(ATENTION, do not overexpose the images)
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Photosphere imaging (full disk)
Optical/mechanical configuration:
Filter 5D + R120 ED +continuum filter+ 0.56x reducer+ DMK 41AF02
Software: SharpCap or Fire Capture
Gain: 422N
Exposure: 1/714sec. E  W
Take 300 images in AVI format at 15 FPS S
(ATENTION, do not overexpose the images)
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Chromosphere imaging (active areas)
Optical /mechanical configuration:
H-alpha filter (SM90 mm / 0.7A)+ R120 ED + Barlow 1.67x + reject filter + camera
ASI174mm (2")
N
Software: SharpCap or Fire Capture
E -> W
Gain: Maximum
S
Gamma function: minimum, 0%
Exposure: 1/1000 sec. for the disk and 1/10sec. for the protuberances
Take at list 1000 pictures in SER format
-Filtro H-alfa SM90 mm (0,7A) + R120 ED + Barlow 2x+ reject filter + filtro ND 1,8 +
cámara ST8300M.
Software: Maxim DL
Exposicion: 0,01 seg.
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Chromosphere imaging (full disk)
Optical /mechanical configuration:
H-alpha filter (SM90 mm / 0.7A)+ R120 ED + reject filter +0.56x focal reducer +
camera DMK 41AF02 or camera ASI174MM (2")
Software: SharpCap or Fire Capture
Gain: 400 or maximum
Gamma function: minimum, 0%
Exposure: 1/2500 sec. for disc and 1/100 sec. for protuberances
Take at least 300 images at 15 FPS in AVI format.
Take 1000 images in SER format
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SUN IMAGE PROCESSING
For photosphere images (white light) must use the shortest time possible exposure in order
to "freeze" the atmospheric turbulence.
For chromospheres images (H-alpha) is recommended to take two different series (one for
disc and one for protuberances) with exposure times that show details on the disc (without
protuberances) and a series of images with exposure times in which we see good
protuberances (with nearly saturated disk). Combining the results of both series with
suitable software we can get a final image with details of disk sets and protuberances.
Capture images in the most convenient format (avi, jpg, fit) and processed with any of the
software process available like RegiStax or AviStack2 . Stack the images using the
multipoint alignment. Use the "wavelet sharpening" for maximum details without
introducing
noise.
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Then processing the previous images with Photoshop software as follows:
1) Levels: In the histogram move the right control to the left until all the details that we
assume have the image appear. Now move the central control to get a good contrast without
lowering the brightest areas. Continue with step 2
2) Curves: Move the center curve slightly diagonal down/right (concave)
3) Filter (Unsharp Mask): Initially put the "radius" to 1-2 pixels and "threshold"
to zero. Now move the slider "amount" to get as clear a picture as possible without
introducing noise. Save images
If we don’t want to combine disk+protuberances we are finished our task, if not, proceed
with the following steps:
4) Combine Disc+Protuberances: Only for chromospheric images (H-alpha). Load the
disk image and using the "magic wand" tool palette select the background, then invert the
selection (Select>Inverse) to dispense the background image (we are only interested in the
disk), copy this area (Edit>Copy) then open the image of protuberances and "paste" the
image of the disc over. Align the two images using the "move "tool palette.
Look at the two images and check that both are line up properly. If they don’t, because
there are differences in size, you must go back and change the diameter of either of the two
images using the Image>Image size function. We recommend expanding disk image 0.6%
when we are satisfied with the alignment of the two layers, save the image in tiff format
and if necessary, touch up the image again using the filter "Unsharp Mask".

If we want to insert color to the B/W picture we can use any of the following procedures:
A. Select "Image" "Adjustments" "Photo Filter" Warming Density filter at 85 to 80%
or use the following options:
B. Using Mode> RGB color, select the function curves Image> Adjust> Curves. Select
only the R channel and click on the middle of the diagonal to apply an anchor point, move
this point slightly upwards / right. Select G channel and repeat the above procedure for R
channel but now move a little down / left.
Finally select the B channel and move the upper right corner of the end down. They will
produce a final image golden-orange color that matches the color temperature of the Sun
(5700° C). Save the final image in tiff format and export in * .jpg
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H-alpha Coronado SolarMax 90 Filter
Aperture:
Bandwidth:

90mm
<0.7 - <0.5

Thermal Stability:
Blocking:

0.005/C
Full blocking >10-5 from EUV to far IR

Part one of the two-part H-Alpha filter used on a Coronado solar telescope is an energy
rejection filter and Fabry-Pérot etalon that is typically mounted in front of the scope’s lens.
The Fabry-Pérot etalon consists of two carefully-polished thin glass plates with two
dielectrically-coated partially reflective surfaces. It uses the principle of interference
between the multiple reflections of light between the two reflecting surfaces to convert the
uniform light output of the Sun to a series of peaks and throughs looking somewhat like a
sinusoidal “picket fence,” as shown in the blue curve in the illustration (illustration not to
scale). Constructive interference occurs if the transmitted beams are in phase, and results in
a high-transmission peak. If the transmitted beams are out-of-phase, destructive
interference occurs and results in a transmission minimum.
Part two of the filter is a blocking filter built into the star diagonal supplied with the scope.
This blocks all of the “picket fence” peaks except the one that is centered on the 6562.8
Ångstrom H-Alpha line of the Balmer ionized hydrogen series in the crimson portion of the
Sun’s spectrum. By blocking the flood of light at all other wavelengths, you can observe
only those solar features emitting or absorbing light in the chromosphere at the H-Alpha
wavelength. Blocking all but this wavelength reveals faint details that would otherwise be
lost in the thousand-times brighter glare of the Sun’s photosphere.
The narrower the passband of the filter, the greater the contrast on disk details. Stacking
two etalons that are tuned to slightly different frequencies that partially overlap (doublestacking) reduces the passband from the <0.7 Ångstrom width of a single etalon to <0.5
Ångstrom, as shown in the red curve in the illustration above (illustration not to scale). A
<0.7 Ångstrom filter gives you a good balance of prominence and disk detail. If disk detail
is of more interest to you, however, a double-stacked <0.5 Ångstrom filter will provide
maximum contrast and visibility of active regions on the solar disk, but with some loss of
image brightness and faint detail in the prominences. Most observers willingly trade some
image brightness for increased contrast.
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The refractive index of air changes with altitude and to a lesser and more gradual extent as
the temperature changes. This can affect where the filter’s passband falls in relation to the
H-Alpha emission line. Accordingly, the filters include a mechanical tuning mechanism
that lets you precisely center the filter on the H-Alpha line whether you are observing at sea
level or in the Rockies, during the dog days of summer or in the middle of winter.
Optical interference filters shift their passband towards shorter wavelengths when they are
tilted in relation to the light path. The filters are shipped with their passband falling slightly
on the longer-wavelength red wing of the H-Alpha line. The tuning mechanism tilts the
etalon, shifting the passband from the red wing toward the shorter-wavelength blue wing of
the H-alpha line. This sweeps the filter’s passband across the H-Alpha line, no matter what
the altitude or temperature, letting you tune the filter precisely on-band for the highest
contrast and detail.
The adjustment is made by means of a mechanical system that slightly tilts the filter and
in which is installed a stepper motor that allows remote adjustment. The following values
are on an arbitrary scale.
H-alpha
center line
filter closed
filter open
Red shifted ---------------------------------------------------------------Blue shifted

best East limbo view

best West limbo view

v sin i = Vr/2
Vr = speed difference calculated by measuring the Doppler displacement of lambda

ATTENTION!
There seems to be an almost generic problem in secondary Coronado Solar Max series filters
(blocking filters). The issue is a degradation of first filter set of two. You shall look like a haze
or aura inside the crystal.
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VI–Astrometry
Astrometry is the measurement and precise position of astronomical objects. When applied
to Solar System objects we can determine the initial orbit of a comet, asteroid, planet, etc.
with a few images. For more information see orbits notes on Astrodynamics section.
Critical sampling
This is achieved when the FWHM of stellar
images are 2 pixels, or in other words, pixel size
must match to 0.5 times the standard FWHM.
When images meet the above condition a star
position (centroid) can be calculated with an
accuracy of 0.1pixels.

Critically sampled (center), undersampled (left)
and oversampled (right) stellar images.

Appling the above on the standard observatory conditions we have….
"perfect" pixel angle= 0.5 * FWHM = 0.5 * 2 = 1.0”
“Perfect” pixel size = 3257 * 1.0 /206265 = 15.8 um (binning 2x2 camera G4-16000)

Astrometric precision vs SNR
It is well known that in an image of an object of weak light with lots of background noise it
is more difficult to determine their position than a bright star of high SNR. The positional
error of measurement(assuming that image is not undersampled) can be determined by the
following equation:
FWHM
 ~ 0.7 
SNR
The term  means the standard deviation
that we expect from any normal simple
measurement.
The left figure shows some examples: The
first image on the left is an object of very
weak light with a maximum SNR of only 3

PSF fit for stars with a peak SNR of 3, 6, 12, and 25
(from left to right)

Using the above formula we can expect a
positional accuracy of 0.7 2/3 measuring
this. Assuming a FWHM of 2 arcsec, the
average positional error of the object can
be 0.46”
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The second image from the left shows an object with a maximum SNR of 6 with an
estimate average for this error of 0.5” under the same conditions as above. The next two
images on the right show images of maximum SNR 12 and 25 respectively, so we can
expect an average astrometric error respectively, corresponding to 0.24" and 0.12"
However it should be noted that this error estimate is only based on the amount of image
noise. But there are additional factors that can alter the measure, as systematic errors in the
star catalogs or tracking errors that affect the shape of the star and can degrade the
aaccuracy of the results.
It is recommended to increase the exposure time to achieve higher SNR (4x greater
exposure has a greater 2xSNR). In long exposures(where the background noise and dark
current noise dominate over reading) camera collects 4x times more photons than in a 1x
exposure, but also contains more background noise 4 by a factor of 2x, so only increases
the effective SNR by 2x.
(credit text and images by Herbert Raab)

Herbert Raab, creator of the software" Astrometrica"
and promoter of the Astrometry between amateurs

Thank you Herbert!
Downloas Astrometrica: http://www.astrometrica.at/
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Astrometrica Settings
This tab sets the parameters for the object detection, reference star matching, and data
reduction. Like the values specified in the CCD-tab sheet, you must set these values
carefully to optimize the performance of program on your images.

Object Detection
The values specified in this section are used by the software to recognize objects (stars,
minor planets, or comets) in your CCD frames, and to distinguish these real objects from
false detections or image artifacts.
Aperture Radius: The radius of the synthetic aperture around the brightest pixel
(the approximate center of each detection). All pixels within the aperture are used
by the software to determine the centroid and flux of the object. Choose a size large
enough that the peak of the signal from the stars will be within the aperture, but
small enough to resolve close pairs of stars. Generally, an aperture radius of two to
three times the FWHM of the PSF (point spread function) is a good value. As a
start, choose the radius by visually fitting the colored circles that appear after the
data reduction.
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Detection Limit: The minimum signal to noise ratio (SNR) required for the central
pixel. The software will try to fit a stellar profile any time it finds a pixel with a
SNR above the limit set here. A value of 4.0 to 5.0 is recommended. For noisy
images, or images without proper calibration, you may want to increase the value to
avoid spurious detections. You can set the value as low as 3.0 if you want to detect
very faint objects, but be aware that you may end up fitting cosmics or chip defects
rather than your object.
Minimum FWHM: The minimum FWHM for real objects and detections with a
FWHM lower than the value specified here will be rejected. This will prevent the
software from accepting hot pixels, random background noise peaks or cosmic ray
strikes as real objects. A value of 1.0 will effectively reject hot pixels and most
cosmic ray strikes from being detected. Depending on the scale of your images and
the FWHM of real objects in your images, you may want to raise that limit to
exclude further noise sources, such as clusters of hot pixels or bumps in the
background.
For example, if real objects in your images typically have a FWHM of 4", and the
scale of your CCD images 1.5"/pixel, you may want to set the minimum FWHM to
2.0 pixels (corresponding to 3"). The maximum FWHM allowed, by the way, is
assumed by the software to be the diameter of the aperture, as specified by the
aperture radius described above.
PSF-Fit RMS: The maximum error (RMS) for the difference between the model fit
to the PSF and the actually fitted profile. In other words, this value sets a limit on
how much a real detection may differ from the assumed model profile. A value of
0.25 is usually a good starting point. Brighter stars will generally have a much
lower RMS, but fainter objects will show larger values.
Search Radius: The search radius, in pixels, used by the software when it tries to
match detections on the individual images. Sources for which the position does not
change by more than the value specified here will be considered as stars by the
software, whereas minor planets or comets must move by more than this value from
one image to the next to be recognized as moving objects by the moving object
detection routine. The positions determined for brighter objects will generally not
vary by more than a small fraction of a pixel from one image to the next, but you
may want to set a larger value to accept more variation for fainter sources. In most
cases, a value corresponding to about 1"-3" will be useful.

Tip: After you have successfully completed data reduction on several images, you can click
on various (bright and faint) sources in the image. The software will display the SNR,
FWHM and RMS values found. You may want to use this information to fine-tune the
settings specified here.
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Plate Constants
Using the radio buttons in this section, you can set the software to use linear, quadratic or
cubic fits for the Plate Constants. Small field CCDs usually require no more than a linear
fit. Using fits of a higher order always decreases the residuals for the reference stars, but
unless the variation of the quadratic and cubic terms from one image to the next is
significantly smaller than the value of these coefficients, a linear solution is probably a
more accurate representation of the true plate constants than a high order fit. Furthermore,
note that a reliable determination of higher orders in the plate constants is only possible if
there are many dozens of reference stars available for the solution.

Residuals
In this section, you can set a limit to the astrometric and photometric residuals of the
reference stars. Those stars that exceed the limits set here will be rejected from the data
reduction process.
Astrometric Limit: The maximum residual in the place of a reference star,
specified in arc seconds. Any reference star that if found to show larger residual in
either Right Ascension or Declination will be rejected from the astrometric solution.
Photometric Limit: The maximum residual in the magnitude of a reference star.
Any reference star that if found to show larger residual in the magnitude will be
rejected from the photometric solution.

Star Catalog
This section is used to select the source of the reference stars used during the data reduction
process. Using the combo box, you can choose between different star catalogues (USNOA2.0, USNO-SA2.0,USNO-B1.0 or UCAC 4) supported by Astrometrica. As of October
2012, UCAC4 is preferred.
Upper Limit: The upper limit for the magnitude of reference stars. If the field is
rich in bright stars, the reference star match can fail because the brightest stars from
the catalog (which are used to match the catalog to the image) are saturated in the
image and are therefore not detected by the software. To avoid this problem, you
can set the upper magnitude limit to approximate the magnitude where the stars in
the CCD frame are saturated. For the Hyades project you will need to alter this
parameter to exclude your objects.
Lower Limit: The lower limit for the magnitude of reference stars. When the field
is rich in stars, you might want to exclude the faint (potentially less precise)
reference stars by specifying a lower limit. (But note that the settings in the
'Residuals' group, described above, will automatically reject reference stars with
large residuals.) You can also avoid reading large numbers of faint reference stars
from the star catalogue which are not detected in your images by specifying the
approximate limiting magnitude of your images here.
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Reference Star Matching
In this section, you can define various settings used by the software when it tries to match
the stars detected in the image with the reference star data read from the star catalogue.
Number of Stars: The number of stars from the image and from the catalogue,
respectively, that will be used for the pattern matching. The software will use the
brightest stars in the image and in the star catalogue for the matching routine. When
using a star catalogue that is complete down to a certain limiting magnitude (i.e., the
USNO-A2.0 or UCAC4), a small number of stars (10 to 30) is usually sufficient. As
a crude rule of thumb, the number of stars used for the match usually is between
10% and 50% of the stars detected in the image. As a starting value, you may try to
set this to 50. Note, however, that the matching algorithm is of quadratic
complexity, which means that it will take about four times longer when the number
of stars used for the match is doubled. If you can set the number of stars to 0, the
software will not attempt to match the reference stars automatically, but rather asks
the user to match the stars manually.
Search Radius: The search radius, in pixels, used by the software when it tries to
find the stars listed in the reference star catalogue in the image(s). If a star is located
within the search radius from the predicted position, the software assumes that this
star is identical with the star listed in the catalogue. It is recommended that you use
a search radius is set to a value corresponding to a few arc seconds. If larger values
are used, the software will more frequently find stars within the search radius which
are not identical to the reference stars it is searching for, causing the reference star
match to fail completely in some cases.

Image Alignment
In this section, you can define various settings used by the software when it tries to align
the individual images for data reduction or for blinking.
Number of Stars: The number of stars from each image that will be used for the
pattern matching. The software will use the brightest stars in the images for the
alignment routine. As the individual images are probably very similar, the number
of stars required to align the images is usually small, and a number of 10 or 30 is
probably sufficient.
Alignment Area: The size of the area, in pixels, used by the software to align the
images for blinking and for finding fixes objects (stars) during data reduction. If you
have very large images, you can speed up blinking and data processing by
specifying a smaller area. For example, when using 1024 x 1024 images, you may
want set this value to 512, and the software will only scan the central 512 x 512
pixels (i.e., one fourth of the whole image) to align the images.

credit Durhamm University Department of Physics AstroLab
https://community.dur.ac.uk/physics.astrolab/programmesetting.html
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Forum
From the fact that Astrometrica is detecting 9200 stars and using only 7 as reference we
can see the image is not correctly reduced. Some Setting changes are needed.
CCD: Check FL and pix size are OK. Are you binning in which case is the binning factor
set in the FITS header or do you need to set a multiple pix size. More.....
Program parameters: Minimum FWHM should be set to a real value and above 1pix
otherwise thousands of single pixels will be "detected" as stars. I would also set search
radius to over 1 pix (say 2). Star catalog upper and lower limits need to be realistic levels.
Upper should be higher than anything that might cause saturation and lower should be just
enough to get a reasonable number of reference stars and no more.
Measuring a bright extended comet is a particular art and I would normally do this in two
stages. Firstly use the Background and Range tools to reduce the comet nucleus to a very
small cluster of pixels then use a small aperture (no more than 2 or 3 pix) to measure its
position. Measuring a comets position with a normal aperture will give poor results
because the PSF gets dragged away from the nucleus by the bright asymmetrical coma/tail.
Set the Background and Range to "auto" and measure using a larger aperture to get the
magnitude. Unfortunately there are no standards regarding how much of the comet you
should include. If you are using obs80 format reports then get the brightest central region
to report as Nucleus and as much as possible for Total. If using ADES the report will
include the aperture anyway.
If reporting to MPC you will need to combine the position and magnitude value into a
single observation.
credit Astrometrica Forum
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Important notes:
* We must ensure a very good tracking in our exposures hence stars have to appear
perfectly round.
*The technique for detecting asteroids or other solar system objects we use in the
observatory is to get 3 pictures from the same region of the sky with a temporal separation
of 5 minutes through the RC 406 using a G4-1600 (field of 39' x 39'). The package of the
images are processed using the Astrometrica software with the option "Moving Object
Detection" and as a final security option please use the "blink image" option to ensure the
existence of true objects with apparent motion.
*If the"Moving Object Detection"option gets false detections or not detection at all, try to
adjust the Minimum Fit-FWHM and RMS parameters. If the problem only appears on the
edges of the field, use an image calibrated for flat field.
* As a general rule we must ensure that during an astrometric exposure of an object
with proper motion (asteroid, comet, NEO, etc) it has no more displacement than 2 pixel
(1.0 arcsec in the RC 406).
Max. exposure (sec) = 60 ( image scale (arcsec/pixel)/motion (arcsec/min))
* Astrometrica shall indicate the magnitude of Johnson V filter if the "Settings" band (V) is
selected, if we select the band (R), software will indicate us the Cousins R filter magnitude.
* Using the setting "Background from" we must select by default the "PSF" option in case
of heavy stellar population with very weak magnitudes and "Aperture" when the
comparison stars and objects (asteroids or others) are brilliant and are well isolated.
* Currently, all objects with a magnitude equal or brighter to the photometric zero
points of the image are displayed. The photometric zero point is the magnitude
that would generate a signal of 1 ADU in the image, so it is something like the
theoretical lowest magnitude that might be visible in an image. In a real image,
of course, these faint objects are usually invisible due to the image noise.
credit: Herbert Raab.
* For astrometric measurements and if SNR ratio is high, it is useful to blur slightly for the
following reasons: Spatial noise induced by the array of the detector is minimized. This
allows longer integration time and reduces the atmospheric scintillation noise. By
increasing the measurement area a precise centroid can be obtained.
* For detecting very faint objects is best to take many exposures, stack them in groups of
10 images and blink that stack groups to locate any moving object.
*The accuracy we can expect from a good astrometric measurement is a value equal to 0.4
arcsec RMS or better. see list: http://www.minorplanetcenter.org/iau/special/residuals.txt
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*When taking astrometric pictures of an asteroid or comet we must ensure that
the computer internal clock has a precision of 1 second or better. If the Astrometrica
program settings CCD have indicated 1 second for the report date /time, the MPC report is
set to 0.00001 days (~0.8 seconds).
*If you do not know the time delay of your camera (shutter latency) fit it to the minimum
possible.
*If we look old astrometric images with a current MPC data base updated we will find that
the predicted positions are very far from reality but this is normal. Please read the next
"problem" notes.
*Problem: No coincidence between expected MPC positions and Astrometrica positions
The MPC osculating elements for some bodies may not have been updated since a few
days, Astrometrica will not perturb these elements to the current epoch, this means that
recent bodies may be plotted slightly out of the actual position and this is the normal
Astrometrica behaviour.
What you see is the effect of your observations. After all, you do astrometry to improve the
orbit. Originally, the orbit had some uncertianties, that's why you did get the large
residuals. Then you sent your observations to the MPC, the MPC included them (any
maybe some others) in a new, improved orbital solution, that did get back to you when you
downloaded the latest version of the MPCOrb. As the orbit has improved, the residuals
compared to the new orbit where much similar.
You really have some problem when you see residuals of +2.5" in RA and 0.5" in DEC and
+0.2" in RA and +0.1" in DEC in one series during a single night, though.A minor
clarification of one issue in this thread, relating to the updating of orbital elements. There
is a major difference as between relatively new objects, and long-established objects.
Internally the MPC generates updated orbits whenever new observations come in. However
they only 'publish' updated orbits (including those used in the ephemeris generator) when
the O-C's are consistently off by at least a certain amount (I think it is somewhere around
1") or it has been x years since the last published orbit (and I think x is somewhere around
10 years). So for an un-numbered asteroid, you can expect updated orbits with each new
set of observations. With numbered asteroids - especially for low-numbered asteroids - the
current publisher orbit may be any years old.
People that want 'the latest' orbit for a low-numbered asteroid need to access Astorb or
AstDys. However this is not needed for usual astrometry issues and Astrometrica is, quite
properly, not built to access orbits from Astorb or stDys.
(credit Herbert Raab)
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*Problem: Astrometrica detect a lot of reference stars but they are not recognized by the
data bases that you access.
Check if the setting of "minimum FWHM" (in pixels) is too wide or if the "fit RMS" is very
strict or if the level of "saturation level" is lower than the intensity peak intensity of most of
the stars.

*Problem: Astrometrica do not detect reference stars but the field is full of them! or
intermittently seems that a match has produced.
Probably many reference stars are saturated. Reduce the exposure time.
(credit Herbert Raab)

Brian Marsden 1937– 2010. Director of the Minor Planet Center
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Tycho tracker

https://www.tycho-tracker.com/

Tycho implements a technique called Synthetic Tracking to improve the signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) of moving targets. Using this technique, the movement of the target need not
be known in advance.
Synthetic Tracking is a process that involves stacking dozens of images in thousands of
different ways. Fortunately, Tycho takes advantage of the thousands of cores on the GPU
video card to accelerate the process. Most datasets can be solved in under 10 minutes.
Detection of moving targets is just the first step. The next step is acquiring accurate and
precise measurements of the targets. Using the Gaia EDR3 star catalog, the measurements
generated by Tycho can yield residuals better than 0.5 arcseconds on average.

Tycho tracker tips:
Binning
- Useful when native plate scale is oversampled
For discovering new asteroids
- Use wide field telescopes
- Fast focal ratio as possible
- Plate scale up to 3"/pixel but ideally 2"/pixel
For confirming asteroids
- Use a narrower FOV
- Plate scale of 1"/pixel is good for measurements
Flat field
- Consistent background level
- Within the frame
- Also frame to frame
Remove artifacts
- Hot pixels
- Column defects
- Dithering can be helpful
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Choose optimal exposure time
If Searching for asteroids?
- Most NEOs discovered from 0.5"/min to 10"min
- At 2"/pixel, and 4 pixel streak: 48 sec
- To catch the faster NEOs (30"/min): 16 sec
For confirming asteroids?
-Very faint asteroids benefit from longer subs
- Use calculator to determine longest possible
- Still, keep subs 300 sec (5 min) or shorter
Minimize gaps between exposures

(credit Daniel Parrott)
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PRACTICAL ASTROMETRY/PHOTOMETRY
Canon lens 200 + 1.4x extender f/3.9 F= 280mm
Camera: SBIG ST-8300M Scale: 3.9”/pixel (no binning) FOV: 3º.6 x 2º.7
Available filters: RG 630 red, GG475, Wratten 6 pale yellow
Procedures: Standard dark and flat field calibration. Solve the plate using astrometry
options of Maxim DL or The SkyX, for determining the exact, center coordinates, focal
length and position angle. Apply a Gaussian blur of 0.5 pixel. Process with Astrometrica
The search for asteroids and comets with this objective is NOT EASY because with a field
of more than 20º squares degrees the image is quite full with solar system objects!
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Telescope: SkyWatcher 120 ED, 120 mm f/7.1
Camera: SBIG ST-8300M Scale: 1.3”/pixel(no binning) FOV: 1º.3 x 1º.0
Available filter: RG 645
Procedures: Standard dark and flat field calibration. Solve the plate using astrometry
options of Maxim DL or The SkyX, for determining the exact, center coordinates, focal
length and position angle. Apply a Gaussian blur of 0.5 pixel. Process with Astrometrica
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Telescope: RC 406, 406 mm f/8
Camera: Moravian G4-16000, chip KAF-16803
FOV: 39' x 39' Scale: 1.14"/pixel
Available filters: Clear, R, G, B, IR-UV cut, H-alpha (7 nm), V-JC
Procedures: Standard dark and flat field calibration.. Apply a Gaussian blur of 0.5 pixel.
Process with Astrometrica
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

asteroids
comets

Verified achievable limit magnitudes
Telescope Scale
Magnitude Expo
(sec)
Canon 200 3.9"/pix 16.5
180
Canon 200 3.9"/pix
180

asteroids
comets

RC 406
RC 406

1.14"/pix 19.2
1.14"/pix 18.8

120
120

Clear
Clear

3.3
3.4

asteroids
comets

R120
R120

1.3"/pix
1.3"/pix

180
180

n/a
n/a

4.4

Object

16.6
16.2

Filter

SNR

n/a
n/a
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ASTROMETRIC CATALOGS
GAIA EDR3
Subject to successful validation, the catalogue will be consisting of:




Positions (α, δ) and G magnitudes for all stars with acceptable formal standard
errors on positions. Positions and individual uncertainties are computed using a
generic prior and Bayes' rule (detailed description in "Gaia astrometry for stars with
too few observations. A Bayesian approach"). For this release, it is assumed that at
least 90% of the sky can be covered.
The five-parameter astrometric solution - positions, parallaxes, and proper motions for stars in common between the Tycho-2 Catalogue and Gaia will be released. The
catalogue is based on the Tycho-Gaia Astrometric Solution

“Dave Herald presented the impact of GAIA on asteroid occultation. A number to
remember is that 1 mas uncertainty for main belt asteroids corresponds to about 2km on the
Earth's surface. Right now, typical star position uncertainties = 50 mas, and for asteroids 150
mas. Path shift errors are the result of both uncertainties. GAIA is expected to produce
positions to -arcsec (0.000001") one thousand times better than the Tycho-2 positions),
proper motions and parallaxes of 1 billion stars to m = +20. Asteroid positions will not be
released until 2019, thus realistically assuming the star position is known, all uncertainty will be
with the asteroid position. With accurate asteroid positions known to the expected certainty,
path predictions should be accurate to within a few km vs. the dozens of km they are now”
Download (13.4 GB):
https://drive.google.com/uc?export=download&id=1LcdE54OlipE35P8LACK8tPAKIelH1
KNw

ATLAS
The astrometry is good for determining precise and critical minorplanet orbits. ATLAS
achieves a positional accuracy of ∼0 07 rms per star relative to a fit to a frame or an
astrometric reference for m<17, so without an absolute astrometric reference catalog (such
as Gaia) that is substantially better than that, we cannot provide the Minor Planet Center
(MPC) with measurements of asteroid positions that exploit the full potential of our
system for precise astrometry. Such homogeneous, precise measurements will ultimately aid
the detection and measurement of nongravitational forces on asteroid orbits, e.g., the
Yarkovsky effect.
From this catalog we can derive extremely accurate photometric light curves, periods, and
colors for asteroids (see Vereš et al. 2015 as an example from Pan-STARRS data). In the
long run, this will allow nongravitational torques to be measured (due to, e.g., the YORP
effect; Lowry et al. 2007).
Download up to mag 20 (13.0 GB):
https://drive.google.com/uc?export=download&id=1CpnM7YT91EZLJAVuQ5n851MKh0s
KcPam
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CMC-15
The Carlsberg Meridian Catalogue 15 is a catalog that was completed on March 2011 in La
Palma. Contains 122.7 million stars between magnitude 9 to 17 for astrometric /
photometric use in the red range (r SDSS) spectrum. Coverage is from -40° to + 50°.
The positional precision is 35 mas.
The Astrometrica software calculates the value of the instrumental V magnitude derived
from the reference stars in r 'magnitude, so that both (reference and instrumental)
magnitudes are referred to V.
Astrometrica calculates standard R magnitudes from r' magnitudes by subtracting a
constant of 0.22mag. V magnitudes are calculated using the formula V = 0.995*r' +
0.628*(J-K). Stars with color indices outside the range of 0.25mag < J-K < 0.75mag are
excluded by Astrometrica from photometrc data reduction, unless that limitation would
mean that only a single or even no reference star in the field would be available. In these
cases, all stars, regardless of their color index, will be used.

UCAC4
Final version of UCAC3 that can become the standard of use for photometry and
astrometry.
The UCAC4 is a much improved version of the UCAC3and keeps 210 million stars in the
R band magnitude 8 to16. The sky coverage is total. The astrometric UCAC4 used almost
8000 images and a complete reduction of the NPM and SPM to reduce systematic errors in
proper motion.
Minor planets and high proper motion stars have been identified. Double stars have been
detected and properly fit. UCAC4 will be a compiled catalog of mean positions and proper
motions, similar to UCAC3, however individual epoch observations of stars as well as
processed images (pixel data) could be made public after the catalog release.
However about 2 or 3% [certainly less than 5%] of stars are affected by some errors.
Firstly there are many bright stars where the catalogue records a 'false' companion star
[which probably would not be detected in normal CCD astrometry - the separation is
typically of the order of 1"]. Secondly, for far northern stars many proper motions were
derived using Schmidt plate scans - and there are anomalously large proper motions
(affecting about 1% of stars)
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PPMXL
PPMXL is a combination of the data from the USNO-B1.0 and the infrared 2MASS catalog.
It aims to be complete from the brightest stars down to about magnitude V=20 full-sky.
PPMXL contains about 910,468,710 objects, and therefore is the largest collection of ICRS
positions and proper motions at present.
The catalog includes astrometric positions with an accuracy (at epoch J2000.0) 0.08" to
0.12" where 2MASS astrometry was available (that is, for 410 million objects), and 0.15"
to 0.30" where no data from 2MASS could be used. Proper motions are absolute in the
ICRS reference frame (not relative, as in the USNO-B1.0). Magnitudes in the PPMXL were
taken from USNO-B1.0, so there is no improvement in the photometric calibration
compared to the USNO catalog. Astrometrica will query VizieR to download reference star
data from PPMXL.
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VII-Solar System Occultation's
Equipment used in Astropriorat Observatory

Characteristics & functions WAT-910HX/RC EIA






Low Light Sensitivity 0.000005 lx. (F1.4 slow shutter mode: 256 images)
On Screen Display Controlled by Jog Dial Switch On-Camera
Digital Wide Dynamic Range
Dead pixels correction.
Accumulating frames

Specifications Watec WAT-910HX/RC EIA








Effective Pixels: 752(H)x582(V)
Pixel size 8.3 um x 8.6 um
Resolution: 570TVL
AGC LO:6～30dB MID:6～34dB HIGH:6～41dB
S/N ratio: 52dB
Shutter speed／EI（1/50～1/100,000 to 256 fields) & Fixed shutter mode
Weight 85g Best image size and speed : 720x576 pixels x 25fps

The most common standards in Europe are CCIR (Consultative Committee for
International Radio) and PAL (Phase Alternation by Line). And in the United States, RS170 (EIA) and NTSC (National Television System Committee). CCIR and RS-170 are
standards for monochrome video and PAL and NTSC are for color. The frequencies of
these signals are as follows:
CCIR and PAL: 625 Interlaced lines. 25 Frames per second (50 fields per second).
RS-170 AND NTSC: 525 Interlaced lines. 30 Frames per second (60 fields per second).
For asteroid occultation's it is recommended to use the initial camera settings described
below and control the camera with only two manually settings: The "SHUTTER" exposure
and the "AGC" gain according to the magnitude and conditions of the observed target.
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Initial Camera Settings
To access settings; Press "enter" and select "Exposure" at the camera small keypad.
Settings for Occultations are:
SHUTTER = Adjust between x2 (0.04), x4 (0.08) to x256 (0.512), Exposure Index,
1/50th, 1/250th and shorter. Longer exposure will be needed for faint object or smaller
telescope aperture.
AGC= Set it to maximum of 41 dB or adjust manually between 6 to 41 dB.
Most (indeed all) advanced setting should be turned off for occultation video. The most
important controls set to OFF are:
SENS UP: auto exposure OFF
SHARPNESS = 0 [ default is 4 ]
3DNR : Dynamic noise reduction OFF
GAMMA: Set to 1
IMAGE REVERSAL is a useful function if you are using right-angled viewers.

* NOTES:
- Dark Frame subtraction is also possible (on the fly).
- For focusing on the Moon or lunar Occultations, use EI, and then change to 1/50th. or x2
for timing.
- For Asteroid Occultations, use x2 (0.04), x4 (0.08), x8 (0.16), x16 (0.32). -In longer
exposures ―hot pixels‖ shall appear.
credit: http://www.stargazer.me.uk/WAT910HX.htm

WATEC 910 orientation using the 10Micron keypad
N
|
W--> IMAGE <-- E
|
S
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IOTA-VTI v3

The IOTA-VTI v3 is a video time inserter: it derives precision Coordinated Universal Time
from the GPS system, and stamps that time on every frame (and field) of a video signal. It
was developed specifically to fill the needs of IOTA members who wish to use video
methods to obtain precision timing of astronomical phenomena, but it is suitable for any
video timing application. The time of any event, or change, can be read directly, either by
stepping through the record one frame at a time or by using video analysis software.

USB S-Video and Composite Video Capture Device Cable with
AudioProduct ID: SVID2USB2

The SVID2USB2 USB 2.0 S-Video/Composite video Capture adapter lets you connect
devices that output S-Video or Composite video to a computer through an available USB
2.0 port. The only video input plug used with this equipment is the yellow one. The cable
also features two channel RCA stereo audio inputs (not used)..
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Software:
- Occult, Very complete planner with multiple options. Calculate predictions and aid in the
extraction and storage of results. “The Bible"
http://www.lunar-occultations.com/iota/occult4.htm
- Occult Watcher, Occultations planner. Simpler and effective.
https://www.google.com/search?client=firefox-b-d&q=Occult+watcher
-OccuRec, Specific video grabber for astronomical video camera applications with or
without image integration.While the biggest strength of OccuRec is recording Asteroidal
Occultations in AAV format using integrating video cameras, it can be also used for Lunar
Occultations, Mutual Events, Variable Stars and anything else that requires video recording
on Windows.
OccuRec can be also used with non-integrating video cameras and can record in both AAV
and AVI formats. In AVI mode OccuRec records using the new ASCOM Video drivers
such as the Tangra Video Capture driver which records in Uncompressed, XviD MPEG-4
(lossy), Huffyuv v2.1.1 (lossless) and Lagarith (lossless) codecs.
http://www.hristopavlov.net/OccuRec/OccuRec.html
Video --> Connect AAV ---> NTSC ---> 720 x 480 29.00fps
- Tangra3,Video astronomy analyzer for occultation's.Tangra is a software for reducing
astronomical video observations such as asteroid occultations, astrometric and photometric
video observations of comets and asteroids. It opens the vast majority of the video files
without the need of AviSynth as long as you have the codecs installed. It is intuitive to use
and offers a number of different algorithms for photometric measurements including
aperture photometry, PSF photometry and optimal extraction.
http://www.hristopavlov.net/Tangra/Tangra.html
- Limovie, Video astronomy analyzer for occultation's.Limovie (Light Measurement tool
for Occultation observation using VIdeo rEcorder.) is the tool produced for obtaining
quantitative data from occultation observation video. It has been used for the observation of
asteroidal occultation with small light drop, double star occultation and grazing occultation
with no-instantaneous light change. The Limovie program is available as a free software
from this site. And some informations about the result of Limovie analysis are shared.
https://astro-limovie.info/

- VirtualDub, Excellent video capture and editor for general use.
http://www.virtualdub.org/
- Lagarith,Video compressor with minimal loss of quality..
https://lags.leetcode.net/codec.html
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VIII– An Astrodynamics primer
KEPLER LAWS
The empirical laws of Kepler were articulated by Johannes Kepler in 1609 to explain the
motion of the planets in their orbits around the Sun.

Portrait of Johannes Kepler
First Law: All planets move around the Sun describing elliptical orbits, the sun being
located at one focus.
Second Law: The radius vector joining the planet and the Sun sweeps out equal areas in
equal times.
The above law is equivalent to the constancy of angular momentum, i.e., when the planet is
farthest from the Sun(aphelion) its speed is less than when it is closest to the Sun
(perihelion). At aphelion and perihelion, the angular momentum "L" is the product of the
mass of the planet for its distance from the center of the Sun and its speed.

Third Law: For any planet, the square of its orbital period (time it takes to revolve around
the sun) is directly proportional to the cube of the mean distance from the Sun.

Where (P) is the orbital period, (r) the average distance of the planet and (K) the
proportionality constant. These laws apply to any astronomical body that is in
mutual gravitational influence.
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GRAVITY FORCE ORUNIVERSALGRAVITATION LAW
Devised by Isaac Newton in1685

F= G · M · m/r · ^2

G: universal gravity constant
M · m: masses
r · e2: square power distance

NEWTON'S LAWS
1st Law: Law of inertia. A body will remain in a state of rest or uniform motion unless an
external force acts on it.

2nd Law: Whenever force acting on a body produces acceleration in the direction of the
force which is directly proportional to the force and inversely proportional to mass.

3rd Law: For every action there is a reaction of equal magnitude but opposite direction.

Portrait of Isaac Newton

Albert Einstein

In this very brief introduction to astrodynamics, it is necessary to make a comment between
Newton's theory of gravity and Einstein's theory of relativity. In Newtonian theory anybody
in space with mass tries to move uniformly in a straight line, but the gravitational force of a
bigger attractor like sun or a planet converts this motion into an ellipse. However in
Einsteinian theory, gravity distorts space-time and converts inertial motion straight into an
elliptic curve, because the space-time curvature makes the shortest distance between two
points of a curve.
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General notes:
* The Minor Planet Center (MPC) is responsible for the designation (name) of natural
minor bodies of the solar system: asteroids, comets and moons. It is also responsible for the
collection, management and verification of astrometric observations and the subsequent
calculation of the orbits.

* The velocity of a body in orbit depends on the shape of the orbit and its distance from the
center attractor, but not of its mass. An object in an orbit moves at the same speed whether
it is a planet, a space station or a grain of dust.

* The orbital energy of a body with fixed mass orbiting a larger body (M and m constants)
is a function that depends only on the size of the orbit and is sufficient to know the semimajor axis. The kinetic energy is maximum at perihelion and the potential energy
maximum at aphelion
*The total energy of a body in an elliptical orbit is kept constant at...
E total=kinetic energy+potential energy = constant
E total= ( ½ · m · v^2) – (G · M · m/r)
*The orbital period of a body is independent of its mass and its eccentricity, only depends
on the size of the major axis. A nearly circular orbit and a very eccentric one with the same
semi-axis have the same period and the same orbital energy.

*According to the first empirical law of Kepler, the orbit of any body under gravity is
elliptical, with a coefficient of variable eccentricity
e= 1 - a/b

e =eccentricity

a, b = semiaxes

The semi-major axis(a) is equal to the average distance(arithmetic mean) of a planet to their
focus.

*Eccentricity of conic figures
e <1 ellipse
e = 1 parabola
e>1 hyperbola

* Highly eccentric orbits are unstable. At lower eccentricity more stability.
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*The orbit of a body undisturbed (no orbit altered by the action of another body) is always
an ellipse. The orbits of solar comets originating in the Oort cloud or Kuiper belt may
become parabolas if they are disturbed by a planet. An unperturbed comet with hyperbolic
orbit it is likely to be a comet belonging to another star!
*If the orbital plane of an object is coincident with the ecliptic, or small inclination with
respect to this, the orbit may be easily disturbed by other bodies (planets).
*If the orbital direction of the object is retrograde (counter-clockwise) can also be easily
disturbed.
*To calculate the orbital elements we need to solve a system of linear equations, 5 for the
parabola and 6 for the ellipse.
* We can check the orbital parameters of comets and asteroids in the following websites:

NASA Solar System Dynamics
http://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/?tools
MinorPlanetCenter
http://www.minorplanetcenter.net/iau/MPEph/MPEph.html
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ORBITAL ELEMENTS
To determine the precise orbit of a heavenly body, we need to know a group of parameters
or "orbital elements" that specify the size, shape, orientation of the orbit and position of the
body at a given instant of time.
Epoch: date of elements
Perihelion Date aka Tp: date position closest to the Sun, comets only.
M: mean anomaly, asteroids only (º degrees)

a: orbit semimajor axis, asteroids only (AU)
pi akaq: perihelion distance to the Sun, only comets (AU)
e: orbit eccentricity or measure of as far is “long” e= 0 circle, between0 and 1 means a
typical elliptic orbit, e=1 parabolic orbit, e>1 hyperbolic orbit (in these two last cases, the
object never returns to the Sun).
omega lowercase (aka w, aka Peri): perihelion argument, this is the angle from the
ascending node to the semi axis orbit at perihelion. It is the intersection oft he orbit with the
ecliptic as it passes from south to north in the direction of perihelion (degrees).
Node aka OMEGA uppercase: longitude of the ascending node. Is the angle from the Aries
point to the ascending node measured on the ecliptic. The point of Aries, is the point at
which the Earth is at the spring equinox (degrees).
i: angle of inclination of the orbit with respect to the ecliptic plane of the Earth's orbit
(degrees).
H: absolute magnitude
G: magnitude slope
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Typical comet orbital data
C/2006 W3 (Christensen)
From 2932 observations 2006 Oct. 29-2009 June 29. Kinoshita
Epoch = 2009 Aug. 17.0 TT = JDT 2455060.5
T = 2009 July 6.66327 TT
e = 1.0003197
q = 3.1261844 AU

peri.= 133.52180
node = 113.57585 (2000.0)
incl.= 127.07123

m1 = -2.0 + 5log(delta) + 17.5log(r)
A. Node = E:01/14.4 JST O:2001/05/16.0 JST 20.098 AU
D. Node = E:07/16.5 JST O:2010/01/30.2 JST 3.703 AU
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Portrait of Urbain Leverrier 1811 -1877
discoverer of the planet Neptune through orbital calculation
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PRACTICAL ORBIT DETERMINATION
The macrouniverse is deterministic, so that if we know the state of a moving object at a
given time, we can predict the past and future state.
To determine an orbit and get the orbital elements of an asteroid or comet of a planetary
satellite we need to take some CCD pictures and process it using the OrbFind (free
software).
Many thanks to PROJECTPLUTO designers! please see…
http://www.projectpluto.com/find_orb.htm

Follow the next steps:
1) Take in one night 4 images separated about 15 minutes between (the time range depends
on the proper motion of the object and the focal length of the telescope) to get a primer
orbit approximation. For greater precision we must repeat this procedure three more nights.
2) Obtain astrometric reduction data (RA and DEC) using "Astrometrica" software in MPC
format. See the next example for asteroid 22 Kalliope:
00022
00022
00022
00022

C2012 02 16.89970 05 36 55.02 +34 26 21.7
C2012 02 16.90047 05 36 55.04 +34 26 21.6
C2012 02 16.90125 05 36 55.05 +34 26 21.6
C2012 02 16.90201 05 36 55.05 +34 26 21.6

11.4 V
11.4 V
11.4 V
11.4 V

J22
J22
J22
J22

00022
00022
00022
00022

C2012 02 18.93633 05 37 30.36 +34 25 38.8
C2012 02 18.93846 05 37 30.42 +34 25 38.1
C2012 02 18.93925 05 37 30.44 +34 25 38.3
C2012 02 18.94005 05 37 30.39 +34 25 38.5

11.1 V
11.1 V
11.1 V
11.2 V

J22
J22
J22
J22

3)Enter this data in the "FIND_ORB" software
4) Normally, the initial default values that the software gives us can be considered correct if
the residual error of our astrometric measurements are less than 1 arcsec, but we can always
try to get better results using any of the following methods:

- Herget method.
This is one pretty good method for computing an approximate orbit from a set of
observations. It works by assuming that two observations (usually the first and last
observations) were at known distances, and then working to improve the quality of those
distances to decrease the residuals. Eventually, the "steps" in the Herget method lead to a
minimum set of residuals, and you have a fair approximation to the object's true orbit. Once
that happens, you can switch to taking full steps.
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The more mathematically adventurous may be interested in this description of some of the
math underlying the method of Herget , with particular emphasis on some of the ways it is
both 'simplified' and made more powerful in Find_Orb.

- Full step.
Once you have found a good approximation to an object's orbit using (for example) the
Herget method, you can find the "best fit" orbit (the one that best matches all the
observations of the object) by taking a few full steps. The "full step" uses a mathematical
tool known as the method of least squares.

- Auto-Solve
Ideally, it would be helpful if you could load up a set of observations, sit back, and watch
while Find_Orb solved for the orbit. This is not quite possible yet, but the "Auto-Solve"
button can now do this in most cases.

- Gauss
The method of Gauss is one of the most widely used initial orbit determination methods. It
was most famously used when the first asteroid, (1) Ceres, was discovered shortly before
conjunction with the sun; Gauss was able to determine a good enough orbit to acquire the
object after it came out from behind the sun.
The method of Gauss works with three observations. Click on the "Gauss" button in
Find_Orb, and the first and last unexcluded observations in the arc, along with whatever
unexcluded observation comes closest to the midpoint of these two, will be used. The
resulting orbit will fit those three observations with near-zero residuals, and the other
observations with passably small residuals.

- Väisälä
When you have a very short arc of observations (say, a newly-found object that you've seen
over the last week or so), the orbit is usually so poorly defined that neither you nor
Find_Orb have much of an idea as to how far away the object really is. In such cases, if you
use the "Herget Step" or "Full Step" buttons, the orbit may diverge and become totally
ridiculous.
Still, you really need some sort of orbit so you can make predictions as to where the object
might be in a few nights. The most common way to do this is with a Väisälä orbit, where
you assume that the object is near perihelion, and make a guess as to the perihelion
distance. In Find_Orb, this is done by entering your guess in the R1 field and clicking
"Väisälä". R2 is ignored.
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Definitions of a few terms:
Cometary orbit. Many comets have orbits with eccentricities that are extremely close to 1,
(parabola) meaning their orbits are highly elongated ellipses (Hale-Bopp, for example) or
closely resemble parabolas. Go into the Settings dialog and set the "constraint" of e=1, and
Find_Orb will search for a cometary orbit. This can be especially helpful if you have only a
few observations to work with; in such cases, telling Find_Orb that the orbit must be
parabolic (cometary) makes it much more likely that it will converge to a solution. (This is
usually a good idea for a preliminary orbit, where there are few observations. When you
find that both a cometary and non-cometary orbit converge, but the non-cometary one has a
significantly smaller RMS error, switch to the non-cometary.)

Elongation. The angle Sun-Earth-Target. When close to zero degrees, the object is in
conjunction with the sun. When close to 180 degrees, the object is almost exactly opposite
the sun. See also phase.
Epoch. In the case of an orbit that includes the effects of perturbing objects, the orbital
elements will change slowly with time. Thus, elements eventually become "outdated", and
you need to replace them with new elements with an epoch closer to the time of
observation. That's why Find_Orb has a small edit box to select the desired epoch, as a
Julian day .

Julian Day. (Not to be confused with the Julian calendar, which is a very different thing!)
The Julian Day (JD) system is a means of counting off time as the number of days elapsed
since noon, 1 Jan -4713. By simply using the number of days (including fractional days)
elapsed from that instant, we avoid the complexities associated with the traditional
day/month/year, hour/minute/second system. Also, by putting the starting instant in the
distant past, over 6700 years ago, we avoid negative numbers.

Irregular satellite. Natural satellites tend to fall in one of two groups. The first, "regular"
sort orbits close to a planet, in the plane of the equator of the planet, in the same direction
the planet rotates (a prograde orbit). All known regular satellites have had their rotation
tidally locked to their primary, so that (as with the earth's moon) they do not appear to
rotate as seen from the primary. The assumption is that they were formed at the same time
as the planet.
Irregular satellites, on the other hand, have orbits independent of the equator or rotation of
the planet, and can be either prograde or retrograde. They also are quite distant from the
primary. All four gas giants have such satellites.
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Least squares. The method of least squares is a common mathematical tool, originated by
C. F. Gauss sometime around 1800. It starts with the assumption that you have gathered
some observations (in our case, of positions of a celestial object) and have a theory, or
"model", to describe them (in our case, Newton's laws of motion). The differences between
observed and computed values are called residuals; the method of least squares states that
the "best" model will find a minimum of the sum of the squares of the residuals. (There's
some hedging to account for the fact that some observations will be more precise than
others, and an additional assumption that the distribution of errors resembles a normal
distribution, also known as a "Gaussian distribution" or, more popularly, a "bell curve".)

Magnitude parameters. The magnitudes of asteroids and comets are predicted using
quantities for each object known as "magnitude parameters". These are H and G for
asteroids, with G (the "slope parameter") usually left set to .15, and M(T) or M(N) and K
for comets. In this situation, K defaults to 10, and one can choose between M(T) (for total
magnitudes) or M(N) (for nuclear magnitudes) in the Settings menu. You can also reset the
K and G magnitude parameters if you wish, though this is probably not a good idea in
general.

MOID. The Minimum Orbit Intersection Distance, or MOID, is the minimum distance
between two orbits, neglecting perturbations. It's computed by assuming that two objects
(usually the earth and an asteroid or comet) will continue swinging around in their orbits,
and looking for the place where the distance between those orbits would be a minimum.
Sometimes, that minimum distance will be so small that it looks as if the two objects will
collide, but that's not necessarily the case for two reasons. First, when object A reaches that
point, object B will usually be somewhere else. Second, the computation ignores
perturbations. So it's a good first estimate as to how close the object can get to you, but it
takes a much more detailed analysis to determine if the object is going to hit you. A large
MOID usually means the object is no hazard at all; a small one means you should keep an
eye on it and find out if it really is a hazard.
Find_Orb shows the MOID not only between the asteroid/comet and the Earth (if it's less
than one AU), but also the MOIDs between the object and all planets (if those MOIDs are
small enough to be interesting.)

Perturbations. Objects orbiting the Sun would, in theory, trace paths of perfect ellipses,
parabolas, or hyperbolas. However, the gravitational forces (a.k.a. perturbations) exerted by
all the planets, satellites, and (less significantly) asteroids in the solar system make the
actual motion much more complex. Find_Orb has a set of check-boxes that allow you to
include (or, by default, not include) the perturbing effects of these objects.

Phase. The angle Sun-Target-Earth. When close to zero degrees, the object is almost fully
illuminated by the sun. When close to 180 degrees, the object is about to transit the sun,
and is almost totally un-illuminated. See also elongation.
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P, Q, R vectors. MPC orbital elements, and the elements shown in Find_Orb, give the P
and Q vectors in columns to the right of the 'standard' elements. The vectors are frequently
used in computing positions from orbital elements. P is a unit vector giving the direction
from the sun's center to the perihelion point of the object's orbit. Q is a unit vector at right
angles to P, but in the plane of the object's orbit. R is a unit vector at right angles to both of
these (and therefore, at right angles to the plane of the orbit). Thus, Q = R x P, R = P x Q,
and P = Q x R, where 'x' is the vector cross-product operation. The benefit of all this is that,
if we know the object is at true anomaly v and distance from the primary r, we can say that
its position is …..
r * (P cos v + Q sin v)
'R', the normal vector to the plane of the orbit, is almost never shown, since it does not
appear in the above formula.

Residuals. When you attempt to determine an orbit for an object, you will always find
some difference between the "observed" positions (measured from a CCD image), and the
"computed" positions (computed using the orbit you have determined). These differences
are known variously as "observed minus computed", or "O-C", or as "residual errors", or
"residuals". Ideally, they should represent the random errors in observation that inevitably
happen in the real world.

Retrograde. As viewed from a point far "above" the ecliptic, almost all planets and
satellites orbit in a counterclockwise direction, also known as "prograde". A few satellites
of the gas giants, however, go in the opposite direction, also known as "retrograde". All of
these objects are quite small and faint.

RMS error. "RMS" = "Root mean square"; it's a modified version of the average of the
residuals. (To be mathematically precise, it is the square root of the average value of the
square of the residuals. If you took the squares of all the residuals, averaged them, and took
the square root of the result, you would have the RMS error.) With CCD-based
observations and with an accurate orbit, the RMS error should be about an arcsecond or
better. If the errors are much greater than that, you either should continue working on the
quality of the orbit, or check to see if there are problems with the observations.

Sphere of Influence. For an object in orbit around a planet, it makes sense to use planetcentric orbital elements. For an object far from any planet, it makes sense to use
heliocentric elements. There is an almost spherical region around each planet where planetcentric elements are a better choice: that is, a two-body solution centered on the planet
would better represent the object's motion than a two-body solution centered on the sun.
That region is the planet's "sphere of influence."
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You can override Find_Orb's judgment and insist on only heliocentric orbits; there is a
check-box for that. Danby shows that for a planet of mass Mp at distance R from the sun
(of mass Ms), this sphere has radius r where……
r = R (Mp/Ms)(2/5)
Following are the radii of the sphere of influence for most of the planets. (For the moon, we
have to switch to r=R(Mmoon/Mearth)(2/5), where R is the earth-moon distance. So far,
I've yet to see a "real" object within the moon's sphere of influence, and therefore haven't
seen Find_Orb generate a selenocentric orbit... though note that one can be generated for
the example case 1997 ZZ99.)
Planet
Mercury
Venus
Earth
Mars
Jupiter
Saturn
Uranus
Neptune
Pluto
Moon

r(AU)
r(km)
0.001
112000
0.004
614000
0.006
921000
0.004
575000
0.322 48000000
0.365 54300000
0.346 51600000
0.579 86000000
0.022 3300000
0.00046 69000

Tisserand criterion. The Tisserand criterion is sometimes used to see if an object might
have been captured from parabolic orbit, usually by Neptune or Jupiter.

Väisälä orbit. A newly-discovered object may have only two known observations, or may
have been observed over so short a period that its orbit is not at all well-defined (that is,
you can't tell if it's a nearby object moving slowly or a more-distant object moving rapidly,
and any possibility in that range seems equally likely.) In fact, this is usually the case for a
newly-found object. When this happens, it's common to determine a Väisälä orbit: one in
which it's assumed that the object is at a particular distance from the sun, and that it is
moving at right angles to the sun (that is, it's either at perihelion or aphelion). Given that
assumption, the orbit is precisely defined, and you can generate an ephemeris that will
(usually) be good enough to recover the object a few nights later.
(credit: Project Pluto)
The following example shows the orbital elements obtained from Tacande, La Palma
Observatory CCD astrometric images, reduced with Astrometrica software and processed
using Find_Orb to get the orbital elements. Please compare the orbital data provided from
JPL, NASA, of the same object.
You will check and note that are well matched.
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Observation dataof 22 Kalliope using Find Orb at Tacande, La Palma Observatory
Element
Value
Uncertainty (1-sigma)
Units
E
.1004952654126288
4.0866e-08
A
2.908731253919334
7.4387e-09
AU
Q
2.616417534542701
1.1797e-07
AU
I
13.71882911442696
4.5033e-06
deg
Node
66.08249642654351
1.3118e-05
deg
Peri
354.6073796947479
2.1352e-05
deg
M
42.03311199175887
1.9125e-05
deg
2455788.935465339867
Tp
9.5816e-05
JED
(2011-Aug-15.43546534)
6.9508e-06
1811.981765532385
d
Period
1.9
4.96
yr
03e-08
N
.1986774960145512
7.6213e-10
deg/d
Q
3.201044973295966
8.1862e-09
AU
Orbital Elements of 22 Kalliope at Epoch 2456000.5 (2012-Mar-14.0)
Reference: heliocentric ecliptic J2000(credit JPL, NASA)
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JPL’s term definition:
Num Number assigned to the asteroid or comet. Numbers are only assigned to secure
short-period (<200 year) comets.
Name Name given to the numbered asteroid or comet.
Designation Unnumbered asteroid's preliminary designation.
Epoch (MJD) Epoch of the elements represented as the Modified Julian Date (MJD), which
is defined as the Julian date - 2400000.5.
a (AU) Semi major axis of the orbit (asteroids only).
q (AU) Perihelion distance (comets only).
e Eccentricity of the orbit.
i (deg.) Inclination of the orbit with respect to the J2000 ecliptic plane.
w (deg.) Argument of perihelion (J2000-Ecliptic).
Node (deg.) Longitude of the ascending node (J2000-Ecliptic).
M (deg.) Mean anomaly at epoch (asteroids only).
Tp Time of perihelion passage (comets only), formatted as a calendar date
(YYYYMMDD.DDD) where "YYYY" is the year, "MM" is the numeric month, and
"DD.DDD" is the day and day fraction.
H (mag.) Absolute magnitude (asteroids only).
G Magnitude slope parameter (asteroids only).
Ref Orbit solution reference.
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EPHEMERIS
With the orbital data obtained above, we can calculate the ephemeris (position)
automatically for a given range of days using the option "Ephemeris" Find Orb software.
We can also use the excellent software by Julio Castellanos "Orbits"
Thank you Julio!
Please see: http://www.astrosurf.com/orodeno/orbitas/index.htm

Using the "Orbitas" software we get.......
Comets: Introduce the required data except the fields “M” and “a”
-Epoch= perihelion date.
-omega lowercase= aka Peri, aka w
-Node = OMEGA uppercase
-Set the following initial values to H= 6.0, G=4.0
Asteroids: Introduce the required data except the field “q”.
If you don’t know the value of "G" we can assign an initial value of 0.15
For calculating Ephemeris the following parameters apply:
- General Precession
- Annual aberration(up to 20.49")
-Diurnal aberration. Zero at the poles. It depends on the cosine of the latitude.
-Planetary aberration. Is the time taken by light to travel the distance of object.
-Obliquity of the ecliptic.
-Nutation
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IX-Photometry
The aim of astronomical photometry is measuring the flow of the stars without the
interference caused by Earth's atmosphere. For this reason we must determine the effects of
atmospheric extinction and the instrumental response of the telescope and camera. The
values of both effects must be established experimentally.
Among applications that photometry can conduct are measurements of variable stars (this
includes detecting exoplanets), occultation's of stars by objects in the solar system, the
rotation of asteroids, etc.

MAGNITUDE SCALE
• Hipparchus (2nd century BC) made the first classification of stars with the naked eye,
according to its apparent brightness, establishing 6 categories for ~ 1000 stars.
• The scale is reversed since Hipparchus placed the brightest stars in the first category and
in the sixth to the weakest visible stars. Where the brightest natural object is the Sun with
magnitude -27 and +30 for the farthest and farthest galaxies.
• The magnitude scale is logarithmic due to the nonlinear response of the eye, so Pogson
(1856) applies the following equation:
POGSON EQUATION
M1 - m2 = - 2.5 log (F1-F2) F1 / F2 = 10 -4 -0.4 (m1-m2)
.
Δm = 1 mag = x 2.512 in flow
Δm = 5 mag = x 100 in flow

INSTRUMENTAL MAGNITUDE MEASUREMENT
Instrumental magnitude (m) is called the direct measured magnitude value without
considering the absorption produced by the atmosphere.
Most programs used to evaluate the magnitude employ the principle of measuring the
photo-electrons recorded using a CCD with a central aperture and using an outer ring to
measure the "background".
The sky brightness is computed in the ring which is subtracted to each pixel contained in
the aperture and all the contribution of each pixel is added into the aperture. The software
is in charge of normalizing the number of photons per exposure time and calculates the
instrumental magnitude.
For photometry works one of the best software available is Julio Castellanos’s "FotoDif II"
see details at: http://www.astrosurf.com/orodeno/fotodif/index.htm
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COLOR INDEX
The color index is a numerical value that defines the spectral characteristics of the light
received from an object. It is calculated by the difference in magnitude of a star by
measuring its light through two standard color filters (B-V or V-R, or R-I).
Traditionally B-V difference is used but with CCD detectors seem more convenient to use
the V-R difference. Stars with negatives values (about -0.24) are blue stars of spectral type
O, B and high positive stars rate (about +1.66) are red stars of spectral type K, M
*The star Vega is a photometric reference, because m=0 (V =+0.03) in all spectral bands
and also in color index, B-V =V-R=0

AIRMASS
There are two main sources in the absorption of stellar flux. Absorption by interstellar dust
more absorption by the atmosphere. The first is relevant only for objects on the galactic
plane and the second are the issue that we now turn.
It's called airmass to the relative amount of atmosphere that light of an astronomical object
must traverse to reach our telescope and produces a reduction in light or "extinction". In our
work, we need to know this reduction to calculate the exo-atmospheric magnitude of the
object. If the object is 30 ° above the horizon the airmass can be calculated using a simple
equation ....
X = 1/cos z = sec z z: zenith distance (degrees)

Some popular software such as TheSky, provides the airmass automatically.
Zenithal distance (z)
00º
45º
60º
83.5º

Airmass
1.00
1.41
2.00
2.50
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EXTINTION COEFICIENT
At a given wavelength, the effect of extinction is:
m_o = m – (k * X)
m = instrumental magnitude
m_o = exo-atmospheric magnitude
k = extinction coefficient
X = airmass
Corrections derived from atmospheric airmass extinction depend directly on airmass or
extinction of 1st order, although for greater accuracy we can add a second term or 2nd
order correction that takes into account the color.
A convenient way for measuring extinction in various colors level is taking images of a
field with stars of various spectral types. One of the best fort his work is the star field
"SA98" (see "Landolt fields) coordinates: 06h51m57 s-00º22 '49" As a general rule do not
recommend photometry objects less than 30 degrees above the horizon (airmass = 2)
Note: The extinction coefficient (k) have to be obtained experimentally
In determine the local extinction coefficient "k" we have to observe a star at different air
masses. Usually you should restrict the range to X= 1-2 as at larger airmass the linear
approximation is no longer valid. This measurement can be performed when the extinction
is stable over time and in different directions during the night, in which case we speak of'
photometric night'. For this conditions at least, the night must be completely clear.
We can determine the coefficient k, which is the slope of the graph magnitude/airmass,
making two observations (but preferably 5 or 6) of the same star at two heights (different
airmass) and applying the following equation:
k = delta m /delta X
Being delta the differences magnitude vs. airmass
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Note that coefficient k is a mean value used according to the pass band and the spectral
distribution of the star, so that extinction coefficient is not necessarily equal for all stars.

For La Palma we have the following coefficients (2009):
Band
U
B
V
R
Wavelength(nm) 363
445
551
658
Extinction(mag) 0.46
0.22
0.12
0.08

I
806
0.04

J
910
0.05

This file contains extinction data as determined by the CARLSBERG MERIDIAN
TELESCOPE (CMT) on the island of La Palma in the Canary Islands.
The nightly values are derived from CCD frames in the SDSS r' band. Each frame contains an average of 30 40 photometric standard stars.
Explanation of data columns:
(1) Evening date ie. date before midnight.
(2) Version number of data. If 0, then unchecked.
(3) Extinction in r'. This is the median value of the
extinction from all photometric frames. : indicates an
uncertain value due to the night probably not being
photometric.
(4) Standard error on (3) = Scatter/sqrt (N_frames)
(5) Scatter (robust estimate of the Gaussian sigma based on
percentiles of the distribution). If this value is high
(0.060), then the night was probably not photometric.
(6) Number of photometric frames
(7) Number of hours of photometric data taken.
(8) Number of hours of non-photometric data taken.
(9) Comment
Evening
Date

Ext
r'

(1) (2) (3)
090101
090102
090103
090104
090105

0
0
0
0

Error Scat Nf Phot Non-Phot Comment

(4)

0.077
0.073
0.071
0.072

(5) (6) (7) (8)
0.004
0.008
0.005
0.003

0.014 12 10.97
0.027 13 11.25
0.017 14 11.22
0.012 13 10.89
0 0.00 0.00

(9)
0.31
0.00
0.00
0.16
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Variations of extinction
On the optical region of the spectrum, extinction increases sharply at shorter wavelengths.
In the near UV region at 320 nm. the extinction is so great that prevents observation from
ground-based observatories.
This rapid increase in absorbance is caused by Rayleigh diffusion of atmospheric particles
and presence of ozone molecules (O3).
In the red spectrum the extinction is more gradual and primarily depends on the
absorption/diffusion by aerosols and water vapor in the atmosphere.
After determining the extinction coefficients we can calculate magnitudes out of the
atmosphere. But since instrumental magnitudes vary from instrument to instrument in
order to compare magnitudes obtained with different instruments a standard system
has been devised.

PHOTOMETRIC APERTURE
There are basically two ways of doing photometry: Absolute photometry and differential
photometry and both used the method of “photometric aperture" described below.
Photometric aperture is called the method of measuring the total flux in ADU's in a small
area of the sky (Signal Circle) where the object is measured and the sky background is
subtracted. That operation is performed by computational method on the CCD image. The
sky back ground is obtained from a small concentric ring immediately to the measurement
area named “reference annulus”.
Photons * QE = e e = photo-electrons
e/g = ADU gain (g)= 1.5 e- / ADU G4-16000 (1x1 binning)
gain (g)= 2.68e- /ADU ST8XE
e_pixel= e_star+ e_background sky+ e_thermal

*Attention: inside measurement area or in the ring, should be no other objects like: stars,
bright nebular gas, etc.
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PSF
The point spread function describes the response of an imaging system to a point source or
point object. The PSF in various contexts can be thought of as the extended blob in an
image that represents an unresolved object. The degree of spreading (blurring) of the point
object is a measure of the quality of an imaging system
Since the PSF has no edge, the problem is deciding which is the size of circle (aperture
radius) where the star active pixels will be considered. The SNR reaches a maximum value
for "optimum aperture value" which roughly corresponds to the value of FWHM.

The SNR reaches a maximum value for an "optimal aperture radius" that roughly
corresponds to the value of the FWHM

Since the PSF does not have an edge, the problem is to decide what is the size of the
circle (aperture radius) where the pixels of the star are going to be considered and for
that we have the next two extreme options:
Mean FWHM= 2.5"

binning mode 2x2 = 1.14"/pixel

Bright, isolated objects with high SNR, apply a radius equal to 3x the FWHM
3 * FWHM= 7.5"
7.5 /1.1= 6.8 pixels
Low SNR objects were background noise dominates, apply a radius equal to FWHM
1 * FWHM= 2.5"
2.5 / 1,1 = 2.2 pixels

The standard photometric aperture used at Tacande Observatory is 5"
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PHOMETRIC LANDOLT FIELDS
There are a selected star fields near the celestial equator evenly spaced in RA and based on
the work of Landolt, See more information ...
UBVRI Photometric Standard Stars from Landolt 1992, AJ, 104, 340
Direct V band value (from 11.5 to 16.0 magnitudes) is indicated and color indices (CI) of
any other bands (UBVRI).

Warning: Some of the Landolt stars have been observed rarely and cannot be considered
fully as a "reference". Check the following reference link the stars of your interest and
check the number of times that have been observed (column n) and how many different
nights (column m).

see..... http://www.cfht.hawaii.edu/ObsInfo/Standards/Landolt/

(see AAVSO http://www.aavso.org) for some open clusters.
Star clusters have the advantage of an equal extinction coefficients that meet all the stars
within a very small portion of the sky (about 1 degree)
One small drawback is that red stars are much weaker than the blue ones as all are on the
main sequence (HR diagram) and at the same distance.
Praesepe open cluster M44 RA: 8h 37m. DEC:19 °55 '
This cluster contains 24 standard stars (calibrated) from 6.59 to 14.94magnitudes (V).
Open cluster IC 4665 RA: 17h43m. DEC:5 °40 '
This cluster contains 26 standard stars (calibrated) from 6.85 to 11.33magnitudes (V)
several red stars have a reasonable brightness.
Open cluster M67AR: 8h 51m. DEC: 11º49 '
This ancient cluster of global mag 6.9 and 25'x25' dimensions has a great number of
reference stars with CI’s well determined.
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Open star cluster M67 18'x 12' CCD image
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PHOTOMETRIC CATALOGS
GAIA EDR3
GAIA will impact variable stars - photometry will be done on 5,000,000 classic Cepheids,
3,000,000 eclipsing binaries, 300,000 binaries with rotationally induced variability, 250,000
Miras and SR variables, 60,000 - 240,000 delta Scuti variables, 70,000 RR Lyrae variables and
20,000 supernova. Compare this to the AAVSO index catalogue of 342,000 variables !!
GAIA will also impact double stars. Expected data are 700,000 radial velocity orbits, 800,000
radial velocity and astrometric orbits, 2,000,000 astrometric orbits, 4,000,000 non linear proper
motion systems, 40,000,000 resolved binaries. All binaries could be resolved with separations
less than 20 mas. Compare this to the current Washington Double Star Catalog: 135,000
doubles, and the USNO 6th Astrometric Catalogue: 83,000 pairs. Credit Dave Herald.
Download (13.4 GB):
https://drive.google.com/uc?export=download&id=1LcdE54OlipE35P8LACK8tPAKIelH1
KNw

ATLAS
From this catalog we can derive extremely accurate photometric light curves, periods, and
colors for asteroids (see Vereš et al. 2015 as an example from Pan-STARRS data). In the
long run, this will allow nongravitational torques to be measured (due to, e.g., the YORP
effect; Lowry et al. 2007).
The astrometry is good for determining precise and critical minorplanet orbits. ATLAS
achieves a positional accuracy of ∼0 07 rms per star relative to a fit to a frame or an
astrometric reference for m<17, so without an absolute astrometric reference catalog (such
as Gaia) that is substantially better than that, we cannot provide the Minor Planet Center
(MPC) with measurements of asteroid positions that exploit the full potential of our
system for precise astrometry. Such homogeneous, precise measurements will ultimately aid
the detection and measurement of nongravitational forces on asteroid orbits, e.g., the
Yarkovsky effect.
Download up to mag 20 (13.0 GB):
https://drive.google.com/uc?export=download&id=1CpnM7YT91EZLJAVuQ5n851MKh0s
KcPam

CMC15
TheCarlsbergMeridianCatalogue15is a catalog that was completed on March 2011 in La
Palma (Canary Islands). Contains122.7 million stars between magnitude 9 to 17 for
astrometric/photometric use in the red range spectrum. Coverage is from -40°to+ 50°With
a current positional accuracy to about 35 mas
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Astrometrica software calculates standard R magnitudes from r' magnitudes by subtracting
a constant of 0.22mag. V magnitudes are calculated using the formula V = 0.995*r' +
0.628*(J-K). Stars with color indices outside the range of 0.25mag < J-K < 0.75mag are
excluded by Astrometrica from photometric data reduction, unless that limitation would
mean that only a single or even no reference star in the field would be available. In these
cases, all stars, regardless of their color index, will be used.

See"CONVERSION EQUATIONSBETWEENPHOTOMETRICSYSTEMS"

r'
CMC15 external accuracies
Units:
Astrometric - milliarcseconds
Photometric - millimagnitudes

ΔRA ΔDec ΔMag
(mas) (mas) (mmag)

<13

34

33

25

14

38

34

35

15

52

41

70

16

88

63
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For users of “Astrometrica” Some stars show a sign (O) means that for accurate V or
R photometry, the star in question is outside the implicit acceptable color range of
0.2<(J-K)<0.8, i.e. too red or too blue in color to be used in the photometric solution.

UCAC4
The UCAC4 has more stars and more coverage (+90, -90) than its predecessorUCAC3 and
improved astrometry and photometry data. It contains about 210 million stars between the
range R = 8 to 16 mag. and a very complete information on proper motions.
The high proper motion star sand asteroids are identified as well as binary systems.
By now is one of the current standard for photometry and astrometry usage.

ALADIN
The star atlas ALADIN from
thecenterofStrasbourgAstronomicalDataprovidesdetailedinformation
inUBVRI(JHKLMN)–Johnson format for stars and many other objects.
http://cdsweb.u-strasbg.fr/
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LONEOS
The Lowell Observatory Near Earth Object Survey (LONEOS) has imaged nearly half of
the sky in multiple epochs in the past four years. During this time, we have developed a
pipeline for extracting photometric information from the observations on a nightly basis.
The resulting database is ideal for studying variable objects, such as RR Lyrae stars,
Cataclysmic Variables, and quasars. The database currently contains 15000 sq. deg. with
>8 epochs and 6000 sq. deg. with >20 epochs. In the near future, existing imaging data will
be added to the database, doubling or tripling its spatial and temporal coverage.
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DIFFERENTIAL PHOTOMETRY
It is the most simple and reliable way to measure small variations in brightness with a high
precision method. It is based on use of "comparison C" star of the near magnitude and
nearly color of the "variable V" to measure. So we can measure the variations of V - C in
time
If possible, the addition of a second comparison star K ensures that the comparison star C is
not a variable star. So C - K has to be constant in time.
Notes: If there is a large difference in magnitude between the V star and the comparison C,
we recommend using the largest possible number of comparison stars like K1, K2, K3 ...

When all the stars to be measured are in the same field of the CCD image, we get the
following benefits:
AA.- The problems of atmospheric extinction (1st order) can be ignored.
BB.- The problems of atmospheric variations of short duration (clouds) can be ignored.
CC.- There is no differences between different observatories if the same "reference" star is
used.
DD.- If you wish, the reference star can be used for the dual purpose of measuring
atmospheric extinction over a wide range of height (airmass).
EE.- Can achieve reproducible accuracy of 0.001 magnitudes if we apply a full calibration
(bias, darks, flats) and if the value of the signal has a SNR high enough (500-1000)
delta_m= (m1-m2)= -2.5 log (ADU1/ADU2)
b= - 2.5 log (ADU_b)
v= - 2.5 log (ADU_v)
r= - 2.5 log (ADU_r)
b_o= b – (k_b * X)
v_o= v – (k_v * X)
r_o= r – (k_r * X)

delta_m: magnitude difference

where b, v, r, are instrumental magnitudes

where b_o, v_o, r_o: are exo-atmospheric magnitudes
k_b, k_v, k_r : extinction coefficients
X: airmass
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ABSOLUTE PHOTOMETRY
In this, we try to measure the magnitude of a star directly into standard values
(B, V, R, I) without need for a nearby reference star. We can also use the all sky
photometry to create "comparison" stars and work after as differential photometry.
The method requires knowledge of the atmospheric extinction coefficients and
transformation coefficients that are specific to our equipment (telescope, CCD). Both
coefficients must be established experimentally.
Obviously we should avoid absolute photometry where there are clouds that can falsify the
measurement results or with the presence of aerosols or dust. A night without clouds of
dust in suspension, with new moon or near, can be called "photometric night." By average
in Tacande, La Palma we have 1 photometric night every 8.

General notes:
* For photometric measurements and if the SNR ratio is high, it is useful to blur slightly for
the following reasons: Spatial noise induced by the array of the detector is minimized, this
allows longer integration time and reduces the atmospheric scintillation noise.
* No color cameras should be utilized in photometry.
* If you need to do "binning 2x2" with our CCD camera, keep in mind that some of the
light is lost on the doors that divide the pixels and the accuracy of the measure
may suffer.
* If our CCD is the "antiblooming" type , you must limit the electronic charge at 50% of
the maximum load, in order to work in the linear region of the chip.
* Sometimes it is very difficult to detect the presence of clouds to the naked eye so is
impossible at night to see if it is high clouds such as "Cirrus" or varieties are present.
*The presence of dust in the atmosphere must be taken into consideration. In the area of the
Canary Islands, this is due to winds that transport from large nearby desert areas dust. In
some observatories there are dust meters stations. In La Palma we can see the dust
concentration in ug/m3 in the website of the Nordic observatory NOT.
http://www.not.iac.es/weather/index.php..
The dust and aerosol contents in La Palma, in normal conditions is: 10 ug/m3 but the
content in "Calima condition" can be between : 100 to 1000ug/m3
* Don’t observe objects at a height less than 23.5 degrees above the horizon (airmass =>
2.5)
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*The presence of the Moon in advanced stage(more than 5 days) is a problem because it
increases the sky background light and thus decreases the S/ N ratio. In any case, we must
ensure that the field under the measure is at 45 degrees or more from the Moon.
*Take caution to observe in wet nights due to the presence of water on the optics
especially in outdoors telescopes. This is not so important in dome telescopes because the
dome blocks the radiation cooling and the telescope does not usually reach the dew point.
However it is recommended to stop the observation if the relative humidity is 90% or more.
*We must have the same exposure times in our series pictures. If this is not possible we
must correct the instrumental magnitudes.
Example: If we choose a 10 sec. exposure as standard , we have.......
m (10) = m (exp) +2.5log (exp / 10)
But an exposure of 20sec. will produce an instrumental magnitude 0.753mag. brighter in
relation to the 10 sec.

How to create a reference star?
-You must select a star similar to the measured magnitude.
-Must be found not away than 1 degree distance from the object being measured.
-Should not be a variable, look and check the GCVS catalog
-Should not be a double star, look and check the WDS catalog
-If possible, should have a CI similar to the object being measured.
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GENERAL PROCESSING OF PHOTOMETRIC DATA
1.-Calibrate the CCD images of bias, dark current and flat field, using standard procedures.
2.- Get instrumental values in ADU's from the variable object and the reference star and
convert to instrumental magnitudes. These instrumental magnitudes are not even the result
we need, as they are influenced by atmospheric absorption and are specific to our telescope
and our CCD camera.
3.-The Earth atmosphere absorb and scatters inevitably a part of the light that is sends us.
The extents of absorption depend on weather conditions, the location of the object in the
sky and the wavelength of the filter used.
The extinction coefficients are very dependent on the observation area and its determination
should be made by measuring the flow we receive from a standard reference star at
different heights (airmass).
Applying the corresponding correctionto instrumental magnitudes values we can know the
instrumental magnitude outside the atmosphere the so called exo-atmospheric or "zero
airmass"
4.- The instrumental magnitude corrected for atmospheric extinction is even restricted to
our telescope/detector. To convert our data into a standard system (so, that it can be
compared with data from other astronomers), we must apply equations of transformation to
relate the values obtained without telescope/detector to a standard system.
These equations are calculated by measuring standard stars of know magnitude and color.
For example: using the stars in a cluster that is near of its meridian transit.
5.-It is advisable to use statistical methods to determine the uncertainty of our
measurements in order to obtain accurate results. The most common quality for describe
our measurements method is "standard deviation” represented by the Greek letter “rho“
We can also estimate the quality of the night comparing the magnitudes and colors obtained
from standard stars with their known values.
6.- Analyze and process the data according to the application you want, taking care to
change the time and date UTC to HJD time.
In differential photometry is not necessary to apply the steps 3 and 4
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PHOTOMETRY PRECISION
The photometry precision that we can get is equal to...
P = 1/ (g * ADU)^1/2gain (g) G4-16000 =1.5 e-ADU
gain (g) ST8XE= 2.3 e- ADU

For example: In measurements of exoplanets transits, the error must be below 0.002 so the
SNR should be at least 500. Because the SNR parameter determination using standard
image processing programs is not very accurate, a safety margin of 2 × (SNR=1000) is
recommended

Absolute error vs. magnitude
S/N
5
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120

Absolute
error
(mag)
0.66
0.36
0.20
0.14
0.11
0.09
0.07
0.07
0.06
0.05
0.05
0.04
0.03
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Scintillation table for D=40cm, sea level
T/AM
0.01
0.02
0.05
0.1
0.2
0.5
1
2
5
10
20
50
100
200
500
1000

1.0
0.054
0.038
0.024
0.017
0.012
0.0077
0.0054
0.0038
0.0024
0.0017
0.0012
0.00077
0.00054
0.00038
0.00024
0.00017

1.2
0.075
0.053
0.033
0.024
0.017
0.011
0.0075
0.0053
0.0033
0.0024
0.0017
0.0011
0.00075
0.00053
0.00033
0.00024

1.4
0.098
0.069
0.044
0.031
0.022
0.014
0.0098
0.0069
0.0044
0.0031
0.0022
0.0014
0.00098
0.00069
0.00044
0.00031

T/AM= exposure time (sec)

1.7
0.14
0.097
0.062
0.044
0.031
0.019
0.014
0.0097
0.0062
0.0044
0.0031
0.0019
0.0014
0.00097
0.00062
0.00044

2.0
0.18
0.13
0.082
0.058
0.041
0.026
0.018
0.013
0.0082
0.0058
0.0041
0.0026
0.0018
0.0013
0.00082
0.00058

2.4
0.25
0.18
0.11
0.08
0.056
0.036
0.025
0.018
0.011
0.008
0.0056
0.0036
0.0025
0.0018
0.0011
0.0008

2.8
0.33
0.23
0.15
0.1
0.074
0.047
0.033
0.023
0.015
0.01
0.0074
0.0047
0.0033
0.0023
0.0015
0.001

3.5
0.49
0.34
0.22
0.15
0.11
0.069
0.049
0.034
0.022
0.015
0.011
0.0069
0.0049
0.0034
0.0022
0.0015

1.0, 1.2, 1.4,…..3.5= airmass (credit AAVSO)
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TRANSFORMING MAGNITUDE TO STANDARD SYSTEM
(Instrumental correction)
These are the equations we need for absolute photometry (All Sky):

B-V
V-R
R-I
V-I
R =
V =

=
=
=
=
r
v

(b-v)Tbv + Kbv *
(v-r)Tvr + Kvr *
(r-i)Tri + Kri *
(v-i)Tvi + Kvi *
Tr + Kr * X + Zr
Tv + Kv * X + Zv

X
X
X
X

+
+
+
+

Zbv
Zvr
Zri
Zvi

T – color transformation coefficients
K – extinction coefficients
X – airmass
Z – zero point
To avoid mistakes being introduced from exposures of different lengths, correct all
instrumental magnitudes to the same exposure time.
The naming convention is to use lower case letters for instrumental magnitudes and upper
case letters for standard magnitudes.Applyingthe above equations we can obtain
the standard values V, R, of any star.
Transformation coefficients and zero points of our equipment are to be determined
experimentally taking CCD images with contain several reference stars or images of the
Landolt photometric fields using photometric filter bands v, r (or others).

Notes:
The values of the color transformation coefficients are fixed in time unless we make a
change detector or telescope.
The zeropoint values Z, depends on the night quality an disthere for elightly variables.

We can determine, using spreadsheet or special software, the following:(VR), [(VR) (vr)], (Vv) and include that them in a table, as shown …..
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If we plot a graph with these valuesas follows, we get a line having aslope equal to the
transform coefficients Tvr, Tv, Tr, in which the cutoff value on the Y axis is equal to zero
points ,Zvr, Zv, Zr
In practice, and since we are only interested in knowing the value of the slope and the point
of intersection with the Y axis, we can dispense with the graphic and get this data using the
"linear regression LR” included in all scientific pocket calculators. You need to check how
accurately the calculated line fits the data, obtaining the so-called correlation coefficient (r).
(creditAAVSO)
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CONVERSION EQUATIONS BETWEEN PHOTOMETRIC SYSTEMS
Transformations between magnitudes J-K to B-V
B-V = +0.07 + 1.489 (J-K)

or J-K = -0.15 + 0.672 (B-V)

Conversion between SDSS magnitudes and magnitudes UBVRcIc
ugriz -> UBVRcIc
================
Quasars at z <= 2.1 (synthetic)
Transformation
RMS residual
U-B
=
0.75*(u-g) - 0.81
0.03
B-V
=
0.62*(g-r) + 0.150.07
V-R
=
0.38*(r-i) + 0.270.09
Rc-Ic =
0.72*(r-i) + 0.270.06
B
=
g + 0.17*(u-g) + 0.110.03
V
=
g - 0.52*(g-r) - 0.030.05
Stars with Rc-Ic <1.15 and U-B < 0
Transformation
RMS residual
U-B
=
0.77*(u-g) - 0.88
0.04
B-V
=
0.90*(g-r) + 0.210.03
V-R
=
0.96*(r-i) + 0.210.02
Rc-Ic =
1.02*(r-i) + 0.210.01
B
=
g + 0.33*(g-r) + 0.200.02
V
=
g - 0.58*(g-r) - 0.010.02
All stars with Rc-Ic <1.15
Transformation
RMS residual
U-B
=
0.78*(u-g) - 0.88
0.05
B-V
=
0.98*(g-r) + 0.220.04
V-R
=
1.09*(r-i) + 0.220.03
Rc-Ic =
1.00*(r-i) + 0.210.01
B
=
g + 0.39*(g-r) + 0.210.03
V
=
g - 0.59*(g-r) - 0.010.01

Simple conversion equation from Sloan r ' to V (J. Greavescredit)
-The values of J, Kare obtained from 2MSSandr ' fromCMC14
-The equation is accurate to 0.05mag. to J-K values between 0.2 and 0.8
V= 0.641 * (J-K) + r’
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STANDARD PHOTOMETRIC FILTERS
WARNING, do not let the filters on the observatory exposed to moisture!

Johnson-BesselUBVRI (1965-1990) color glass type filters

Band c (Å)
U 3600
B 4400
V 5500
R 7000
I 9000
J 12500
H 16200
K 22000
L 34000
M 50000
N 102000

WHM (Å)
980
860
865
1590
1320
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Sloan Digital Sky Survey filters
Astrodon

Band
u'
g´
r'
i'
z'

eff

u´ g´ r´ i´ z´(SDSS-1996)

(Å) FWHM (Å)

3557
4825
6261
7672
9097

599
1379
1382
1535
1370
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Johnson-Cousins 1993 (Astrodon) interference type filters

SOFTWARE FOR PHOTOMETRY (freeware)
FotoDif

http://www.astrosurf.com/orodeno/fotodif/( Spanish-English)

Muniwin http://c-munipack.sourceforge.net/
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X–Spectroscopy
SOME ASTROPHYSICS FACTS
* The ionization process in a neutral atom (bound-free electron) can be caused by
absorption of photons with sufficient energy to release an electron (photo-ionization)
or by thermal energy (thermal ionization).
* In the transition between energy levels(bound-bound) excitation refers to jump between
low to high energy levels and de-excitation energy. In both cases, if the process obeys the
rules of quantum mechanics are called "permitted" and "forbidden" if not.
* The presence of the absorption lines generated by the chemical elements is more
dependent on temperature than the chemical composition.
* In hot stars the Hydrogen photo ionization is the main cause of the absorption in the
continuum. In cool stars, the main reason is the negative ion of Hydrogen.
*Any electronic transition from less to more energy produces absorption lines (dark) or
emission lines otherwise issue.
* Recapturing an electron by an ionized atom is called "recombination”.
* The FWHM or line width is a function of:
- Radiation Damping (Heisenberg principle).
- Pressure.
- Temperature.
- Turbulence.
The lower the density of the photosphere the narrower the spectral line and vice versa.
That pressure has a big and obvious impact is indicated by the fact that the width of a line,
other effects being equal, is an important indicator of the luminosity class of a star. Giants
(I-III) have low pressure photospheres and narrower lines while dwarfs (V) have dense
photospheres and broader lines and this effect are a major method of luminosity class
classification.
* The EW (Equivalent Width) is the measure of the area occupied by a line with the
continuous normalized to 1. For an emission line EW= + for an absorption line EW= The EW is independent of the instrument used and their value is important because many
physical properties are related to this parameter.
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*There are different definitions of temperature dependent that relates the physical
conditions of a body that is not an ideal "black body":
-The effective temperature is obtained by the Stefan-Boltzmann
-The temperature of excitation is defined by the Boltzmann equation
-The ionization temperature is defined by the Saha equation
-The kinetic temperature is defined by the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution
-The color temperature of a star is obtained by adjusting the shape of the continuous
spectrum to the Planck function

* Inside a planetary nebula or a diffuse nebula are many UV photons. The UV photons are
responsible for the nebula photo ionization.

* The astrophysicist Klaus Fuhrmann believes that the following spectral lines: MgI
5711A, 6027, 6056, 6065AFeI, are enough to define stellar population belongs and its
subsequent evolution.

Christian Buil and Valérie Desnoux, the French “Gurus” of amateur spectroscopy

Thank you for your contribution to the amateur spectroscopy!
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Optical layout of the Astropriorat spectrograph manufactured in my workshop

SPECTROGRAPH CHARACTERISTICS
Dispersion(mid value): 0.5 A/pixel (92 A/mm)
Spectral resolution: 1.0 A
H-alpha resolution (R): 5500
H-alpha Doppler resolution: 50 Km/sec
Diffraction grating (32mm diameter): 1800 lp/mm.
Focal factor (collimator/lens ratio): 2.14
Collimator focal ratio: 120/20 = f/6.0
Slit for general use: 26 um ( 50um at 0º tilt) 3 mm. length.
Slit for extended objects: 62 um (100um at 0º tilt) 3 mm. length
Bandwidth: 3994 – 8160 A
First order limit usage: 7988 A
Weight (including CCD, eyepiece and three reference lamps: 4.0 Kg.
Flange to focal plane (slit) distance: 22.5 mm
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Spectrograph CCD camera SXVR-H18 (KAF-8300M)
CCD size: 18.0 x 13.5 mm.
Pixel size: 5.4 x 5.4 um
Chip geometry: 3326 X by 2504 Y pixels
Read noise: 9 e- rms
Thermal noise: 0.6 e-/pixel/minute at - 20º C
Standard cooling: -40ºCbelow ambient
Normal working temperature: -16ºC
Pixel capacity (FWC): 25.5 Ke- A/D gain= 0.4 e- / ADU
QE(mid value): 50%
A/D converter: 16 bits

Sectors that make up the useful spectrum from 3994 to 8160 Angstrom
Sector 3
Sector 6
Sector 9
Sector 12 *note
3.00 mm
6.00 mm
9.00 mm
12.00 mm
9 lines Kr
11 lines Kr
24 lines Ne
6 lines Ne
3994– 5676 A
4890 – 6588 A 5802 – 7434 A 6583 – 8160A
0.505 A/p
1682A

0.510 A/p
1698A

0.491 A/p
1632 A

0.474A/p
1577A

Notes:
- If you wish to obtain spectra from 8000A and above a red blocking filter (610nm)
must be used to avoid the 2nd order overlap spectrum.
- Do not turn the dial micrometer wavelength more away than 14 mm.
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The spectrograph built by the author

KAF-8300M quantum efficiency
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For many good reasons the spectrograph is now static inside a special box and receives
light from the telescope through an optical fiber, without the need to be attached to the
telescope.
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PRACTICALINSTRUMENTATION
* Slit orientation: To avoid atmospheric refraction losses, the slit must be aligned along the
parallactic angle. This is the angle position corresponding to a vertical slit position on the
horizon. Thus, atmospheric refraction occurs along the slit without loss spectrum.
If we usually work on objects near the meridian, we can align the slit just on the Declination
axis (North-South)

Chromatic dispersion and angular star size at different distances from the zenith (z)

* It is not advisable to observe objects within 15 ° above the horizon because the atmospheric
refraction is noticeable and in addition we have a differential absorption intensity e.g..
significant attenuation in the blue portion of the spectrum.
* At the observatory we use two slits: 26.4 um that provides optimal performance with seeing
from 1.5"to 3" and a 62 um slit, which is used for large area objects such as comets, nebulae
or galaxies.
* According to the seeing and focal length (3257mm. for RC 406) we have the following
image sizes on the slit:
1.5” 24 um
3,0” 47 um.
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* The general purpose slit of 26.4 um. projects an image onto the CCD detector equal to:
26.4 * (56.5/120) = 12.4 um (2.3 pixels) hence... (12.4/5.4) * 0.5 = 1.15 Angstrom
To meet the Nyquist criterion, the slit projected onto the detector (12.4 um)
should be equal to 2 pixels. The SXVR-H18 camera has a 5.4 um pixels so:
5.4 x 2 = 10.8 um. this produces a slight "oversampling" that is not harmful.
* Slit of 62 um for extended objects.
62 * (56.5/120) = 29.19 um (5.4 pixels) equal (29.19/5.4) * 0.5 = 2.70 Angstrom
*The resolving power depends directly on the number of lines in the diffraction grating and
the effective working surface of the grating. lp= 1800lines/mm, diameter=32mm
*If we use a camera control software like Maxim DL is suggested to binning 2X the Y axis
in order to get a higher SNR line.

HOW CAN WE TRACK?
The guidance of spectrograph on a point object (star) is very critical, because you have
to center the star on a narrow slit of 26um.
In the observatory we use the R120 ED telescope as a guider telescope and Maxim DL as a
software controller with a precision of...
0.00054(1/10 pixel size centroid) * 206265/840 (focal length)= 0.13 arcsec

HOW CAN WE FOCUS?
It is advisable to enlarge the image spectra (400%) and focus carefully to maximize the in
flow into the spectrometer to achieve a high SNR. If a horizontal black shadow appears
along the spectrum center, is certainly indicative that the telescope is out of focus
(reflecting telescopes). If one end of the spectrum appears blurred or larger than the rest, it
stems from the fact that the star is not properly centered over the slit.
For calibration spectra approach, is best to use the Moon (reflection solar spectrum) or a
bright star of spectral type K, M, which have abundant absorption lines.
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WHAT IS THE CORRECT EXPOSURE?
To calculate the correct exposure, make a short exposure between 10 to 100 sec. (time is
depending of what magnitude we need) and measure the maximum number of counts
(ADU's) on the spectral area of our interest (avoid hot pixels).
Since exposure should be proportional to the number of counts, we can calculate how many
seconds you need to get a count of 10,000 to 20,000ADU's (remember that Vspec not
handle images with ADU's of more than 32,767)

RECOMMENDED EXPOSURES AT RC406 PRIMARY FOCUS
Arcturus mag: -0.05
K2III
30 sec.
Vega mag:
0.03
A0Va
30 sec.
Altair mag:
0.76
A7IV
30 sec.
Antares mag: 1.0
M1Ib
40 sec.
Castor mag: 1.8
A2Vm
60 sec.
delta Scorpii mag: 2.3 B02IV
120 sec.
mu1 Scorpio mag: 3.0
B1V
150 sec.
star of mag:
3.0 B1V DEC: -38º 200 sec
star of mag:
3.7 M2III
250 sec.
star of mag:
5.0 Nova
300 sec.
star of mag:
8.6 B9
2x 600 sec.
---------------------------------------------------------------------Uranus mag: 5.8
600 sec.
M42 mag: 5.0
180 sec.
M8 mag: 6.0
300 sec.
M57 mag: 8.8
300 sec.
Comet 17P/Holmes 2x 600 sec.
The limit spectra magnitude of the RC406 telescope using a SXVR-H18 CCD camera and
3x600 sec. exposure is about 9th magnitude (SNR=133)

EXPOSURE FOR DOME FLATS
200 sec. exposure (or 100sec, in Y binning=2x) using a 150 W halogen lamps more a blue
filter CT 201 (2800K conversion to 5700K) and using a 26um slit size.

EXPOSURE TIMES FOR REFERENCE SPECTRUM (26um slit, Y binning=2x)
Krypton Pen–Ray lamp: 60 sec.
Neon Pen-Ray lamp:
3 sec.
Moon(solar spectra):Full= 2 sec. Quarter= 10 sec.
Glow starter lamp: 3-6 mm= 60 sec. 9-12 mm= 30sec.
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SPECTRUM ACQUISITION
For the study of line profile is enough to take a reference spectra (Neon or Krypton) and a
separated object spectra, but if we are interested in a very accurately Doppler measure, just
in this case, it’s best to mix the two signals (object + reference) in the same image.
1.-Get and save the required calibrating images of bias, darks and flats using Maxim DL
"Bias" images
Take 20 images with the minimum possible integration time (0.1 sec) in auto dark mode
and use the mean (average) to combine and create a "master bias". You only have to apply
the bias correction to flat images.
"Dark" images
Take 10 dark images of the same duration of the light (if possible) and combine them with
the "Sigma Clip" Maxim DL option, with normalization, to create a "master dark".
"Flat field" images
Take 10 images "dome flat" in auto dark mode, correct the bias and combine them with the
median option to make a "master flat". Keep in mind that exposure time of "flat" in
spectroscopy is much higher than in normal CCD imaging because the input to the
spectrograph is a very thin slit.
*Note: The flat field correction in a well made designed spectrograph (with few or minimal
defects) may be un necessary or at least questionable.

The flat field image is a bit "hard" because although it is used for like the normal imaging
of stellar fields: vignetting correction, dust, differences in sensitivity of the pixels, etc., also
corrects the instrumental response (the CCD response and diffraction grating response and
other optical aberrations). Also it’s superimpose down spectrum halogen lamp calibration
spectrum (a typical "black body" curve) but since the spectrum of the lamp is usually much
softer than the instrumental response of spectrograph, the result of applying the correction
always "smoothing" the spectrum.

To be strictly correct for photometry/spectroscopy, flats should be exposed so the counts in the
brightest pixels are still be in the linear region. You then sum enough flats so the total counts
are high enough such that applying the flat correction does not significantly add to the noise in
the spectrum (eg say a SNR of say 500/pixel in the flat would need a total of 500^2
electrons/pixel on average = 250000 electrons)
(credit Stan Moore)
Attention:
Spectrum of a flat image is not uniform due to the spectral response of the halogen lamp
(see chart below )so you have to apply- if possible- a blue light correction filter CT201 to
at least partially compensate for this effect.
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This problem can be essential if we want to correct a low-resolution spectra. Example: like
the entire visible spectrum. Another alternative possibility instead of using a blue filter is
the use of a battery of five or six LED-type lamps.
We can compensate the lack of spectral uniformity of the halogen lamp and the differential
extinction of the atmosphere at different wavelengths by dividing the spectrum of a
reference star (Vega) by the spectrum of the same spectral class in Vspec library.

Spectrum ofa halogen lampand filter CT 201. Converts tungsten (2800K)
to photographic daylight (5700K) (credit Christian Buil)

1.- Aiming the telescope to the object.
2. - Take one reference spectrum. NOT MOVE THE TELESCOPE
3. -Picked up the number of object spectra we want. NOT MOVE THE TELESCOPE
4. - Take one reference spectrum. Check both reference spectra (begin, last) for a
coincidence. If not, we have to repeat step 3 to 5
5.-Repeat steps 2 through 5 for each object.
6. -Align and stack the object spectra(Maxim DL) with any of the following
procedures:
- “Add” if images are not noisy and we try to detect a very faint spectra.
- "Sigma-reject combine" if we want the best procedure for a balanced image or
use the "median combine” with normalization, if we have strokes of cosmic rays.

Remember that the basic purpose of stacking is always increasing the SN ratio!
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SPECTRUM CALIBRATION
* Maxim DL process
1) Divide the results of image minus dark spectrum by the flat field image
2) Subtract the sky background (pixel Math function) to ensure that we have an ADU
background value nearly zero.
3) Remove cosmetic defects, like: hot pixels and cosmic rays.
4) If necessary, apply the function FFT high pass filter medium.
5) Since in a spectrogram do not need the entire image provided by the CCD, we have
to "crop" the image in a long strip. The crop is: Y axis width at 100 pixels, X axis remain
at 3326 pixels long.

Notes:
If we are to use the Vspec to analyze our spectra, note that we must make a down scaling if
the images have more than 32767+ADU's in order to not saturate the software.
Check that calibration lines are at the same point before and at the end of the session (is
normal a 0.2 to 0.3 Angstrom displacements in a period of 2 to 4h). Otherwise, you must
manually adjust each spectrum.
It's highly recommended to begin observation session taking the spectrum of a reference
star like Vega, Altair, Castor or Regulus, in order to check that our entire system is in
perfect condition and get the data for obtaining the instrumental response.
There are excellent programs for the treatment of astronomical spectra available but the
author has only tried the following: Visual Spec http://www.astrosurf.com/vdesnoux/
and BASS https://uk.groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/astrobodger/info
I invite readers to check for yourself which one fits your needs better
*Spectrometry (Vspec)
We need to know the exact wavelength of each item line of our spectrum hence we must
use the maximum available lines to calibrate the spectrum (the minimum would be three
that gets a 2nd order adjustment). A greater number of reference lines mean greater
accuracy in our measurement.

24 reference lines are used in the Neon "9 mm" spectrograph sector.
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*Radiometry (Vspec)
Next we have to choose between normalize the continuum or apply the instrumental
correction:
With normalization of the continuum
Luckily, in most of the works the instrumental response is not a critical issue, because we
are only interested in the intensity of the lines relative to the continuum, so it is sufficient to
normalize the continuum to 1 to eliminate the problems of instrument response, spectrum of
the halogen lamp, atmospheric extinction, etc. This is achieved by dividing the spectrum by
a "smoothed itself” version in which the lines have been removed and there is only the
continuum. Typically we "normalize" the continuum (value = 1.0) at 5500 Angstrom.
- Use the "compute continuum" function on an image of type *.spc (calibrated spectrum
photometrical) score with points the profile of the continuum with the mouse, and smooth
the curve obtained using the slider until there are no "no mountains or valleys "only an
average line of the curve. Now click on the "replace" option "intensity" (blue line) and
temporarily save this continuum intensity profile file with the name for example: tmp.spc
(the curve remains open in a window)
-Open again our spectrum *.spc (shown in a new window). Make copies on the continuum
window tmp * spc and paste on the spectrum. Click once with the mouse over the blue
curve (spectrum) and use the "Divide a profile by profile" function to divide the spectrum
curve and the continuum curve. Now we get a nearly horizontal profile normalized to the
continuum with many lines. Save the result.
-Removal Terrestrial atmospheric lines using the "H2O correction" function.
Notice that only H2O lines are removed, not O2 lines
Attention: In some radial velocity measurements are interesting to use atmospheric lines
as a reference spectra (if the spectrograph resolution allows that).
We can make the automatic procedure"AutoH2Ocorrection "or follow the manual
procedure "H2O correction". Ensure to not submit "spikes "or noise.
The parameters are as follows:"Sigma" is the line width and "intensity" which is the line
depth.
For stars with airmass= 2 we have S= 13 I =0.0012 line shift =9.0
If the above procedure does not work, check that we have selected one of the following
files in "Options- Atmosphere": The H2O5.dat containing information in the environment
close to the lines of Na and H-alpha or the H2O geisa.dat that has much more information
and is extending to the IR.
Change the "intensity" (blue line) using the "replace" function by the result of the division
(green line). Save the file as "object.spc"
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With instrumental correction....
To compare spectra obtained on different computers and determine its absolute intensity is
a need a radiometric correction. The raw intensity of the spectral profile depends not only
on the physical characteristics of the observed object, is also dependent on the spectral
sensitivity of the detector used and the attenuation caused by the atmosphere.
It is assumed that the spectrum is calibrated spectro-photometrically so below we perform
the following steps:
1.-Get the instrumental correction by dividing the file "object to.spc" pattern spectrum with
some of the following sources:
The Visual Spec standard spectra library
It is a data base of 131different spectral class. This base comes from the "Centre de données
Stellaire of Strasbourg". The data is in text.dat format and the wavelength range from1,200
to 10,600A.The intensity is normalized to approximately 5,500 A
Select the range that we are interested in the following links:
http://www.sc.eso.org/santiago/uvespop/bright_stars_uptonow.html
http://www.eso.org/sci/observing/tools/uvespop/interface.html
To process UVES spectra files with spec, follow the directions in the following tutorial:
http://www.astrosurf.com/vdesnoux/tutorial8.htmloruse the following tutorial extract..
In the star of your interests select "plot" option
- Select ascii file and the range of the desired wavelength. Select "plot"
-Select option "Text output" and "save as" changing the extension *txt
by *.uvs. Now we can work with this file in Vspec.

Copy any of the A or B above spectra with Copy / Paste the "edition" function on our
spectrum "objeto.spc" and if necessary, adjust line matching for possible Doppler effect
with the "translate". Divide the previous file "objeto.spc" by the pattern spectrum. Don’t
activate the "normalize and replace" function.
Change the principal series of "intensity" by the result of this division. If after division of
the curve is it "cut" at the beginning or at the end, we must make a "crop" and eliminate this
discontinuity. Temporarily saves this file.
- Use of "compute continuum" function on the previous file and score points with the
mouse over the continuum profile. Smooth the curve obtained using the slider until there
are “no mountains, no valleys” just an average line on the curve. Now click on the
"replace" option "intensity" (blue line) and save this instrumental response file as
"response.spc".
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Now we can get the true curve of the object, dividing the raw spectrum of the object by the
"response.spc" (do copy / paste of the file "response.spc" on raw spectrum of the object).
This file is good to process all spectra obtained during the night and is stable for several
months if the instrumental is not changed. If our spectrograph has several areas or
wavelength sectors, each sector needs to have its own “response.spc” file.

2.-Suppression of terrestrial atmospheric lines. We can make the automatic procedure
"Auto H2O correction" or follow the subsequent procedures "H2O correction".
Note that only H2O and O2 lines are removed.
Try to not introduce "spikes" or noise. The parameters are: "Sigma" is the line width and
"intensity" the line depth. For stars with airmass = 2 we have: S = 13I = 0.0012
Line
shift = 9.0 (data are variable dependent of the atmosphere)
If the above procedure does not work, check that we have selected one of the following
files in "Options- Atmosphere": The H2O5.datcontaining information of the environment
close to Na and H-alpha lines. The H2Ogeisa.dat has much more information and also
extends to the IR.
Replace the "intensity" (blue line) using the "replace" function with the result of the
division (green line). Saving the fully calibrated "objeto.spc" file.
Notes:
The intensities of the telluric lines found in Vspec lists are not accurate when the
spectrograph is pointing at low altitude (near horizon), in this case is better to get our
"telluric" spectrum from stars of type O or B divided by the UVES equivalent spectrum
data base. Alternatively to the previous option, you can also edit the list and manually
increase the intensity of the lines by a 2x factor.
* In order to calculate accurately the continuum , please check that tab, “Options >
References> Continuum”, we keep lambda values that are within our range and lines
are absent (if we are in the H-alpha region, between 6685 and 7715 A. is OK ).

3.-Flow Calibration (only for special measures)
4.-Atmospheric absorption(only for objects at low altitude over the horizon).See....
http://www.astrosurf.com/aras/extinction/calcul.htm
5. To remove noise and equalize the ends of the spectrum apply a wavelet filter type
"Mexican Hat".
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HOW TO MEASURE THE RESOLUTION (R)?

Resolution of a spectrograph means the ability to separate lines very close together. The
way to measure the effective resolution is to take a calibration spectrum (for example,
neon) and measuring the FWHM of an isolated line using the appropriate software: spc
Audace, Vspec, and calculate the resolution using the following equation:
R= lambda/FWHM
It may seem odd not to take the measure of the FWHM directly on the spectrum of the
object we are interested in (note that the FWHM is independent of the seeing) but the
reason is that real object FWHM spectrum can be possibly altered by the effect of rotation
because all stars rotate and expand their width lines.
Example: Neon calibration line lambda = 6598.953A
FWHM found= 1.20 A (* Notes)
R= 6598.953 / 1.20

R= 5500

*Notes
- The FWHM shall to be approximately equal to the width of the slit projected by the
optical system on to the CCD (theoretical value in Tacande, La Palma=1.15A).
- The minimum separable wavelength (two lines) is the FWHM.
- We need a spectral resolution of at least 0.1 to 0.2A if we want to detect variations in a
line profile shape.

WHAT SNR WE NEED IN SPECTROSCOPY?
*To determine the red shift in quasar spectra: 10
*For large spectrum covering the entire visible: 20-30
* For definition of spectra lines>= 100
* For detect star quakes (seismology)> 300
The value of SNR= 10 is the minimum possible to correctly identify the lines,
but with such a low SNR, the spectrum could be very noisy. Don’t try to use a
Gaussian filter to "smooth". This action is not recommended, instead is much
better to acquiring a binning spectra or increasing exposure time, or use a
narrow slit, if the seeing permits.
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HOW TO MEASURE SNR?
Get the average value of the "continuum" (average listing without jumps) and divide by the
noise level (standard deviation) obtained on any portion of the spectrum without
absorption lines.
An alternative method to know the SNR spectral profile is to use a software like the
spread sheet for compute limit magnitude and a S/N of a given spectrograph
http://www.astrosurf.com/buil/us/compute/compute.htm
Increasing the exposure time, the SNR is increased as well as using a CCD camera with
less noise (thermal or reading noise).

HOW TO MEASURE THE EQUIVALENT WIDTH (EW) OF A LINE?
The EW is an indication of the spectral line activity and this parameter can be taken from
the physical conditions of the emitting layer. Visualization of the temporal variations of the
EW is a way to see the changes that occur.
The equivalent width (EW) value represents the integration of the area held by a line within
a small rectangle bounded by the continuum. The height of the rectangle is adjusted equal
to 1on the X axis to the continuum and the width of the rectangle is the EW in Angstroms.
The great advantage of EW against the "classical" maximum intensity measuring is their
independency from the spectrograph resolution.
We can also get the EW using the appropriate software like Vspec or spcAudace.

INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THE PROFILE LINE
The following processes have a distinct influence on the shape of the line and are thus
directly measurable:
-The rotational speed of a star flattens and broadens the line.
-The temperature and density of the stellar atmosphere broaden the line.
-Macro turbulence in the stellar atmosphere broadens the line.
-The instrumental response broadens the line.
-In the presence of strong magnetic fields (like sunspots) the lines are divided in two.
-Electric fields produce similar splitting phenomena.
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GENERAL USE OF A SPECTROGRAPH
*Measurements of radial velocity
To calculate the relative speed of an object using the Doppler- Fizeau effect we must follow
the following steps:
1. -Select the most convenient line to measure (H-alpha, H-beta, D1-D2 Na, Ca C/K, Fe)
2. - If a lamp calibration is used, take one calibration spectra at the beginning and one at
the end of observation. Merge both and check for a non displacement (=< 2 pixels)
between them, if more than 2 pixels discard the images and repeat again.
3.-Carefullycalibrate the spectrum using an external reference source: Krypton, Neon. Note:
In precise Doppler measurements atmospheric lines can be used for calibration if
the spectrograph has enough resolution to detect them.
4.- Load the calibrated profile in Vspec with „File/Open Profile―
5. - Mark with click and drag a measuring range around the line to be measured (including
both lateral wings) and activate the magnifying glass icon.
6.- Start the measurement with ―Spectrometry/Gaussian Fit―. Now it appears the Gaussian
line model in brown color.
At the same time the required wavelength of the profile appears on a blue pop-up panel
under "Bary" (barycenter), together with the FWHM value. The "Gaussian fit" function
provides to a high degree plausible as well as reproducible results. Some profiles are
undetectable with "Gaussian fit" to estimate the wavelength, if so, the highly zoomed
profile must be manually "scanned" with the cursor under observation with the Vspec
header.

7.- If required, reduce this topocentrically measured radial velocity to the commonly used
heliocentric position with Visual spec. For this purpose the mean orbital velocity of the
earth around the sun (about 30km/s) and finally the influence of the Earth's rotation on the
measured radial velocity, must be compensated. Visual Spec enables this process using
"Spectrometry/Heliocentric correction―. This reduces the measured topocentric radial
velocity of the investigated object, to the heliocentric velocity.

8.-Applythe following equation(assuming we choose the H-alpha line) for obtaining the
radial velocity:
Doppler effect (Km/sec)= (position H-alpha – 6562.852/6562.852) * 300,000
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Spectroscopic Binaries
In these stars, the lines seem waves oscillating from red to blue side. When the secondary
star is bright enough, you will see the spectrum unfolded. To observe this evolution choose
the most intense line of the Balmer series. This basically depends on the spectral type.
The H-alpha line is prominent in stars type A,F and G, and H-beta line is intense in classes
O and B.
The maximum detected RV(K) speed in 5 consecutive observations
using Doppler shift was 190 Km/sec. in good agreement with the
accepted value of 185 Km/sec.

More information:

The 9th Catalogue of Spectroscopic Binary Orbits
http://sb9.astro.ulb.ac.be/
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*Rotational speed measurements
We can also determine the rate of expansion or rotation, by measuring the increase in width
(FWHM) of a line by applying the equation:
v (Km/sec)= FWHM * c / lambda

vvvRotation effect againts the H- beta line width

(credit Olivier Thizy)
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*Planetary rotation
We can determine the speed of rotation of a planet placing the slit aligned on planet equator
and measure the inclination presented by lines

Saturn’s equatorial spectra and reference lines. Tacande, La Palma Observatory
The equation that relates all parameters involved is the following...
d-lambda / lambda = v / c
(d-lambda): differential wavelength
lambda: used wavelength
c: speed light, Km/sec.
v: measured speed, Km/sec.
Given that a planet reflects light from the Sun and the light travels twice the speed (v) must
be divided by 2 as well we measured between the end sides of the planet the speed is also
half. So we must divide (v) by a factor 4 (v/4)
The heliocentric correction is not applicable to this case because we measure the
differential lambda between end sides of a planet.

Plank – Wien law
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SUN SPECTRUM G2V type

Ca IK: 3968.5 A
Ca I H: 3933.7 A
H-delta h:4101.7 A
Ca g: 4226.7 A
Fe, Ca G: 4308 A
H-gamma f : 4340.5 A Sector “3mm”
Fe I : 4404.8 A
H-beta F:4861.3 A
Fe c: 4958 A
Mg I b4: 5167.3 A Sector “6mm”
Mg I b2: 5172.7 A
Mg I b1: 5183.6 A
Fe E: 5270 A
Na I D2: 5890.0 A Sector “9mm”
Na I D1: 5895.9 A
Ca I : 6122.2 A
O2 Molecular bands between: 6276-6287 A
H-alpha C: 6562.852 A
O2 molecular bands B: 6869-6884 A Sector “12mm”
H2O molecular bands: from 7180 A and up
O2 molecular bands: between 7594 – 7620 A

The name "Sector "is referred to spectrograph. Please see page 160.
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Hertzsprung-Russell diagram
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Vega (alpha Lyra) spectrum

(credit Christian Buil)

Most characteristic features of the above objects are temperature depending

SPECTRAL LINES IN STELLAR ATMOSPHERES (Angstroms)
H6562.852
H4861.342
H4340.475
H4101.748
H3970.072
H3889
H3885
H3647
He II 4541.6
He II 4685.7
He II 5411.5
He I 4388
C III 5696
C III 4650
C IV 5806
C IV 5812
[OIII] 5006.8
[OIII] 4363.2
[OIII] 4958.9

He I 7065
He I 4471.6
He I 4713.3
He I 4922
He I 5015
He I 5048
He I 5876
He I 6677.6

[OII] 7319
[OII] 7330
[OI] 6300
O III 5592
N IV 4058

Fe I 4308 Mg I 5184
Fe I 4384
Mg I 5173
Fe I 4668 Mg I 5169
Fe I 4958 Mg I 5167
Fe I 5270
Fe I 6430.8
Fe III 5353.8
Fe II 5100

N V 4618
N III 4634
NIII 4640
N V 4603

[NII] 6548
[NII] 6583
[NII] 5755

Na I 5889.950
Na I 5895.924

Ca I 3968.500
Ca I 3933.700
Ca I 4227

[SII] 6716
[NeIII] 3969
[SII] 6731
[NeIII] 3869
[NeIII] 3342

Note: In general the above lines are absorption lines but C and N are frequently emission
lines.
(credit B. MAUCLAIRE 2007 )

Other useful lines
O I (air glow)……………………………………… 5577.338
Na I (median low resolution)……………………… 5891.400
Na Ib (high resolution)............................................ 5889.950
Na Ia (high resolution)........................................... 5895.924
O I (air glow)………………………………..……… 6300.304
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Main nebular lines and relative intensity with reference to the H-beta line (I = 100)
line nebula
Planetary M42
Spectrograph sector
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------H-gamma 4340 A
I= 40
I= 44
He III
4686 A
I=40
I= n/a

----------------------------------------------------------------------------H-beta 4861.34 A
I= 100
I= 100
O III 4958.95 A
I= 300
I= 112 Sector “5.5”4744 – 6442A
O III 5006.88 A
I= 800
I= 340
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------O I 6300 A
I= 30
I= 22
S III 6300 A
I= 30
I= 22
OI
6364 A
I= 10
I= 1
N II 6548 A
I= 70
I= 15
H-alpha 6562.852 A I= 400
I= 300 Sector “9”5802 – 7434A
N II 6584 A
I= 150
I= 50
He I 6678 A
I= 12
I=18
SII 6716 A
I= 15
I=15
SII 6731 A
I= 15
I=15
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Ar III 7136 A
I= 50
I=12
O II 7319 - 7330 A I= 50
I=12
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------(credit Astrophysical Quantities)

M57 spectrum(orange). Pollution (white). Airglow(green)

(credit Christian Buil)

Spectral lines in planetary nebulae
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Spectral lines of some nebulae (credit John Talbot)

Quasar 3C273 spectrum

(credit Christian Buil)
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ATOMS, MOLECULES AND IONS OBSERVED IN COMETS
Na, 5889, 5895 A, N2+ CH, NH, OH, NH2
OI, 6300 A,OH+
C2, 4697, 5161(Green), 5590 A, CO+
C3, 3992, 4050 A,CO2+
CN, 3880 A, CH+
Continuum centered on 6840 A
We need from 3800A to 6500A to cover most cometary lines. For this, it is necessary
to use the DADOS spectrograph with the 200lp/mm diffraction grating

C/2001 Q4 comet spectra

C/2007 N3 Lulin comet spectra

(credit Christian Buil)

(credit Christian Buil)
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BACKGROUND SPECTRAL LINES IN LA PALMA SKY (2004)

Old “C” sector Contamination:

Old “D” sector

Hg 5460A Airglow: O I 5577A

Contamination: Na 5889,950 -5895,924 A

The two previous spectrograms were obtained in Tacande, La Palma Observatory in
exposures of 15m. at 45º ZD toward the East horizon (Santa Cruz). No natural
contamination was found inOI6302 or OI 6364A (Airglow)?
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CARBON STARS
Mu Cephei (Herschel's Garnet Star)
Right ascension

21h 43m 30.4609

Declination

+58° 46′ 48.166″

Apparent magnitude (V)

+4.08 (3.43 - 5.1

R Leporis (Hind's Crimson Star):
Right ascension

04h 59m 36.3487

Declination

−14° 48′ 22.518″

Apparent magnitude (V)

5.5 to 11.7

V Hydrae:
Right ascension

10h 51m 37.25661

Declination

−21° 15′ 00.3245″

Apparent magnitude (V)

6.0 - 12.3

V Cygni : V Cygni is a carbon Mira (C 5.3e-C7.4e),
Bands of CN and C2 dominate the spectrum. H alpha was in emission:
RA: 20h 41m 18.28

DEC: +48° 08` 28.9"
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Y Canum Venaticorum (The Superba):

(credit AAVSO)
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THE 20 BRIGHTEST WOLF RAYET STARS
SAO

WR

R.A.

Dec

Type

Mag(V)

219504

11

08:09:32

-47:20:12

WC8

1.74

227425

79ª

16:54:59

-41:09:03

WN9ha

5.29

252162

48

13:08:07

-65:18:23

WC6

5.88

238353

22

10:41:18

-59:40:37

WN7h

6.44

238394

24

10:43:52

-60:07:04

WN6ha

6.49

227328

78

16:52:19

-41:51:16

WN7h

6.61

69402

133

20:05:57

+35:47:18

WN5

6.7

172546

6

06:54:13

-23:55:42

WN4

6.94

227390

79

16:54:19

-41:49:12

WC7

6.95

49491

140

20:20:27

+43:51:16

WC7pd

7.07

227822

90

17:19:29

-45:38:24

WC7

7.45

69592

136

20:12:06

+38:21:18

WN6(h)

7.65

251264

40

11:06:17

-65:30:35

WN8h

7.85

69755

138

20:17:00

+37:25:24

WN5

8.1

69833

139

20:19:32

+38:43:54

WN5

8.1

238408

25

10:44:10

-59:43:11

WN6h

8.14

69677

137

20:14:32

+36:39:40

WC7pd

8.15

186341

111

18:08:28

-21:15:11

WC5

8.23

69541

134

20:10:14

+36:10:35

WN6

8.23

251296

42

11:10:04

-60:58:45

WC7

8.25

credit The Seventh Catalogue of Galactic Wolf-Rayet Stars (van der Hucht, K.A. 2001)
* In bold, the stars visible from Astropriorat
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Interesting notes
Rescaling is a simple multiplication by a constant value of the full spectrum. This is
interesting to do when you have multiple spectra to compare, rescaling them allow an
easier comparison. You can rescale your spectrum anytime, this does not change the
information included in as we do relative spectroscopy; ie: we are looking at spectral
features relatively to the continuum (or relatively to another spectral feature on the same
spectrum). Absolute spectroscopy is another game... and much more complex.
Anyway, what is important is that the information from the stellar photosphere or any
emission by material surrounding the star is included within a continuous spectrum (the
continuum) which is emitted by the star itself. So to analyse the absorption from the
photosphere or the emission from a disk (for exemple), you would want to get ride of the
continuum.
This can be done by modeling the continuum by using the portion where there is no
spectral feature (easy on hot stars... almost impossible on cool stars) and adjusting a
continuous curve within those portions and applying it to the full spectrum. This is the
function called "continuum extraction" in VisualSpec.
Once the continuum is extracted, you simply divide your spectrum by the continuum to get
the remaining, ie the absorption from photosphere and emission from a disk for exemple.
Note that we divide and not substract! the photosphere does not substract light but it block
some portion of it.
Well, you could go further and model the photosphere to remove it and just extract the
emission portion of your spectrum. this is what is done sometimes during spectral analysis.
What is critical is to understand that some processing can be done by anyone. For exemple,
if you send your spectrum to Robin or myself, we could both adjust & remove the
continuum, both simulate and remove the absorption, both calculate the quantity of energy
within the emission...
But other processing can be done only by you because you have the raw files. For exemple
correcting your spectrum from instrumental response: you need to take a reference star
with your equipement and rextract your instrumental response to correct your spectra.
It is important when sharing spectra to the community to correct them from your own
instrumental default, but to leave in everything that can be done by anyone such as telluric
lines removal or continuum removal (normalisation). Reason is that better technic may
exist in the future to do this; and one person doing it for all spectra would be mode
consistency in the final results.
Of course, you can do it to analyse your spectra yourself (you have to do it!); but make sure
to share the right processing level spectrum (level 1c as per definition:
http://astrosurf.com/aras/data_products_en/def.htm) (credit Olivier Thizy)
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The standard star is used to correct the shape of the continuum (to correct
the spectrum for the flat lamp spectrum and atmospheric extinction) If you
do not need to know the continuum you do not need a reference star, just
normalise to a fit to the continuum.
(Note it is often stated that the standard star is needed to correct for the
instrument response. This is not correct. The flat corrects for this,but
leaves the flat lamp spectrum instead)
If you do need to know the shape of the continuum you need to do two things:
1. Correct for the flat lamp spectrum. To do this you should take a standard
star spectrum to match the flat and always take a new standard star
spectrum when you take a new flat (This because the flat lamp spectrum can
change with time)
2. Correct for atmospheric extinction. To do this you must take standard
star spectra at different elevations. Read Christian Buil's method on the
ARAS website to see how to do this
http://www.astrosurf.com/aras/extinction/calcul.htm

Standard form for spectroscopy
Object /magnitude
Spectral type
Coordinates (2000.0)
Telescope
Focal length / f/ratio
Site / Location

CCD/ Spectrograph details
Integration details
Date(d/m/y) / Time (UTC)/
Moon phase %
Airmass
Spectral calibration
Reference source
Calibration method
Software
Operator/s
Comments

Corot Be target HD 181231 / 8.55
B5Ive
RA: 19h 19m 42.4s DEC: -00º 02 ’59.5”
Ritchey Cretien 0.406 m
3257 mm
8.0
Astropriorat Observatory
Longitude: 00g 51m 49.89s E
Latitude: 41º 07’ 24.02” N
Height: 380 m.
Starlight Xpress SXVR-H18 R: 5076
0.5A/pixel slit 26um
2 x 600 sec.
22/01/2022
01:15
70
1.55
Vspec library
Neon, Pen-Ray
24 multiple lines
Maxim DL, Vspec
Joan Genebriera
seeing : 3”
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DADOS ESPECTROGRAPH

It is an initiation spectrograph designed by Baader Planetarium and developed at the Max
Planck Institute for Extraterrestrial Physics in Garching, Germany.
It has a resolution R: 5,000 (maximum) that allows accurate spectral classification of stars
in the entire visible and near-infrared spectral range (350 nm - 950 nm) when using a CCD
camera of the ST-8300M type or any other scientific camera in B / W.
The slit of this spectrograph has the peculiarity of being triple, which allows choosing the
most convenient slit according to the object and the seeing conditions.

50um

25um

35um

SLIT
Direct vision of the object with the eyepiece or webcam, allows positioning and monitoring
during observation. The spectroscope is optimized for telescopes at f /10 but works fine
between f / 7 at f / 12
Four diffraction gratings are available to provide the spectrograph with all the research
possibilities but the most used are 200 and 600 lp/mm:
Grating
Micrometer (mm)
(lp/mm)
200
2,50
600
2,25
900
1,50
1200
0,50
*note. Using the ST-8300M camera

Range (Angstrom)

Bandwidth (Angstrom)*

3147 - 10347
3885- 6770
5188 - 7125
5852 - 7396

7200
2885
1937
1544
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The desired wavelength range can be selected using a precision micrometer screw.

Solar spectrum over the three slits taken with the DADOS and the 600 lp/mm
diffraction grating



DADOS: Baader Neon Calibration lamp
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Neon 600 l/p (20 lines) micrometer at 2.25 mm

25um slit

Time exposure: 0.5 sec

5852.4879
5881.8952
5944.8342
5975.5340
6029.9969
6074.3377
6096.1631
6143.0626
6163.5939
6217.2812
6266.4950
6304.7889
6334.4278
6382.9917
6402.2480
6506.5281
6532.8822
6598.9529
6678.2762
6717.0430

Å
Å
Å
Å
Å
Å
Å
Å
Å
Å
Å
Å
Å
Å
Å
Å
Å
Å
Å
Å
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*Total weight, DADOS + camera + equipment= 2.6 Kg.
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The addition of a Baader-FlipMirror II Star Diagonal (BFM II) with three ports in front
of the spectrograph allow the easy use an optional calibration lamp for quick calibration
of spectra without removing the spectrograph.
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Appendix A, Reference calibration lamps
In the observatory we employ PEN-RAY type lamps. A Neon lamp for wavelengths near
the red spectrum and Krypton lamp for wavelengths near the Blue side of the spectrum.
These lamps are provided with a precise data for each emission line.
It is recommended that the calibration source match the optical axis and has the same focal
ratio of the telescope. In our case we injected light on the slit either from calibration lamps
Ne/Kr PEN-RAY type through an optical fiber and the Baader-FlipMirror II Star Diagonal
(BFM II).
PEN-RAY lamp

Other alternatives are:
- The use of an external lamp (Neon) in front of the telescope aperture to obtain accurate
measurements of wavelength Doppler shift. At list two lamps (quite bright) have to be
installed at 180 degrees away in the extended plane, spanned by the spectrograph slit and
the optical axis of the telescope, take care to install as indicated. Some observers use the
Neon lamp "Filly" from the company Habitat.
- The use of lamp RELCO SC480. A glow starter for fluorescent tubes manufactured by the
Italian company RELCO. This lamp contains mostly neon, argon and helium gases but also
other chemicals that produce a lot of lines and that proves to be the perfect lamp type for
Echelon spectrographs, more information on the excellent web:
http: //www.ursusmajor.ch/astrospektroskopie/ richard-walkers-page / by Richard
Walker

RELCO lamp
- Use atmospheric lines(telluric) or light pollution lines (Sodium lamps) both are quite good
for a raw calibration of an astronomical spectrograph.
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SPECTRAL CALIBRATION WITHOUT LAMPS USING OXYGEN OR
ATMOSPHERIC WATER VAPOR LINES AS A REFERENCE
Attention: The telluric lines (O2,H20) can be considered close to the ideal wavelength
calibrator but they do not appear in the entire spectrum and their respective intensity is
conditioned by moisture and airmass (the zenith distance).
By employing telluric lines as a calibrator must consider the following points:
1 - These lines are not subjected to the heliocentric motion of our planet (no Doppler effect
on them).
2 - No telluric lines exist for shorter than 5865 Å wavelength.
3 - It is interesting to use the telluric lines if we are working on a bright star or object (=
<mag: 5 for a telescope of 400 mm)for a long period. The results are in this case, consistent
and stable.
4 - It is not easy to use telluric lines in cool stars of types G, K or M because such star
spectra are quite complex.

Depending on our needs we will use any of following files in the "Atmosphere" option
Vspec.
- File h2o.dat . Contains information about near H-alpha line from 6408 to 6628 A.
- File H2O5. Contains information from 5838 to 6648 A
- File H2o_geisa.dat Contains general information from 4469 to9992 A

We may also use the following natural emission and contamination lines:
O I (air glow)…………………………….………… 5577.338 Å
Na I (median low resolution)……………………… 5891.400 Å
Na Ib (high resolution)............................................ 5889.950 Å
Na Ia (high resolution)........................................... 5895.924 Å
O I (air glow)…………………………..…………….6300.304 Å
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Street lamp spectra (Mercury type)

Street lamp spectra of Sodium high pressure type (credit Christian Buil)
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O2 / H2O Telluric lines

O2 / H2O TELLURIC MOLECULAR BANDS
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(credit Christian Buil)

(credit Christian Buil)
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H20 lines near to H-alpha line
Basically, the telluric spectrum is that part of the spectrum of a celestial object, which
arises in the Earth's atmosphere. In the optical this is mostly molecular absorption due to
O2 and H2O and aurora-like emission lines of O2 and N2. The way to determine it and
eliminate it (at least partially) is by observing the same star once high in the sky (airmass
~1), then once lower in the sky (airmass ~2). It helps if the star has a fairly simple
spectrum (early-type hot star), widened by its own rotation, so its lines look wide and
washed out, in contrast to most of the sharp telluric lines. Then you take the ratio of the
spectrum at high airmass to that at low airmass, whereby the stellar spectrum cancels out,
as long as its spectrum does not vary between the two exposures. And after normalization
(rectification to unity where there are no telluric lines), one has a ready-made telluric
correction spectrum, which can be divided into each individual observed spectrum to
eliminate its telluric lines. It works quite well, with the usual caveats, e.g. if the telluric
spectrum varies between the two telluric exposures (usually not a bad assumption) and
going to the program star. I believe that IRAF has a subroutine to do this.
(credit Christian Buil)
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Krypton lamp “Pen Ray”

Sector “3mm” 3994 – 5676 A

| | ||

9 Krypton lines

|| |

||

4273.969 A
4319.579 A
4362.641 A
4376.121 A
4453.917 A
4463.689 A
4502.353 A
5649.561 A
5672.500 A Krypton?
Saturated lines are omitted
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Sector “6mm” 4890 – 6688 A

11 Krypton lines

||
5562.224 A
5570.288 A
5649.561 A
5672.500 A
5870.914 A
5879.900 A
5993.849 A
6012.200 A
6056.125 A
6421.026 A
6456.288 A

||

||

|| |

| |

the brightest lines in bold
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Main Neon lines

3417.9035
3472.5711
3515.1900
3593.5263
3600.1691
4488.0926
4636.125
4837.3139
5005.1587
5031.3504
5104.7011
5113.6724
5144.9384
5188.6122
5330.7775
5341.0938
5360.0121
5400.5617
5562.7662
5656.5664
5689.8163
5719.2248
5748.2985
5764.4188
5804.4496
5820.1558
5852.4878
5881.895

NeI
NeI
NeI
NeI
NeI
NeI
NeI
NeI
NeI
NeI
NeI
NeI
NeI
NeI
NeI
NeI
NeI
NeI
NeI
NeI
NeI
NeI
NeI
NeI
NeI
NeI
NeI
NeI

5944.8342
5975.534
6029.9971
6074.3377
6096.1631
6128.4499
6143.0626
6163.5939
6217.2812
6266.495
6304.789
6334.4278
6382.9917
6402.246
6506.5281
6532.8822
6598.9529
6678.2764
6717.043
6929.4673
7024.0504
7032.4131
7173.9381
7245.1666
7438.899
7488.8712
7535.7739
8136.4057

NeI
NeI
NeI
NeI
NeI
NeI
NeI
NeI
NeI
NeI
NeI
NeI
NeI
NeI
NeI
NeI
NeI
NeI
NeI
NeI
NeI
NeI
NeI
NeI
NeI
NeI
NeI
NeI

8300.3263
8377.6065
8495.3598
8591.2583
8634.647
8654.3831
8655.522
8679.493
8681.921
8704.111
8771.656
8780.621
8783.75
8830.907
8853.867
8919.5007
9148.672
9201.759
9300.853
9326.507
9425.379
9486.68
9534.163
9665.424
10798.12
10844.54
11143.02

NeI
NeI
NeI
NeI
NeI
NeI
NeI
NeI
NeI
NeI
NeI
NeI
NeI
NeI
NeI
NeI
NeI
NeI
NeI
NeI
NeI
NeI
NeI
NeI
NeI
NeI
NeI

Neon Spectral Line List (C.Buil)
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Neon lamp “Pen Ray”

Sector “9mm” 5795 – 7428 A

|| | | | || || | | ||
5852.488 A 6598.953 A
5881.895 A 6678.276 A
5944.834 A 6717.043 A
5975.534 A 6929.467 A
6029.997 A 7032.413 A
6074.338 A 7173.938 A
6096.163 A 7245.166 A
6143.063 A
6163.594 A
6217.281 A
6266.495 A
6304.789 A
6334.428 A
6382.992 A
6402.246 A
6506.528 A
6532.882 A

||

24 Neon lines

||

|

| |

|

|

|

the brightest lines in bold
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Sector “12mm” 6583 – 8160 A

|

| |

|

|

|

8 Neon lines

|

|

6598.953 A?
6678.276 A ?
6717.043 A
6929.467 A
7032.413 A
7173.938 A
7245.166 A
7438.899 A
the brightest lines in bold
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RELCO SC480 lamp, emision lines atlas
(credit Richard Walker, CH-Rifferswil)
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RELCO LAMP
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RELCO LAMP
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RELCO LAMP
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Appendix B, Fiber optic spectroscopy
About this project:
I want to use the spectrograph build some years ago in my workshop for the new Ritchey Cretien telescope located in Astropriorat Observatory, but the complete set of : CCD
camera, spectrograph, calibration lamps, weights 4.00 Kg. that is quite heavy to use with
the telescope focuser. Therefore is desirable to adapt the spectrograph to a telescope using
fiber optics and keep the spectrograph static inside a thermostatic box

The optical spot size of the telescope (Sky aperture) shall change between 30-60 um
depending of the seeing. The telescope output beam has a F8 angle (NA=0.16). The OF
is the AFS50/125Y multimode 50um, NA= 0.22 with SMA connectors on both ends. The
spectrograph entrance slit width has 45 um and F6 (NA=0.12) the collimator. The system is
designed for working in VIS from 400 to 750 nm.
For coupling into the telescope fiber the NA of the telescope (0.16) is smaller than the NA
of the fiber (0.22) so that is uncritical and should work well. Therefore for coupling the
fiber to the telescope is not necessary any optical adapter lens. Just need the appropriate XY precise mechanical translate device.
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Optical coupling fiber 50um, telescope-spectrograph

The spectrograph and reference lamp box
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The Neon and Krypton reference lamps are focalized on a 200um optical
fiber using a surplus microscope condenser

Optical coupling fiber 200um lamps-spectrograph
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Complete spectrograph system and Flip Mirror II Star Diagonal (BFM II)
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Appendix C, Astronomical seeing and Lucky exposures
The term "seeing" is the image quality from the point of view of air turbulence that affects
the shape and intensity of the light wave we receive from a celestial body.

Airy diffraction disk
We know that the resolving power of a perfect telescope, in the absence of turbulence and
optical aberrations, depends on the diameter D (input pupil) and the wavelength (λ) in
which it is being observed. Because of the diffraction, the image is not a dimensionless
point but has a radius that measures ρ = 1.22 λ /D and hence this is the smallest point we
can see on the focal surface.

ρ

Airy disk

PSF
But there is no perfect telescope and inevitably this will introduce an increase in the
dimensions of the point, the so-called PSF. The PSF (point spread function) is the aspect
that presents a point source once it has passed through our optical system. For example:
When a telescope is checked in the optical shop. In other words, the PSF is how the whole
telescope + detector see what should actually be a point.

PSF from a real optical system
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“Spot Diagram” of a real optical system using geometric optics

FWHM
A telescope provides an image of a star in its focal plane, with a profile of intensities that
can be represented by a Gaussian curve. This is quantified by the FWHM value, which is
the width of the curve at a height corresponding to half the intensity. The value (FWHM) is
indicative of the size of the stars in our image and the resolution we are getting.
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The FWHM value is usually expressed in seconds of arc and takes into account all factors
that alter the perfect Gaussian Airy disc in addition to air turbulence. That is, we have the
following terms:
FWHM = Airy disk + optical aberrations (PSF) + seeing + tracking telescope + focus
Note that although in our CCD image there are stars that are more "big" than others, all
stars of a given exposure have the same FWHM (they only differ by a scale factor). See
the next chart ....
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Astronomical seeing - the standard model
Starlight propagating through the Earth's atmosphere suffers random aberrations as it passes
through regions where there is turbulent mixing of air of different temperatures and hence refractive
indices. Atmospheric sounding experiments at La Palma and elsewhere have shown that such
mixing typically occurs in a small number of layers, each a few tens of meters thick (Vernin, 1994).
The strongest layers, in terms of the resulting optical distortion, are normally at low altitudes, with
the majority of the seeing aberrations typically originating from less than 2km above the telescope.
At the focus of a large telescope the effect of these aberrations is to form a rapidly changing
'speckle' image. The long exposure PSF is then the co-addition of a large number of random
speckle realizations, resulting in an approximately Gaussian PSF with FWHM typically in the
range 0.5 to 2 arcseconds at a good observing site.
The standard model for astronomical seeing, developed largely by Tatarski (1961) and Fried (1965),
is based on the work of Kolmogorov (1941) on atmospheric turbulence. The analysis has been
reviewed in detail by Roddier (1981). The crucial result is that for propagation through turbulence in
the Kolmogorov model the structure function Dp(r) of the wave front phase perturbations p(r) at
ground level scales as separation r to the 5/3 power:
Dp(r) = <[p(r') - p(r'-r)]2> = 6.88 (|r|/r0)5/3
where the scaling length r0 (turbulence scale) known as Fried's parameter, and is a measure of the
strength of the seeing distortions. For this structure function the seeing limited FWHM of the long
exposure PSF for a telescope with diameter much larger than r0 is given by:
FWHM = 0.98 lambda / r0
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where lambda is the wavelength of observation. Since r0 scales as (lambda)6/5 , the image FWHM
has only a weak (lambda-1/5) dependence on wavelength. The typical size of the Fried length at a
good observing site is 10cm at 500nm, which yields a long exposure image width of approximately
1 arcsecond. It is important to note that the observed image FWHM will be equal to that predicted
by this equation only if there is no contribution to image width from other sources such as telescope
focus or tracking errors.
For the theoretical Kolmogorov/Tatarski structure function, seeing distortions of the wavefront
extend to infinitely large spatial scales. In reality an upper limit is imposed by the finite thickness of
the contributing turbulent layers. Hence the 5/3 scaling will apply only to spatial scales smaller than
an upper limit known as the outer scale of turbulence L0. If the outer scale is not much larger than
the telescope aperture diameter, then the image FWHM will be smaller than 0.98 lambda / r0,
particularly at long wavelengths.
Fried's r0 is roughly the average physical dimension of a single isoplanatic patch (a turbulence cell
refracting light in the same direction). Observational results indicate r0 varies from about 2 to 21 cm
for visible wavelengths viewed at the zenith, with 10 cm used as a rule of thumb average value.
Some of the best observing sites in the world average an r0 of 10 to 15 cm, which means that all
telescopes of aperture greater than about 6" would perform at less than their diffraction limits.

(credit ING, La Palma)
* The equivalent diameter r0 of the telescope that achieves its theoretical angular resolution
is called the “Fried parameter”.
* Most of the turbulent layers are at low altitude in the troposphere, between sea level and
2 Km. high.

As pointed out before, the description of the atmospheric wave-induced perturbations was
proposed by Andrei Kolmogorov (1941), known by Kolmogorov model was developed by
Tatarski (1961) and tested by numerous experiments and measurements. This model
assumes that wavefront perturbations are due to variations in the refractive index of the
atmospheric layers directly inducing fluctuations in the phase of the wavefront Φ according
to:
Φ(x) = (2π / λ) W(x)
The important thing of this expression is to emphasize that the wave front, given a seeing,
will vary inversely to the wavelength. Turbulence affects shorter wavelengths longer than
longer wavelengths.
The turbulence present in front of the telescope acts as a mesh
with alveoli or cells of a given size r0, the smaller the more
turbulent the atmosphere. . r0 is called a Fried parameter (D. L.
Fried 1965) or Fried's diameter and is the value that determines
the atmospheric turbulence by limiting the resolutive power of a
telescope to a value:
ρ= 1.22 λ/r0
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And for long expositions we have an FWHM or seeing:
FWHM= 0.98 λ/ r0

It is clearly seen that given a seeing characterized by a r0, the larger the diameter the more
alveoli there will be in front of it and the greater the negative effect on the wavefront.

Fried's calculations result in r0 being at the zenith:

From this expression it follows:
- r0 is inversely proportional to the square integral of the structure constant CN (z), ie the
more the fluctuation of the atmosphere, the smaller is r0.

- r0 increases with the wavelength in a strong dependence, and relates the amount of
turbulence cells covering the main mirror area. In other words, given a fluctuation of the
atmosphere, we can choose the wavelength to make r0 as large as the diameter of the mirror
allowing it to reach its diffraction limit, with a resolution power ρ = 1.22 λ / D, so we could
say that in that wavelength the turbulence disappears.
For approximate practical calculations the following expression can be used:

r0 can also be determined from observations under real conditions. As we have seen the
theoretical FWHM of a perfect instrument is:
FWHMt = 0.98 λ/D
In the presence of turbulence and for a few seconds exposure, we will obtain an observed or
real FHWM:
FWHMr= 0.98 λ/ r0
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The relation of the FWHM measure of an observed star (the seeing value) and its
theoretical FWHM gives us the value of r0
r0 = FWHMt D / FWHMr
If your interest is bright objects, like: planets, moon,binary stars, sun, try to use the idea of
"freezing the turbulence" through extremely short exposures and taken with a high
frequency is based on the fact that occasionally the combination of the variations of the
phase of the wave front at the entrance of the telescope will reach values less than 1 Radian
(λ / 6.28) and it is when the image obtained from a star approaches the diffraction limit of
the telescope 1.22 λ / D and with a ratio of Strehl> 0.37.
These exposures are called "Lucky exposures" and usually have a duration between 10ms
and 50ms, duration that corresponds to the time of coherence of the atmosphere, time in
which the turbulent state can remain stationary in an area of a few arc seconds, called
isoplanatic field.
David L. Fried (1978) calculated the probability P of this type of exposures that have
variations smaller than 1 radian to the entrance of a telescope of diameter D for a seeing
defined by r0:
P ≈ 5.6 exp [-0.1557(D/r0)2]
From here we obtain the following result for the quotient D / r0:

D/r0 = 10 P = 1 in 1.000.000
D/r0 = 8 P = 1 in 3.800
D/r0 = 7 P = 1 in 367
D/r0 = 6 P = 1 in 50
D/r0 = 5 P = 1 in 9
D/r0 = 4 P = 1 in 2
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We can construct a table in which we obtain the value of r0 for telescopes of 75, 40, 30 and
13 centimeters in diameter depending on the different probabilities of obtaining a high
quality image in a sequence of images
106

3800

367

50

9

2

75cm

0.075

0.094

0.10

0.125

0.15

0.187

40cm

0.04

0.05

0.06

0.07

0.08

0.1

30cm

0.03

0.037

0.042

0.05

0.06

0.075

13cm

0.013

0.016

0.018

0.021

0.026

0.032

The table values of r0 are expressed in meters
The various experiments and measurements from Fried's calculations suggest a D / r0
of 6 or 7 as the best compromise between the diameter and the probability of obtaining
quality images in a sequence of images.
From all these concepts and data we can produce a table for probability 1 in 367
(D / r0 = 7) and another for probability 1 in 50 (D / r0 = 6) in which we combine the
diameter of the telescope in function of certain seeing (2 ", 1.5" and 1 "), obtaining the
wavelengths that should be used and the resolution reached by diverse telescopes, in
those wavelengths.
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The "clear" areas are those of possible use
Suppose, for example, that at the observation site we have a seeing (FWHM) of 2 "of arc
and that we are observing at the wavelength of 0.5 microns. With these conditions we see in
the tables that using the T30 with a probability of 1 in 50 we would obtain images with
resolution of 0.41 "of arc, very in the limit of the theoretical resolutive power for the T30.
The same probability and similar resolution would be obtained with the T40 observing in
0.7 microns or with the T75 in the wavelength of 1.25 microns.
In these tables it is observed that if we use the wavelength of 0.5 microns, we will
need, in the telescope of 75 cm (T75), a seeing of 1 "of arc (r0 = 0.10 m) to reach the
diffraction limit of the telescope (0.16 ") with a probability of 1 image every 367 that
meet the criterion of Fried.
It is clearly seen that the worse the seeing and the greater the diameter of the main
mirror, the probability of obtaining "good" images decreases enormously.
(credit from La Hita and Tacande, La Palma Observatories)
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* Active optics correct "static" defects, i.e. spherical aberration, coma, astigmatism, etc. It
can also help correct defect residues in the guiding due to deformations of the structure and
movements due to the lack of thermal equilibrium. In general it corrects those defects
whose temporal variation is greater of about 10 sec.
* Adaptive optics consists of a series of systems that manage to analyze the distortion
of the wave front produced by the turbulence and compensate it in real time through actions
in the optical system. The system analyzes the rapid deformations that the turbulence
causes in the stellar image and in a time of hundredths-thousandths of a second
(between 10 and 50 msec) "deforms" the optics so that the effects are canceled out.
* In practice, a wave-sensor is used to measure the shape of the wave front at various points
in the telescope's pupil.
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Appendix D, Focal enlargement optics
Since objects in the solar system are usually bright and with small apparent diameter
we need to increase the focal length to get a proper image size. Optics most suitable for this
job are classical Barlow lenses, telecentric Barlow optics like "Powermate" and orthoscopic
eyepieces of Abbe type.

Powermate 2x enlarger optics coupled to a planetary camera

We assume that we are using a telecentric lens Powermate 2x with the RC 406 telescope
and the scale are..........

Scale = pixel size * 206265/ enlarged focal length
M= 7530/3257 = 2.3
ASI174MM = 0.00586 * 206265/7530 = 0.16”/pixel
ASI385MC = 0.00375 * 206265/7530 = 0.10"/pixel

With the above enlargement an object like Jupiter will have an approximate diameter of
D= 6514 * 45/206265 = 1.643 mm (280 pixels ASI174MM - 438 pixels ASI385MC)
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The general equations for use of a Barlow lens focal expander is:
M = F2/F2 – S1
(S2-S1) = F2 * (M – 1 )
M: enlargement factor
F2: Barlow focal length
S1: distance from Barlow lens to the original focal plane.
(S2-S1): distance between focal planes.
S2: distance from Barlow lens to the new focal plane produced by the Barlow
Example: If we use a Barlow (Clave brand) of focal length= -212 mm. we have….
M
1.8
2
3
4

S1 (mm)
95.3
106
141
159

S2-S1 (mm)
168
212
424
636

The Barlow lenses are typically used till to a maximum extension of M= 3. If higher
magnifications are needed it is preferable to employ projection lenses like an eyepiece or
Powermate lenses.
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General equations for use an eyepiece as a focal expander
M = a/u
u = fo * (1 + 1/M)
a = fo * (1 + M)
a: eyepiece distance to new focal plane distance
u: eyepiece distance to original focal plane distance
o: eyepiece focal length
Example: using a fo = 16 mm. Abbe eyepiece, we have….
M
2
3
4

u (mm)
24
21.3
20

a (mm)
48
64
80

Layout options for Powermate 2x at RC 406 telescope
Focuser output + 80mm extensor + Powermate 2x + 50mm extensor + camera adapter
+ ST-8300M

Focuser output + 80mm extensor + Powermate 2x + 50mm extensor + camera adapter
+ ADC + Filter Proplanet 742 BP +ASI174MM
Focuser output + 80mm extensor + Powermate 2x + 50mm extensor + camera adapter
+ ADC + Filter UV-IR + ASI385MC
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Appendix E, Measurements of central tendency
In any scientific measurement it is necessary not only to include the value but also the term
"uncertainty". This uncertainty is clearly perceptible and manifests itself when repeating a
measure that yields slightly different values.
1. Average value = "Mean"  (mu) = X
2. Variation from Average "Median Deviation" = σ (sigma)
Average 
In many cases the best estimate of the "true" value set of a measurement is obtained by
the so-called "average" by repeating N times the measurement, summing all the values
obtained and dividing by N.
The letter X is used with a horizontal bar on the symbol to represent the mean of a sample,
while the letter μ (mu) is used for the arithmetic mean of a population, i.e. the expected
value of a variable.
Median σ (standard deviation)
The most common method of determining the quality of a measurement is the standard
deviation. It is usually represented by an S or with the letter sigma σ defined by the
equation....

Where ......

Xi: the measure i_n
Μ: mean value of measures
N: number of measures

The concept of standard deviation gives us the assurance that a measure is within a certain
interval. Most of the measures present different sources of random errors and the set of
these has a distribution in the form of a Gaussian bell curve.
In a normal distribution of errors, 68% of all measurements are within a standard deviation
(rho) of the mean value. If the above probability is not sufficient for our purposes we can
extend the interval to 2 * (rho) and we will have 95.5% probability that the true measure is
in the range: average + - (2 * (rho))
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RMS value or root mean square concept
The RMS is very useful for calculating the mean of variables that take negative and
positive values. It is usually used when the symbol of the variable is not important and
what matters is just the absolute value of the element. For example, to calculate the mean
of measurement errors.
In math, the root mean square value is a statistical measure of the magnitude of a variable
quantity. It can be calculated for a series of discrete values or for a continuous variable
function. The name derives from the fact that it is the square root of the arithmetic mean
of the squares values.
The RMS for a collection of N values {x1, x2, ... , xN} is given by the formula:

For a continuous variable function f (t) defined on the interval T1 ≤ t ≤ T2 the rms is given by
the expression:

For specific mathematical Astronomy applications we recommend the software
"Peranso 3", the leading light curve and period analysis software in astronomy.
It offers a complete set of powerful analysis functions to work with large, multinight astronomical data sets, collected by a variety of observers. It is equally
effective for the individual observer, who wants to analyze his observations of one
or more nights.
https://www.cbabelgium.com
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Appendix F, About guiding telescopes
The rule for good tracking using an autoguiding scope has two conditions: guiding focal
length scale of half the normal PSF obtained at main telescope, according to Nyquist
criterion and enough SN ratio of the guiding star.
Keep in mind that guiding software has the ability to fit a model of a Gaussian curve on an
unsaturated guide star of size x,y and then locate the highest intensity point (centroid) that
shall be determined with an accuracy of 1/10 pixel. This precision guiding ensures a perfect
tracking, but it is only possible if the SNR of the guiding star is bigger than 50

Basically, the SNR is directly proportional to the diameter of the telescope, CCD
quantum efficiency, integration time and star magnitude.

Example 1: With a telescope of 300mm. of diameter and 0.5 sec exposure, a star of
magnitude 10 has an SNR of 235, but with a telescope of 80mm. diameter, the SNR is
just 40. Is clear that both telescopes detect the star, but with 80mm. do not can guide
at high precision of 1/10 pixel.
The above indicates that although the guiding software is able to "detect" faint stars with
a 80mm scope diameter, we need to find brightest stars and integration times longer than
0.5 sec.
If we apply the above rules, we found which could be the ideal size of pixel according to
Nyquist criterion:
Normal observatory FWHM in longer exposures is about 2.5 hence the half is 1.25"
On the guider telescope R120ED this angle of 1.25" has a size on focal plane of:
860*1.25/206265=5.2um
according to the above we have to use cameras of pixel size near than 5.2 um.
Example 2: In Astropriorat observatory the guider telescope has 860 mm. of focal length
and employ CCD pixels of 5.4um, so 1/10 pixel correspond to 0.54um, which in turn is
equivalent to:
0.00054=860 x pixel/206265

x= 0.129"(arcsecs)
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We also must have to employ a sufficiently bright guide star in order to get SNR as
mentioned of 50 or more. To know which SNR we get in pictures we should use our
favorite software or use the following calculator available at internet:
Internet SNR calculator
http://spiff.rit.edu/richmond/signal.shtml
Filter:
Tel_diam:
Overall QE:
Pixsize:
Readnoise
Sky mag:
Airmass:
Ext_coeff:
Exptime:
FWHM:
Aper_rad:
mag 2.00:
mag 3.00:
mag 4.00:
mag 5.00:
mag 6.00:
mag 7.00:
mag 8.00:
mag 9.00:
mag10.00:
mag11.00:
mag12.00:
mag13.00:

none
12 (cm)
0.7
5.2 (arcsec/pixel)
8 (electrons)
19 (mag/sq.arcsec)
1.41
0.2
3 (sec)
2.5 (arcsec)
6 (arcsec)

star
star
star
star
star
star
star
star
star
star
star
star

125416592
49929244
19877190
7913252
3150322
1254166
499292
198772
79133
31503
12542
4993

sky
sky
sky
sky
sky
sky
sky
sky
sky
sky
sky
sky

2915
2915
2915
2915
2915
2915
2915
2915
2915
2915
2915
2915

read
read
read
read
read
read
read
read
read
read
read
read

268
268
268
268
268
268
268
268
268
268
268
268

->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->

S/N
S/N
S/N
S/N
S/N
S/N
S/N
S/N
S/N
S/N
S/N
S/N

11198.81
7065.84
4458.03
2812.48
1774.02
1118.48
704.37
442.31
275.81
169.15
100.02
55.22

The available magnitude range could be between magnitudes 2 to 12
A priori the previous result may seems right but could be critical to any alteration, such as
presence of high clouds, backlit by pollution or by Moonlight, bad seeing because of wind
conditions, etc. which inevitably could that guiding algorithm cannot determine the
centroid to 1/10 pixel accuracy and guiding will fail.. If this happens, we must expose more
time or select a brighter guiding star!
Software for auto guiding:
Maxim DL Is a complete integrated solution for all astronomical imaging needs. Whether
you are collecting and analyzing science data, or making beautiful portraits of the night sky,
MaxIm DL Pro includes a complete auto-guiding procedures.
https://diffractionlimited.com/product/maxim-dl/
PH2D2 Guiding Excellent guiding software that simplifies the process of tracking a
guide star, letting you concentrate on other aspects of deep-sky imaging or spectroscopy.
https://openphdguiding.org/
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Appendix G, Collimation Cassegrain, RC telescopes

TS RCKOLLI 2" LED Collimator for all Types of Telescopes
The collimator is compatible with almost all popular optical systems and allows for a neat
collimation at daylight. We especially recomend the collimator for all Cassegrain-like
telescopes like Schmidt-Cassegrain, RC, Dall-Kirkham and similar telescope types. The
collimator is very precise and the result of the collimation is mostly independent of tilting.
For refractors, use the switch "W" switch. For reflectors, use the switch "R"
Collimation
of
Ritchey-Chrétien
telescopes
and
similar
systems
It is well known that collimating an RC is not an easy thing. Usually, nighttime use on a
star is necessary. Due to the TS collimator, it is possible to obtain an ideal collimation
result at daylight which is comparable with the Takahashi collimator. With this, there is
always an optimally collimated RC telescope at your hand at night. At the same time,
collimation is easy and can be done by anyone. But it is important that the secondary
mirror of your telescope has a central mark. Simply follow the steps below:
Preparation:
Place the optical tube on a table or move the telescope on the mount into a horizontal
position. It is helpful to aim the telescope at a homogeneous bright surface (paper, house
wall, ...). Now put the collimator into the 2" receptacle of your focuser. It helps when you
direct the labelling to the collimation screws, this makes working easier. Press your hand
slightly from the backside against the collimator. Now you are ensured that the collimator
is optimally placed in the focuser. Now tighten the locking screws slightly. Next, switch on
the collimator in Newtonian/reflector mode (red LEDs). Now look through the hole.
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If the image looks this, you can stop the collimation
process, your telescope is optimally adjusted and ready for the night.

But if the image does not look centrically, you should begin
with the collimation for achieving the optimal result with the telescope.

Step 1 - adjusting the secondary mirror:
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Adjust the secondary mirror with the collimation screws until the central mark of your
secondary mirror is exactly in the center. You can directly see any deviation which you
then can easily get rid off by adjusting. Make sure that the counter screws (if existing) are
loosened before and that the secondary mirror is not loose after collimation.
The result at the end of this step of the collimation should look like this.

Step 2 - adjusting the primary mirror:
Now you center the outer ring by adjusting the primary mirror. Please make sure the the
counter screws are loosened here, too. Untighten the counter screws only minimal, then
adjust the primary mirror and then retighten the counter scews. This procedure prevents
that the pressure on the cell gets to strong or that something loosens completely. Also
don´t overtighten the counter screws.
The result at the end of this second and last step of the collimation should look like this.
Collimation is finished and the telescope is ready for the night.
RC telescopes with TILTING mechanism at the focuser:
Many Ritchey-Chrétien telescopes have a third collimation possibility - tilting the focuser.
It is often tried to compensate a bad collimation with this tilting, but that does not work
well. For this reason, you should adjust the tilting mechanism until it reaches the position
stop before collimation. Thus it is ensured that the optics is optimally adjusted to the
focuser.
The tilting mechanism should be used for adapting the camera sensor optimally to the
telescope. Thus you can compensate a minimally skewed position of the sensor or a slight
tilt of the focuser.
tutorial.....................

https://youtu.be/aLwTkyJZM1Y

(credit TS Optics)
https://www.teleskop-express.de/shop/product_info.php/info/p11188_TS-Optics-2-LED-Collimator-for-RC-Telescopes-and-all-other-Types-of-Telescopes.html
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Collimation of a secondary Cassegrain mirror in a large telescope can be very laborious
even when an assistant is available. The recommendation is to use a small camera attached
to the TS RCKOLLI 2" collimator and with the laptop, visualize at all times while adjusting
the screws. See the attached images:

TS RCKOLLI and camera adapter
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Laptop collimation view 1/2

Laptop collimation view 2/2
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Collimation and curvature test of the telescope RC406 using the
software CCDInspector
https://www.ccdware.com/products/ccdinspector/
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Appendix H, Cleaning primary mirror without removing from
the cell
The following notes are not intended to be a formal guide to mirror cleaning, they are only
to share with you my experience of cleaning a primary mirror of 406 mm, diameter without
disassembling it from its barrel. Anyone who follows these instructions does so at their
own risk.
Naturally, if possible, it is better to remove the mirror from the telescope for proper
cleaning, but there are situations where the following procedure can save many hours of
work in disassembling-collimating a critical adjustment primary as happens in telescopes of
the Ritchey-Cretien type and also eliminate the risk of breakage, when handling a primary
mirror.
We need the following materials:
- A bottle of distilled and de-ionized water.
- A pack of soft cotton cleaning discs, exempt of cosmetics oils
- Gloves.
- Isopropyl alcohol (Methanol) of 99.99 purity.
- A drop of liquid detergent.
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Procedure:
Let's assume that it is possible to access the primary, introducing the arm through the
structure of support tubes.
- Position the telescope pointing at the zenith.
- Fill a clean dish with distilled water and a single drop of liquid detergent on the
water.
- Moisten a cotton disc, without it dripping, and gently slide the cotton over the primary,
describing concentric turns on the mirror. Discard the used cotton and take another,
repeating the operation without reusing cottons.
This first part is very critical because it is about to removing the abrasive dust from the
surface of the mirror, without producing scratches. We must always make a gentle circular
cleaning movement, using all the necessary cotton discs.
The cotton-mirror contact surface must ALWAYS be wet, if we hear a friction noise it
means that we are doing wrong. After repeating this operation 15 or more times, we will
observe that the mirror is already clean of dust but still some parts of water persists on the
mirror, give it the appearance of small alveoli.
Now it's time to moist the cottons dispensing directly from the isopropyl alcohol bottle. As
we do before, do not reuse again cottons. The mission of this second part is to eliminate the
oils and water that still are present in the mirror.
Use the same concentric movements by frequently renewing the cotton and always moisten
the cotton with alcohol to reduce friction to a minimum.
When the water contents on mirror surface has been reduced to a minimum, we can use the
air pear, or a vacuum cleaner, to remove the cotton specks that inevitably persist on the
mirror. After this last action, we will check that our mirror is reasonably clean and ready for
work.

quid pro quo
Please cite this source for partial or total reproduction

More information on: www.tacandeobservatory.com
If you find errors in this manual please let me know. Thank you.
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